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This report deals with a planning study of doctoral work in engineering,
which was conducted in several portions corresponding to the various
disciplines within engineering. The report is in six volumes. Volume A
deals with chemical engineering, B with electrical engineering, C with
metallurgical and materials engineering, D with mechanical engineering,
E with industrial engineering, and F with civil engineering. Each volume
contains the COU and ACAP reports for engineering as a whole together with
the consultants' report and other material appropriate to one of the
disciplines. The COU report will he in three parts: Part I dealing with
recommendations approved in June 1974 and dealing with most of the fields,
Part II approved in September 1974 and dealing with mechanical and
industrial engineering, and Part III to appear later dealing with civil
enOneering. This volume printed in the fall of 1974 contains Parts
I and II.



FOREWORD

As a consequence of a study of engineering education in Ontario (described
in more detail in. the subsequent ACM report) the Council of Ontario
Universities called for a planning assessment of PhD programmes in
engineering to be carried out by ACAP in cooperation with CODE.

The Advisory Committee on Academic Planning (ACAP), as presently
constituted, was established by the Ontario Council on Graduate Studies
at the request of the Council. of Ontario Universities in January, 1471.
The Advisory Committee's terms of reference were directed broadly toward
the effective planning and rationalization of long -term graduate
development in Ontario's universities both at the level of Individual
disciplines and at a more general level: The Advisory Con-.ttee's
activities are based on the premise that graduate work is tf.e one area
of university activity in which specialization among univeries,
cooperative arrangements and comprehensive planning are most necessary.'

The disciplinary planning process involves a discipline group
composed of one representative from each university with an interest in
graduate work in the planning area. In the case of engineering, CODE
was also involved in a way, described in the ACAP report.' The ,discipline
group assists in defining the precise academic boundaries of each study,
and prepares a commentary on the consultants' report.

The final decision on consultants for the planning study is made
by ACAP. The consultants are requested to make recommendations on
Programmes to he offered in Ontario, desirable and/or likely enrolments,
the aivision of responsibility for programmes among universities, and the
desirable extent of collaboration with related disciplines.

While the consultants' report is the single largest element in the
final report on the planning study, ACAP considers the statement of each
university's forward plans to be most significant. These forward plans
are usually outlined prior to the planning study, and are used as a basis
for comments from the universities concerned on the consultants' report.

On receipt of the consultants' report, and comments on it from the
disicpline group and the universities, ACAP begins work on its own recom-
mendations for submission directly to the Council of Ontario Universities.
CM considers thr input from all sources, and prepares the position of the
Ontario university community.

The following report is one of a series of disciplinary planning
studies carried out by the Advisory Committee on Academic Planning and
to he oublished by the Council Ontario Universities. The emphasis
of the report is on forward planning, and it is hoped that the
implementation of COU's recommendations will help to ensure the more
ordered growth and development of graduate studies in Ontario's universities.



Council of 9ntario Universities
Conseil des Universites de l'Onario

Report and Recommendations
concerning Doctoral Studies
in Engineering - ?art I

On the instruction of the Council of Ontario Universities, the Advisory Committee
on Academic planning, in cooperation with the Committee of Ontario Deans of Engin-
eering, has conducted a planning Assessment for doctoralleork in engineering.. This
arose from the need to re-examine the recommendations concerning PhD work which
appeared in Ring of Iron, The background to the study, the procedures followed
and the planning techniques used are described in the ACAP report and are not repeated
here. The resultant report from ACAi' is attached together with the consultants'
reports,-the comments by the discipline groups, the comments of the individual
universities, and the comments of CODE. It is important for the reader to read the
attachments in order to up rstand the recommendations in this Report from COU. COU
will issue subsequent parts o this report dealing with mechanical, industrial and
civil engineering.

L
The Council received the ACAV report and supporting documentation on April 11, 1974.
The content of the ACAr document was debated on April 11, on May 3, and on June 7,
1974. As a result of these discussions this Report and Recommendations was prepared
and approved by the Council on June 7, 1974. The report is addressed to the Ontario
Council on University Affairs and the universities of Ontario.

The following principles have been adopted and will apply to this and all other COU
Reports arising out of assessments.

1. eiscipline assessments by ACAP should form the basis for planning by
the universities of their development of graduate studies, particularly
AID programmes. On the basis of these assessments, COU should make its
own recommendations on currently embargoed programmes. Each university
must retain the freedom and responsibility to plan and implement its
own academic development. However, the universities in embarking on
a cooperative planning process have signalled their intentions of
cooperating with the COU recommendations.

2. Universities generally plan their emphases in graduate study on the
bases of related departments, not of single departments. Initially'
the sequential nature of the discipline planning assessments makes
this difficult. However, by the summer of 1974 there will have been
assessments of most of the social sciences, all of the physical sciences,
engineering doctoral work, and a number of professional areas. On the
information and recommendations then available, each university should be
able to make decisions concerning its support of graduate programmes
in these areas. Amendments to university responses to the individual
discipline planning assessments may then be made in the wider context of
a group of related disciplines and amendments to COUts original Reports
on an individual discipline may be required.
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3. The first concern in planning is to review the quality of graduate
opportunities and of students in Ontario universities and to make
judgements about how to proceed or not proceed based on quality
considerations. The procedures have made use of highly qualified
independent consultants who have no direct interest in the universities
in Ontario. Accordingly, COU feels bound to accept their judgdments
about quality where they are stated clearly unless unconvinced that
their, conclusions about quality are consistent with their evidence.
COU's recommendations in the case of programmes which are of unsatis-
factory or questionable quality will call for discontinuation or the
carrying out of an appraisal, if the continuation of the programme
is not crucial to the province's offerings. In some cases, however,
there may be a particular need for the programme and the appropriate
recommendation will be to strengthen it, with an appraisal following
that action. It is also possible that if there were found to be
too large a number of broadly-based programmes there could be a recom-
mendation to discontinue the weakest; in this case, an appraisal for
a more limited programme might be relevant.

4. A second consideration is the scope of opportunities for graduate
work in the discipline. Do the Ontario programmes together offer
a satisfactory coverage of the main divisions of the discipline?

5. Numbers of students to be planned for will depend on the likely
number of applicants of high quality and in some cases may relate to an
estimate of society's needs. Such estimates may be reasonably reliable
in some cases and not in others. If the plans of the universities
appear to be consistent with the likely number of well-qualified
applicants and there is either no satisfactory basis for estimating
needs or there is no inconsistency between a reasonable estimate of
need and the universities' plans, then COU will take note of the facts
without making recommendations on the subject of numbers.

If the numbers being planned for by the universities are grossly out
of line with the anticipated, total of well-qualified students, or a
reliable estimate of needs,'COU will make appropriate corrective
recommendations. Depending on the circumstances, these may call for
a change in the total numbers to be planned.for and indications of
which institutions should increase, decrease, or discontinue. The
recommendations in serious cases may need to specify departmental
figures for each university for a time. If the numbers being planned
for are insufficient, the recommendations may call for expansion, or
new programmes, and may have implications for both operating and

capital costs.

Unless there are exceptional circumstances, the recommendations
concerning enrolment will not call for a university to refuse
admission to any well-qualified student who wishes to work in a
field in which that university offers a programme and in,which it
has the capacity to accommodate the student.
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6. The quality of graduate programmes is partly dependent on size, and
for each programme, depending on how it is designed and its scope,
there is a minimum size of enrolment below which qualiOmay suffer.
That number, cannot be expressed for the discipline as a whole but
only for individual programmes depending on their purpose, their
resources and their design.

7. Universities will be expected to notify COU if they intend to depart
from the COU Report in any way which they believe might have a signi-
ficant bearing on the provincial plan.

8. Appraisals arising as the result of assessments are to be based on the
standards but not necessarily the scope :le acceptable programmes
in the province.

General observations concerning engineerin4 doctoral work

1. Ontario is unlikely to over-produce en0heering khDts in the next five
years. However, the student body contains too large a proportion of non-
Canadians. Qualified Canadians should be encouraged to seek the engineering

2. Doctoral students should be selected on the basis of high academic standing
and research potential.

3. "Inbreeding" is a problem, with many students obtaining three degrees from
one university.

4. Faculty members, whether or not engaged with doctoral students, should have
the facilities and opporWnities to engage in research and in work with
industry.

5. The scope for inter-university and university-industry cooperation is
considerable and should be exploited.

6. The quality and state of development of the Ontario doctoral programmes are
variable. Some are very good and have gained international recognition.

7. Some universities are organizing (or reorganizing) doctoral study on a
division of specialization other than that provided by the "traditional"
engineering departments. In two of the smaller faculties this is a central
factor in the planning, but increasing cross-departmental activity is also in
evidence elsewhere.

ActLms by COI:

1. COU.has abandoned a planning number of 450 doctoral students and advises
jfhe universities to plan on the assumption that the doctoral enrolment will
.remain roughly constant for the next five years. Although there is a need
for engineers with doctorates in Ontario, graduate student enrolment will
level off due to a lack of top quality students. Canadians must be attracted
in increasing numbers in order to maintain enrolment at the present level.
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2. COU requests that CODE report annually to COU on enrolment and employment

opportunities.

J. COU requests that ACAP arrange' for each engineering discipline group:

(I) to monitor annually the admissions experience of each programme (post

facto) and report on the quality of the admitted students (to ACAP for .

transmission to COU);'

(2) to report annually to ACAP on the universities previously attended by

the newly admitted graduate students of each department.

4. COU requests. CODE, after consultation with the disciplitwe groups, to develop

proposals.for collective methods of making information on graduate work in
all Ontario.universities readily available to the engineering students, and

to inform ACAf of the action taken.

5. COU requests OCGS to examine existing university guidelines on part-time

doctoral work and its supervision.

6. COU request tht ACAP arrange for an annual report to OCGS from each university

on the time taken for each graduating student to complete his doctoral studies.

7. COU requests ACAi' to examine the available documentation on civil engineering,

to reach its own judgements on the basis for a report, after soliciting assist-

ance from the discipline group and the universities, and to prepare its report

to COU containing recommendations for the future of civil engineering doctoral

work. This should be submitted by December 31, 1974.

8. COU requests that ACAi' arrange for the metallurgical and materials engineering

discipline group; to present a report to ACA!' on university actions taken to

correct identified weakness in certain fields of study.

Recommendatiens

It is recommended that:

1. Universities, CODE and discipline groups take steps to inform potential

candidates of the value of a PhD in many phases of government and industry,

not only in research and development. The universities, individually and
collectively, through agencies such as CODE, should discuss with the industrial

and governmental employers steps to be taken jointly in order to overcome the

shortage of Canadian students.

2. The universities attempt to maintain the situation where Canadians and landed

immigrants constitute at least 70% of the doctoral enrolment in any programme,

at any one time, even though the number of landed immigrants may decrease.
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3. The universities, the provincial government, and granting agencies examine
the extent to which the limit to student income deters Canadians from entering
graduate work. Means of supplementing the income of professionally experienced
students should be examined.

4. All doctoral thesis examining committees have an examiner external to the
university.

5. At present, there not be any specific .engineering doctoral part-time programmes
but rather that part-time or non-resident doctoral work be done by individual
arrangement. Experimentation in methods of carrying on part-time work is to
be encouraged and might lead in future to the creation of specific part-time
programmes. It is also recommend that the research topic of any student
accepted on a part-time basis be in a field in which the professors in the
department have expertise.

University Recommendations

Engineering was split into five separate assessments, one for each of the five
traditional field* of engineering. Two universities, Western Ontario and Windsor,
do not administer their doctoral engineering work along these lines but rather on
an interdisciplinary basis that cuts horizontally across engineering. For this
reason, these two:universities are being dealt with separately and not as part of
the more standard'approach evident in the five assessment reports. Similarly,
Guelph also is included in this section.

It is recommended that:

6. The University of Western Ontario continue its examination of its PhD
programme in engineering science, and put forward the resulting programme for
appraisal, in particular delineating carefully the areas of research in which
it feels it appropriate to accept students. If a favourable appraisal
is not obtained by the end of October, 1976, admission of new students should
then be suspended.

7. The University.of Windsor continue the reorganization of its doctoral work in
engineering and submit all programmes for appraisal when the new system has
been in operation sufficiently long to permit a valid appraisal. Enrolment
of new students should cease after October, 1977, if a favourable appraisal
has, not been obtained.

8. The involvement of the School of Engineering in the hydrology doctoral programme
at the University of Guelph continue and that the university begin doctoral
work in agricultural engineering at a time in accordance with the university's
plans, subject to normal appraisal procedures.

Chemical Engineering

This section deals with doctoral work in chemical engineering at McMaster, Ottawa,
Queen's, Toronto and Waterloo.
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It is recommended that

9. The departments consider grouping their research activities in well-defined

areas so as to establish or reinforce,teams, thus providing a more stimulating

environment for students.

10. McMaster University continue its doctoral work in chemical engineering accord-

ing to its plans.

11. The University of Ottawa continue its 4oeforal programme in chemical engineering

according to its plans.

12. :Queen's University re-evaluate its doctoral programme in chemical engineering

in the light of comments made by the. consultants concerning research activity

of the faculty, the grouping of research areas, the awareness of new'trends

in.the discipline, and the mobility of its bachelor's graduates, and submit

the prograMMe for appraisal at the time that the university considers appro-

priate. If a favourable appraisal has not been received by October, 1976,

enrolment of new students then be suspended.

13. The University of Toronto continue its doctoral prOgramme in chemical engineer-

ing according to its plans, paying particular attention to the desirably

mobility of its bachelor's graduates for graduate work elsewhere and to the

desirability of grouping of research areas. The University of Toronto is

requested to report to COU through ACA by June,1975, on aotion taken in regard

to this Recommendation.

14. The University of Waterloo continue its doctoral progrdmme in chemical

engineering according to its plans.

Civil Engineerinc

The Consultants' report is unfortunately inadequate for planning purposes.

It is recommended that:

15. The embargo on the funding of any new programmes in civil engineering

continue until COU has accepted a report from ACAP dealing adequately

with the future role of each department in respect to the different fields of

doctoral research, payingparticular attention to the relative strengths and

weaknes!;es of each department and the change in emphasis on fields recommend.,

ed by the consultants. The report should be submitted by ACM. by December 31,

1974.

Electrical Engineering

This section deals with dooteral work in electrical engineering at Carleton,

McMaster, Ottawa, Queen's, Toronto .and Waterloo.

It is recommended that:

16. The discipline group annually identify those areas of electrical engineering

u'ihich,they consider relevant to .the present and future needs of Canada and
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r
mak their findings available to the granting agencies and various associations
of-industry in order to stimulate a continuing dialogue with industry.

17. Carleton University continue its doctoral work in electrical engineering
according to its plans.

18. McMaster University continue its doctoral work in electrical engineering
according to its plans.

.......:.

19. The University of Ottawa plan the reorganization of its doctoral programme
i

1 in electrical engineering and put forward the programme for appraisal. If

a favourable appraisal has not been obtained by the end of the fall term 1976,
admission of new sttcents shoeld cease. In the meantime, enrolment of new
students should be restricted to the digital communications systems and large-
scale systems fields.

20. Queen's University continue its programme in electrical engineering concentrating
in the communications and systems fields, with occasionally a student in cognate
areas of electronics and energy processing. Any proposed substantial develop-
ments in these latter two fields should be submitted for appraisal. It is also
recommended that the department maintain enxalMent at its present level.

21. The University of Toronto continue its doctoral work in electrical engineering
according to its plans.

Ma

22. The University of Waterloo continue its doctoral work in electrical engineering
according to its plans.

Metallurgical and Materials Engineering.

This section deals with doctoral work in metallurgical and materials engineering
at AcMaster, Queen's, Toronto and Waterloo.

It is recommended that:

23. The universities take steps to increase the activity in the ceramics, glasses,
and polymer fields of study in the province.

24. McMaster University continue its doctoral pogrammes in materials science
and extractive metallurgy, and make c report to COU through ACM' in the fall
of 1975 on the following suggestions for improvement:

a) recruitment of students with physics and chemistry backgrounds
b) strengthening of the extractive metallurgy faculty
Cl collaboration with the University of Toronto

25. queen's University continue its doctoral work in physical metallurgy
and discontinue the doctoral programme in extractive metallurgy and mineral
enginetling as it now exists and replaceoit by an enlarged programme involving
professors from other departments. This new programme should be appraised
and this should be completed by December 31, 1976. If Queen's does not wish
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to enlarge its programme in extractive metallurgy and mineral engineering,

the present programme should be put forward immedtately for appraisal,

ceasing.to enrol new students by June 30, 1975,, if a favourable appraisal

is not obtained.

26. The University of Toronto continue its-doctoral programmes in its Department

of Metallurgy and Materials Science. It is suggested that Toronto conster

bLoadening the programmes and it is requested that the university report to

cOU.through ACAP by September, 1975, on any progress made in this direction.

27. The.University of Waterloo continue its doctoral work in extractive and pro-

cess metallurgy and in metallurgical engineering and materials science

according to its plans.

Mining Engineering

It is recommended that:

28. Queen's University continue its doctoral work in accordance with its plans.

General

It is recommended that:

29. In view of the acceptance of these recommendations by the Council of

Ontario Universities and the completion of Part I of this planning

assessment, the Ontario Council on University Affairs request the

Minister to remove the embargo on doctoral work in Engineering (except

for Mechanical, industrial and Civil Engineering at Carleton, McMaster,

Ottawa, Queen's, Toronto and Waterloo), in accordance with the original

announcement of the Minister that new graduate programmes would be embargoed

until, for each discipline, a planning study has been conducted.

Notes concerning the recommendations

Re: Recommendations 1, 2, and 3

The background to these important recommendations appears on pages 13 and 14 of

the ACAP Report.

Re: Recommendation 7

Presumably the programmes submitted for appraisal will be the three

divisional programmes which are replacing the departmental programmes.

Re: Recommendation 16

Other engineering discipline groups may also find this a valuable suggestion.
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Re: Recommendation 19

This differs from the recommendation in the ACAP Report because the University
subsequently decided to carry out a re-assessment of the future dirdction
of the department.

Re: Recommendation 25

Queen's has reported to COU its intention to enlarge its programme in extractive
metallurgy..

June 7, 1974.

\.
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Council of Ontario Universities
Conseil 'des Universitis_de l'Ontario

Report and Recommendations
concerning Doctoral Studies
Ain Engineering - Part II

As Part I of this report, indicated it would, this pa!it deals with mechanical
engineering and industrial engineering and systems design. Civil engineering
will be dealt with in Part III.

The ACAP reports on mechanical and industrial engineering were debated by-
COU onJune.7, 1974. As a result of these discussions, Fart II of the Report
and Recommendations was prepared andtipproved by Council 611.September 6, 1974.

The principles, general observations,, actions by COU and .recommendations 1 - 5r"

given in. Part '1 apply generally and therefore have application.tomech4pical.
and industrial engineering. Similarly Recommendations 6,7 and-8 deal with'
doctoral work in engineering at Western Ontario, Windsolhan4 Guelph, and, although
the consultants' reports in mechanical and industrial engiaering will be of
value to these universities, no recommendationS,for them follow.

Mechanical Engineering

This section deals with doctoral work in mechanical engineering at Carleton,
McMaster, Ottawa,. .Queen's, Toronto and Waterloo.

It is recommended that:

29. Carleton, McMaster and Queen's Universities continue their doctoral
programmes in mechanical engineering and during the cominyear
give careful consideration to the feasibility of a stronger
development of foci of interest in the special areas of strengths
suggested by the consultants. The Universities are requested to
report to COU and OCGS, through ACAP, during the Fall of 1975, on
the results of these considerations.

30. If the University of Ottawa wishes to reactivate a doctoral programme
in mechanical engineering, it give careful consideration to the

need for the department to have suitable industrial and research
experience before applying for aporaisal.

31. The University of Toronto continue its doctoral programmes in
mechanical engineering in its Department of Mechanical Engineering
and the Department of Aerospace Studies and Engineering. The

, University should consider the consultants' recommendation
of a greater concentration of research activities of the Department
of Mechanical Engineering on major problems of national concern.
It is recommended that the University inform COU and OCGS through
ACAP, during the Fall of 1975, of any decisions taken.



32. The University of Waterloo continue its doctoral progrdmme
in mechanical engineering. The University should
consider the consultants' recommendation of a greater concentration.
of research activities on major problems of national concern. It

is recommended that the University inform COU and °CGS through
ACAP, during the Fall of 1975, of anydecisions taken.

Industrial Engineering and Systems Design

This section deals with industrial engineering at Toronto and systems design
at Waterloo.

It is recommended that:

33. The University of Toronto continue its doctoral work in human factors.
engineering, management information systems and operations research.

34. The University of Waterloo continue its doctoral programme in
systems design.:

Notes: Re Recommendation 33

The University of Toronto is aclifised to expect about the same enrolment in
doctoral work in industrial engineering as it now has, at least until ich

timeas some new field of specialization may be approved.

Re Recommendation 34

4
The University of Waterloo is advised to give careful attention to the
consultants' recommendations for strengthening its systems design doctoral
programme before allowing the enrolment to grow.

August 27, 1974.
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I. RECOMMENDATIONS

General Recommendations

Cl

It is recommended that COU abandon the quota of 450 doctoral student
enrolment in 1974-75, and plan on roughly the present enrolment for the
nest five years, assuming greater interest by Canadian students in
engineering graduate work. If this interest does not. materialize, the
enrolment will undoubtedly drop. In any case, it is recommended that
CODE be asked to report annually to COD on enrolment and employment
opportunities.

Cl

It is recommended that steps be taken to inform potential candidates of
the value of a PhD in many phases of government and industry, not only in
research and development. The universities, individually and collectively,
through agencies such as CODE, should discuss with the industrial and
governmental employers steps to be taken jointly in' order to overcome the
shortage of Canadian students.

C3

It is recommended that the universities maintain the situation where
Canadians and landed immigrants constitute at least 70% of the doctoral
enrolment in any programme, at any one time, even though the number of
landed immigrants may decrease.

C4

It is recommended that the universities, the provincial government, and
granting agencies consider the remarks of the consultants and examine
the extent to which the limit to student income deters Canadians from
entering graduate work. Means of supplementing the income of professionally
experienced students should be examined; increased contacts between faculty
and industry could lead to increased industrial support.

C 3

It is recommended that each Discipline Group monitor annually the admissions
experience of each programme (post facto) and report on the quality of the
admitted students to ACAP for transmission to COU.

Ch

It is recommended that all doctoral thesis examining committees should
have an examiner external to the university.
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It is recommended that each Discipline Group and CODE develop proposals
for making information on graduate work in all Ontario universities
readily available to the engineering students, in some collective way
and inform ACAP of the action taken. Each Discipline Group should report
annually on the university last attended by the graduate students in
each department.

C8

It is recommended that at the present any part-time or non-resident
doctoral work should be by individual crrangement and that experimentation
in this type of programme be encouraged. It is also recommended that
the research topic of the student accepted on a part-time basis be in a
field in which the professors in the department have expertise. It is

recommended that OCGS examine existing university guidelines in this area.

C9

It is recommended that the universities report to ACAP (for OCGS) each
year on the time taken by each graduating student to complete his
doctoral studies.

University Recommendations

CIO

It is recommended that the University of Western Ontario continue, its
examination of its PhD programme in engineering science, and put forward
the resulting programme for appraisal, in particular delineating
carefully the areas of research in which it feels it appropriate to
accept students. In case a favourable appraisal is not obtained by
octoher, 1976, admission of new students should then be suspended.

cli

It is recommended that the University of Windsor continue the reorganization
of its doctoral work in engineering and submit all programmes (presumably
these will be the three divisional programmes which are replacing the
departmental programmes), for appraisal when the new system has been in
operation sufficiently long to permit a valid appraisal. Enrolment of
now students should cease after October, 1977, if a favourable appraisal
iris not been obtained by that date.

It is recommended that the involvement of the School of Engineering in
the hydrology doctoral programme at the University of Guelph continue and
that the University begin doctoral work in agricultural. engineering at a
time in accordance with the University's plans, subject to normal appraisal
procodures.
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Chemical Engineering

CI3

It is recommended that the departments take note of the consultants'
recommendation 10 to group research activities in well-defined areas
so as to establish or reinforce teams, thus providing a more stimulating
environment for students.

C14

It is recommended that McMaster University continue its doctoral work
in chemical engineering according to its plans.

C15

It is recommended that the University of Ottawa continue its doctoral
programme in chemical engineering according to its plans.

C16

It is recommended that Queen's University reevaluate its doctoral
programme in chemical engineering in the light of comments made by the
consultants concerning research activity of the faculty, the grouping
of research areas, the awareness of new trends in the discipline, and
the mobility of its bachelor's graduates, and submit the programme for
appraisal at the time, that .the University considers appropriate. If a
favourable appraisal has not been received by October 1976, enrolment of
new students should be suspended at that date.

C17

It is recommended that the University of Toronto continue iis doctoral
programme in chemical engineering according to its plans, paying particular
attention to Recommendation C7 regarding mobility of its graduates and to
Recommendation C/3 concerning grouping of research areas. It is recommended
that the University of Toronto report to COU through ACAP by June, 1975,
on action taken in regard to this Recommendation.

C18

It is recommended that the University of Waterloo continue its doctoral
programme in chemical engineering according to its plans.

Civil Engineering

C19

It is recommended that COU recommend the continuance of the embargo on the
funding of any new programmes in civil engineering until COU has accepted



a Discipline Group report dealing adequately with the future role_of
each department in respect to the different fields of doctoral- research,
paying.PartiCniar attention to the relative strengths.and.weaknesses of

each dePartinentfind the:change in emPhasis-on fields recommended ;by the
consultants. The report should be submitted ta'ACAP by December 31:
1974.

Electrical Engirieering,

It is recommended that ,the Discipline Group annually identify, those-

areas of ele6trical engineering which they Consider, relevant to the
Present and future needs of Canada and make their findings available
to the granting agencies and,various associations of industry in order
to stimulate a continuing dialogue with industry.

C21

It is :recommended hat Carleton University continue its doctoral w4Jrk
in dkectriCal engineering according to its.plana.

C22

It is.recommended that McMaster University continue its doctoral Work in
electrical engineering according to its plans.

C23

It is recommended that the University of Ottawa continue to offer a
doctoral programme in electrical engineering restricted to theses in
digital communication systems and Large-scale systems. This limited
programme is to be appraised as soon as possible. Enrolment of new students
should cease as of December, 1975 if a favourable appraisal has not been
obtained.

C24

It is'reCommended that queen's University continue its programme in electrical
engineering concentrating in-the communications and systems fields, with
occasionally a student in cognate areas of electronics and energy processing.
Any proposed substantial developments in these latter two fields -would be
submitted for-appraisaL It is also recommended that the department maintain
enroiment'at its present level.

CT5

it is recommended that theilliversity of Toronto continue its doctoral work
in electrical engineering according to its plans.
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t:26

it is recommended that the :University of Waterloo. continue its doctoral
work in electrical engineering according. to its plena.

Mechanical Engineering

(:27

It_is recommended that:Carletonaater and Queen's Univeralties:eoptinue
their doctoral programmes in mechanical engineering and during.the coming
yeargivecareful-consideration to theleasibilityof a stronger ,development
of ,feat of-.interest in the special areas of strengths suggested by_the
consultants. The Universities are requested.to report' to COU and °C:GS,
through ACAP, during the Fall of 1975, on the results of these considerations.

It is recommended that, if the University of Ottawa wishes to reactivate
a doctoral programme in mechanical engineering, it give careful consich.ration
tut allowing some further maturing of the department before applying fur
appraisal.

C2I

it is recommended that the University of Toronto continue its doctoral
programmes. in meehanical engineeripg in its Department of Mechanical
Engineering and the Department of Aerospace Studies and Engineering.
At:AP suggests that the University consider the consultants' recommendation
of a greater concentration of research activities of the Department of
Mechanical Engineering on major problems of national concern. it is
recommended that the University inform COU and OCCS through ACAP, during
Me Fall of 1975, of any decisions taken.

C30

It is recommended that the University of Waterloo continue its doctoral
:/rogramme in mechanical engineering. ACAP suggests that the University
consider,Lhe consultants' recommendation of a greater concentration of
reseirch activities on major problems -of national concern./ it is
recommended that the University inform COU and ()CGS through ACAP, during
t.,e Fall of 1975, of any decisions taken.

Metallurgical and 'Materials inzineering

It-ls,recommended that the universities take note of the consult4nts'
recommendations 1, 2. 3b and 3c, dealing with the weakness in certain
fields of stud,: in the province and that the Discipline Group report._
t.,-ACAPon any -.:wtIon these



C32

It is recommended :that McMaster University continue its doctoral

programmes in materials science and extractive metallurgy, and noting
the strength attributed to these programmes by the consultants, make

a report in the fall of 1975 on the following suggestions for

improvement:

a. recruitment of. students with physics and chemistry backgrounds

b.: strengthening of extractive metallurgy faculty

. c. collaboration with Toronto.

it is recommended that queen's University continue its doctoral work

in physical metallurgy and discontinue the doctoral programme in

extractive metallurgy and mineral engineering as it now exists and replace

it by an enlarged programme involving professors in other departments as

Anggested in the consultants' report. This new programme should be
appraised and this should be completed by December 31,.1976. If Queen's

does not wish to enlarge its programme in extractive metallurgy and mineral
engineering, the present programme should be put forward immediately for

appraisal, ceasing to enrol new students by June 30, 1975, if a favourable

appraisal is not obtained.

It is recommended that the University ...of Toronto continue its doctoral

programmes in its Department of Metallurgy and Materials Science. It is

suggested that Toronto give careful consideration to the consultants'
recommendations concerning broadening the programmes and it is recommended
that the University report to CUU through ACAP by September, 1975, on any

-progress made it this direction.

35

It is recommended that the University of Waterloo,continue its engineering

Joctoral work in extractive and process metallurgy and in metallurgical
engineering and materials science according to its plans.

Mining Engineering

It is recommended+ithat Queen's Urilytiacontinue its doctoral work in
mining engineering in accordance with its plans.

I
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4.

Industrial Engineering and Systems Design

C37

it is recommended. that the UniVersity of Toronto continue its. doctoral
14p k-in human factors engineering, management information systems and
op rations research.

It_iscomMended-that,the University of Waterloo continue its do?Tori
'programme in systems design.

k

Ns*
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II. BACKGROUND AND PROCEDURE

in. June,. 0084 the,Cemmittee ofjiresidenta of the Universities of

Ontario., after a' meeting. the chairman of the- Committee ..on

University Affairs, decided that a comprehensive review of engineering
education in' Ontario should be undertaken. The Committee of Ontario

Deans-of Engineering (CODE) was.. requested to draw. up plans for such

a.Study.:and this iproposaLwat,appreved by .the:Committee_of Presidents
on November 15, 1968. The obleetive was to create a:master plan whiCh
could be used as a wade. forrational.groWth:Of engineering:education

during the 1970's. Su elt a plan should endeavour to provide for the

highest attainable quality, the best use-of resources, opportunity
for innovation, and maximum freedam of choice for students.

This study culminated in the report Ring of Iron prepared by a commission

chaired by Philip Lapp.

the report was received by the Committee of Presidents in January, 1971.
A process of review of the report's recommendations was established,

.CODE prepared a brief based on statements of views submitted by
each university concerned and by each Faculty of Engineering. -Briefs

were prepared also by the Ontario Council on Graduate Studies (OCGS)

and the Association of Professional Engineers of Ontario. On
October 5, 1971, the Council-of Ontario. Universities (Ma considered
Ring -of Iron and the briefs and prepared a statement of recommendations
to the universities and to CUA.

COI° accepted a number of the Lapp recommendations without change, others

with amendments and rejected some. Broadly speaking, the recommendations

to do with undergraduate matters were accepted or modified slightly.

The graduate area of the report was more controversial, but here also
some recommendations were accepted. The most significant of the
.recommendations concerning graduate study, as approved by COU, are:

"The criteria of acceptability of graduate degrees in engineering
should be recast in order that a thesis based on design or
systems synthesis may be suitably assessed. This could involve
the establishment of a new degree at the doctorate level."

"Both universities and industries should recognize joint appoint-
ments as part of the career structure of their senior staff;

these appointments should be increased as far as possible
By this we understand a system of part-time appointments."

"Over the next two years the estimated graduate enrolment of
2,000 full-tiMe equivalent students for 1970 -71 be reduted
by 177., after which graduate enrolment should be limited to
a number equal to the previous year's.bachelor graduations.
The enrolment figure applies to the engineering departments
as identifed in Ring of Iron".



'The recommendation that the of PhD students enrolled
be reduced to 450 per year is fully supported by all groups

AstcludiegCOU,- :However, COU, .along with.CODE and OCGS,
recommends that the figure of. 4-50..be the target for 1974 -75, -

-eatherthanfor'1.973774,Tjorsonst614ted:t6-7aV04410:
Large fluctuations in envitent as-eXplained in the OCGS

--critique,"'

'.''The .Lapp report recomends.sOecific.numbers.of PhD enrpllees_
far';eachof the -universities including; discontinuance of: the
PhD enrolment in certain universities. COU feels that the
reasons fOr.the4mOberschesen-orAorthe:.eliMination of
certain:doctorate programmes; are not fully.40exmented in the..
LapliHreport.: COU also agrees with CODE and OCGS that
attention must be given to, the r.mbers doctorate
enrollees by discipline-as well .as by-universityY..For
these reasons COU reeommends that fox the year.1972773.;.
doctorate eprelment.bp.reducedineach university below.
the projected figure for 1971-72 by -a pro rata.percentage
in order to provide 612 doctoral candidates (the number
required to achieve the target of 450 in 1974-75) . Pre-
liminary acceptance .of.the OCGS method for reducing. PhD
enrolment (by limiting new PhD enrolMentS to achieve a
total system number of 450 by 1974-75) is based on plans for
discipline _planning assessments respecting-PhD-programs to
be initiated immediately and completed as rapidly as
possible. Such assessments will_be_carried out by. ACAP _

in cooperation with CODE; they are to incorporate capability,
demand and quality correlates, and are tobe used to provide
specific recommendations on changes for the total PhD
enrrliment, and for the division of tie enrolment amongst
un' n.sities and amongst disciplines. The assessments are
to incorporate a review of the-effects of the pro rata
reductions i.r. 1.972-73, and to recommend a mechanism for
continuing review of Phi) enrolments."

On receipt of this instruction from COV, ACAP and CODE &stablished
liasioncommittee(Ayers, Dillon, Ham. -Johnson, Shemilt, McIntosh, Preston)
which. drafted procedureS for the assessments. It may be noted that
the committee considered a model in which the assessments were based,
not on the five traditional. departments found 'in engineering faculties,
but rather on interdepartmental areas of research; the practical
difficulties of-conducting the assessments led .th committee to
recommend the five-fold subdivision actually used.

The 7rocedure developed in this wav was approved by ACAP on Mar,h 17, 1972,
and by COU on April 7. The procedure (except for minor data amendments)
is that in Appendix D to this report. In writing to indieate its

s'



approval CODE expresse4.theii understanding that "two ab ectivei would.

be met:

"I.' To provide-a-rational basis for doctoral work In engineering
and,_ for confirmingor Modifying the limitation on enrolMent
-suggested by Lipp.

To-conduet a reolllveffective.asSessment of the qUality

our current doctoral programmes."
, .

CODE 'Went on;t0;:emphasize the ne6 of adequate resources to obtain the

best consultants:

In order to begin the planning. assessments, the ACAP/CODE

Comm: tree called a.meetipg of members of thelivelastipline Groups,
-(.ChemicaliCivii,:ElectrIC414 Mechanical, ond114allurgical Engineering).

This meeting on April 12., 1972,, indicated a good deal of faculty
iesistance'to the conduct-of the planning assessments, and uneasiness

about somsperceptionS-of some aspects of the approved prOcedures:

This resulted in a delay in mounting the assessment.' CODE suggested

a Coordinating Task Force, consisting of two members of CODE, the
hairman of each Discipline Gtoup, and a member of ACAP could review

the procedures ACAP advised COU to agree to this request and the
COU executive did so on June 9, 1972. This Task Force held meetings

on June 29, July 27, September 1, I;eptember 25; November 29e041972 and

March 19, 1973- It suggested two slight additions ro the procedures

as approved earlier by COU. These were approved by COU on September 25, 1972.

The TaSk ForCe alSo-Preiduced-a document t-clatifying some' Aiip cts of the.

.procedure:in detail, and .a statement of some educational phi osophies

concerning doctoral study. These documents arereferred to n the

terms of reference of the consultants. The Task Force also dvised

ACAP (and so did universities) on how to take into account f r planning

purposes those doctoral programmes in Faculties of Engineer ng which

did not fall obviously into the fields covere by one of e five

consulting teams. It was eventually decided that:

a) both the metallurgy and the mechanical engineering consultants
would be asked to consider tine metallurgical work within the
Department of Mechanical ftgineering at Waterloo

b) no advice from external consultants would be sought on the doctoral
programme in mining engineering at Queen's

c) a small-scale "planning assessment" involving two consultants would
be carried out in industrial engineering and systems design

d) in view of the fact that all current doctoral students at.Guelphare
in hydrology and that.the field of agricultural engineering is also
proposed, the civil engineering consultants, would be asked to consider
the Guelph doctoral work, with the understanding that if they so wished
ACAP wisuld facilitate-a consultation for them with someone in .a.

,
department of agricultural engineering



e) ..-the:AwchankAVehOnterinve0S4tant4Ama6ke4:to-"-Armoi4r-the'
doctoral work at the University of Toronto Institute of Aerospace
Studies and in aeronautical engineering at arleton# with the
reqUest'that they ,consoltalso Witfl4nother of the ACAP..conSUltants
(pri. the Electrical:Engineering team). who 444 expertise:in some. of
the mAs work Dutside mechanical engineering land also with in
4erospace:speciaiist

fl . advice on the future plans of the Department.of Management Science
at .Waterloo would be sought_ .from the consultants -in the planning.,
a0esament:in Adlinistraffon Business and )1anagemeneScience,
with a comment also provided b.y.the consultants on industrial
engineering. .

no special arrangements -were neededin-connection with biomedical
engineering at .Toronto since the corresponding institute has :no.
'graduate prograMme Of ita'oWn.#-and'fhe future doeteralN2,1ans are
covered in the statements from each of the associated-departments.

Item f will be dealt Within a later report. The.iemainder are
covered in this report. The mechanical engineering consultants informed
ACAP.that they didenot require the assistance. suggested in item e.

In OCiober, 1972, CODE proposed that a study be carried out, under the
avgis,of the newly established Canadian Engineering.Manpower Council,
and with financial support from a numbeeof agencies, in order.tp.make
recommendations about "supply.End demand" for engineering doctorates.
This-would-beexpected to be of.great.vAlue-to the planning assessments
ACAp.agre'd to this suggestion, provideW funds. towards the costs# and
incorporated referenee to the study into the instructions for the
consultants. In the event, the study proved rather disappointing; it
is discussed later in this report.

As a result of suggestions from the Discipline Groups and after receiving
comments from the Coordinating Task Force and from CODE, ACAP agreed on
consultants at its meetings of September 7-8, October 13 and December 18,
1972. The consultants who finally acted were:

tAlenical Engineering:

fail Lng neerin,:

Lit'ctrical Engineering:

Dean P. Grenier of University Laval,
Dean W. it. Marshall of the University of Wisconsin,
Professor L. Yaffe of McGill University

Professor W.W Eckenfelder of Vanderbilt Univcrsity
Mr. B. V. Martin of Alan M. Voorhees and.
Associates Ltd., Professor G. G. Meyerhof of
Nova Scotia Technical College, Dr. J. L. Boulet
of Hydro-Quebec.

Professor A. D. Moore of the University of British
Columbia, Professor M. E. Van Valkenberg of
Princeton _University, Dr. M. P.-Bachynski 01
RCA Research Laboratories



Mechanical Engineering: L Professor H.W. Emmons of Mar4ard University,
Dean G.-Ford of the University of Alberta,

D.-Hiscecks of the National Research
Council of Canada, Professor S.G. Mason of

McGill University--

Metallurgicallngineering:.' ProfeAsor.-40nas:ef MCGIlk,University
Professor -T4B.. Xing ofthe,Massachusetts
Institute of Technology, Professor W.S. Owen

of Northwestern:ftiversity:and
Lewis of Atomic Energy of Canada Ltd..

Brief..cnrricnla v3tairnm 4PPear 4n Appendix to each the last named

persOn played the role of a senior Canadian from:outside the discipline.

The consultants' held their first meetings at various dates in April and

May, 1973 and in each ease met with the appropriate Discipline Group,

arranged the schedule of visits, discnssed their character and had

general discussion with the Discipline Group about the. task before them.

The visits teak place in the two or three months following these meetings.

The consultant teams each.submitted adraft report in September, which was

the.Subject of,oral discussion' with.the Discipline Group at a meeting within-

a few days of. the receipt of the draft. Each consultant team then sub-

-mitted its report. These reports were sent for comments to the.tniversities,

to the Discipline Groups and to CODE, each of which sent comments to ACAP

at various datesl_in. November, December.and

A 'Subcommittee of ACAP began consideration of the report tpCOUbefore all
the coMments were in hand and continued its loot* through March, 1974, reporting

regularly to ACAP and receiving instructions. Early in.its.meetings the

tOrimittee.identified.some- points on which further information and reactions

were required. In-particular,'the need for fuller advice from the consultants.

was felt in the cases of civil and mechanical engineering. Such further

advice was_sought, with results discussed in the relevant sections of .this

report.. ACA? also thought some further information would be helpful in

connection with three of the universities and arranged meetings ritti fficials

af.these universities and members of ACAP.

report is based on the consultants' reports, the data collected for t

study, the universities' comm s and supplementary material from some of

them, the Discipline Grou responses, and the other documentgtion referred

to in the procedures and terms of reference. The report sets out rezommendations

for COU on doctoral work in engineering in Ontario for the next few years.

As is required, ACAP presents this report directly to COU. It has also been

transmitted for information to OCGS, CODE., and the Discipline Groups.



.III.... GENERAL RECOMMENDATIONS

This sect on of the:ACAP-report -Contains recommendations that are
of general concern to :all of engineering:. i.Someofthese recommendations
haVeheen'MentiOned cOnSistently.:inall the reports. while.pthers, _

altItOogh,.foo reportnd in only ,one , are applicable to all .doctoral
programmes:

Enrolment and Manpower Foreoasts

..

In the summer otA.973, the Canadian Engineering Manpower- Council .

released 4ts'-reportrentitledSupPly:And DeManci-for Engineering Doctorates
in.Canada.. This.reportvas P4r1-13.1inanOed by ACAP-anclyas,given to all
thy c.insultant-teams,prior to their writing of their reports...It
generally states. that the supply of engineers in the next five years will
exceed the-deMand:

A summary of the comments made by the engineering consultants concerning
this report.shows that they all independently disagree with the
proieetions made in the CEMC report. They believe there has been no
overproduction ofPhDs to date and, in fact, there appears to be a
-;hertage of metallurgical PhDs. Each team believes.that the _need for
engineers will not decline, as predicted by CEMC but that the overall
demand will continue and in actual fact, all but the civil engineering

--eonsultants believe it will increase.

VcAr had originally intended to publish a critique of the CEMC report.
!h owever, CODE in its repsonse to the engineering reports, Appendix H,
has Included a statement on this report covering all the points ACM'
wished to make. ACAP's critique will not be reproduced, but we feel
that the CEMC report is not an adequate basis for manpower planning in
engineering. Since all the consultants agree that supply will not exceed
demand but perhaps rather the reverse, the question of supply of qualified
.students must be studied. The main problem will be attracting Canadians
into engineering graduate work. In 1972-73, of-the 518 F.T.joengineering
Phds, 28.6Z were Canadian, 53.3% were lanced immigrants and the remainin2,
IA.1- i.rere on student visas.

Lhauges in the immigration regulations make it harder to become a landed
immigrant. Since one can no langer apply for landed immigrant status
while in Canada, those that come on student visas will presumably return
1.0 their homelands. Coupled with this is another new regulation that

1 teaching assistantship is no longer classified as a job, thus making
it harder to obtain landed immigrant status. Consequently, ACAP
feels that the percentage of landed immigrants in graduate work
will drop while the number of students visas will increase. Financial
support for people on student visas is scarce. There are very few
:ieholarships or bursaries open to them but in engineering they may be



supported. frOM contract funds, 'la:any:case, there Will be fends for

a few. Although Canada-has a role to play in providing :advanced

technical education. for the underpriviledged countries. of the.world,

this should be kept to a reasonable' level and should not exceed 3O

of engineering doctoral enrolments.

OW:i.on.page h79- of its response., states that !!.urtlessthe proportion._

of Canadian baChelor degree.graduates to undertake phD 'studies

changes.diastieally,, the numberS..0fHqualified applicants coming:.fOrward

will c r.taiirly decline ". There:aresuggestionsthat student. stipends

be inereased.: We remain unconvinced that stipends needbeanYhigher
in:engineering than: in any other-field,:but there is one except ion

and this is that:people_with substantial. professional experience

returning to graduate. study should be suppOrted at a higher:level.

ACApis:inCiinedto agree with_theUniversityof Waterloo's comment,

page C-29 in its response to the ehemical engineeringrepert,-that the
best ,watt of .attracting Canadian students is a "change in the general
atmosphere surrounding doctoral work in engineering in this country

and to convince the brightest young. Canadian students that-there are

challenging opportunities for advanced work in Canadian industry".

Increased dialogue with industry as well as 0p-to-date information on

jobs available would make the employment picture brighter' and more

alluring to prospective Canadian graduate students especially if the

number of industrial scholarships were increased and more interaction

were seen to be taking place between industry and university.

this dialogue With industry is needed to-ensure that-more-Canadians

continue in graduate work. If industry indeed has a, place for the
master's or doctorate in engineering, more must be done to encourage
good students to stay in university instead of taking a job after the

bachelor's degree. Industry in its hir ng policiescan encourage this:

the chemical engineering consultants rt4commend that the universities

should endeavour to develop entrepreneurship in students. They feel

"this is a quality so badly needed at present in Canada".

It dt;es not seem as

the next five years.
qualified students.
recommendations are

I 'A' )r1114.:1141.1 t iore c I

though Ontario will overproduce engineering PhDs in
The question is rather whether there will be enough
In view of this possible shortage, the following

made ty ACAP.

It is recommended that cot: abandon the quota of.450 doctoral

student enrolment In 1974-75, and plan on roughly the present
enrolment for the next five years, assuming greater interest
by Canadian students in engineering graduate work. If this

Interest does not materialize, the enrolment will undoubtedly

drop. In any ease, it is recommended that CODE be asked to report
annually to GOV, on enrolment and .employment opportunities..



Z.:Ommendation C2

recommended that steps be taken to inform potential
tandidatesefthe value of ilapy.:phays. of gpypillme4t
and-iedustry. net only in.:reSearChand des/element. The
eniversities,.individeallyae4 throughagencies
.Sachas::CODE,ahould-diacUse.withthe industrial and governmental
employers: steps to be taken jointly in order to overcome, the
shortage of Canadian students, .

iwcommendation C3

It is. recommended.that the universities maintain the situation
where ,Canadians sand landed immigrants constitute at least
7O of.the. doctoral enrolment in any programme, at any one time,
eVen'thOUgh the number of landed immigrants may decrease-

Recommendation C4

It. is recommended that the universities, the provincial government,
and granting agencies consider the remarks of the consultants and
examine the..eXtent to which the. limit to-student income deters '-
Canadians from entering graduate work. Means of supplementing the
income of professionally experienced students should be examined;
increased contacts.between faculty and industry could lead to
increased industrial support.

Admissions

ACAP does not support the view held by the electrical engineering
consultants, namely that admitted doctoral candidates should have first
class standing and proven research ability. Many students who graduate
with high second class honours have become excellent research engineers.
Liar usual minimum standard of .the better departments is a high Bind all
the consultants agree that high standards cf admissions prevail generally.

::,Vt OM:Th*1111:3L. ion c5

IL is recominended that each Discipline Group monitor annually the
admission% experience of each programme (post facto) and report on
the quality of the admitted students to AC' for transmission to MT.

.0OL agrues with ACAP on the annual 22st facto analysis of admission
practices (page B-3). The chemical engine ering-censultants have suggested
"that should it be found that students have been accepted who, is the
opinion of the committee, do not fulfill the minimum requirements, the
committee advise COU that a recommendation be made to, the requisite
authority suggesting no 1111.1 be-awarded for that student". ACAP does not
feel this to be necessary at the present since regular reporting by the
niselpline croup should exert considerable pressure if an institution



repeatedly admits etudents of a low standard.

Undergraduate -- graduate Relationship

..Some-consuitants assert that: each: department. should erevideall-

jeveis of study: bachelor's, master's and .doctoral..:Same eq.0 far

as. to say that a doctoral progeamme.in each department-is essential.

COpE,' .oft. the .other-hand, feels. that what is. important for a .80001

undergraduate -programme is research an&profeesipnal.activity by the

f 4eu and that this can be car forward_101 t hoet ::gr401,1S;e: students,
although at .preSehe the research activity is mast dasily-carried op

thrOughgradeateProerame077(page 1173), ACAP agrees with the posit
CODs;by CO and ndeed.appliee it to all subjects, -not only'enginertat

but with -the .comment that in many fields it is_not:difficult fora .

professor to be active in' research without. having graduate students.

We would point out that the other positionWeuld iMply-that-:nodepartment
should_ exist unless it can operate an effective doetpral. programme,
a view which we.find:impassible to accept. The absence of sufaciept_

research and professional activity by professors would raise questions

about the quality of a.departmeet and hence of its undergraduate
offerines, whether or not it offered doctoral work.

Thesis Quality

Recommendation C6

it is recommended that all doctoral thesis examining committees

should have an examiner external to the university.

Since some of the consultants have made reference to the make-up of

examining committees ACAP would wish to endorse this practice of

including an external examiner.

Critical Size

Wt' agree with CODE that there must be sufficient range of interaction for

the student and that the judgement as to the presence of this interaction

wust include consideration of the involvement of persons outside the
student's department and should include post-doctoral fellows and research
associates as well as students. Although these planning assessments

were vertical, as CODE suggests, each department was asked to state the

extent of this interaction in its university. We agree that there is

no a priori reason why a small school cannot provide as satisfactory an

environment as can a large school. The question is not one of principle,

but one of fact: does university A in fact provide the requisite environment

for interaction for the average student in its department X?

lost, of the consultants considered this question carefully and made specific

comments but others provide no evidence that they examined the matter in
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any of the universities. While most agree that successful programmes
Can exist in small as well as large departments, the consultants still
expect a. -wide range of courses to be.effered. This in turn requires a
certain number of students to make the courses economically feasible and
le4demicallgy stimulfttIng.

Mobility of Students

The chemical.engineeritigconsultantA-.areconcernedabout.the lack of
mObOity of engineering students. They do not consider ita good,
eascational!experience,to study for _tail degrees, the bachelor`-§',
the master's and the doctorate, at the same university. Such a programme
leads to inbreeding. and.sameness and precludes any chance for the student
.to come in contact with different faculty, students, milieu and methods.

tine sometimes hears a professor accept this in theory, but then say that
in practice the student must not_be prevented from going to the university
of his choice. That view appears to us to be correct, provided the student's
choice is made on sound academic grounds, based on good information of
the opportunities that are available to him, and taking account, of
course, of the undesirable aspects of remaining in one university.

Recommendation C7

It is recommended-that-each Discipline Group and CODEAlevelop
proposals for making information on graduate work in all thiterio...
universities readily available to the engineering students, in some
collective way and inform ACAP of the action taken. Each Discipline
Group should report annually on the university last attended by the
graduate students in each department.

Part-time Programmes

in 1972-73, 187: of the doctoral students studying engineering were doine
,0 on a part-time basis. 65Z of these students were Canadians and
Aactuer 32.K were landed immigrants. It would appear that these part-
time programmes are being used by the profession to upgrade the skills
.1:1,1 knowledge of its practising engineers.

tonsultants seem divided on the issue of part-time programmes, some
,i%ing "such undertakings should be varelv encouraged" and others,
"fuli encouragement should be given 0 part-time doctoral programmes."
At:AP feels that there is a place fort the part-time programme and that
-Arefill attention should be devoted to designing part-time programmes,
hearing in mind the strengths of the departments. One of the dangers
s-letimes noted 4s that students become involved, under a part-time
supervisor, in a project in an area in which the full-time staff has
limited expertise; this is not recommended.



Recommendation 0

It_is2recommendedthat at the present any7Part-time or non - resident
doctoral worksihould. be by individual arrangement and that:ekperi-
Mentation in this:type of programme be .encouraged. it is also
recommendedthat_the research topic of the student accepted on
a part-time basis .be in a field .in which the professors In the
department have expertise. It is recommended that OCGS examine
existing.university-guidelines-in this area.-

Cooperart n

One of the main paints that all the consultants agree upon is the need
for increased coonerat ion both within.and.between UniVersities.'_.The
chemical engineering consultants found a need for increased inter-
action between theengineers and. the .pure science.. faculties. SomP,Pf_.

.

the other consultants' felt the need for more communication and cooperation
between the universities and industry and government. Lastly, more

of use could be made of the resources in the province if the

universities themselves Joined together in some form of cooperative
endeavour. CODE endorses this last point quite strongly in its
response, page H-4. Sharing of equipment, discipline meetings and an
Interchange of credits for graduate courses are a few of the methods
listed by CODE that are to .be encouraged on the way to making this
cooperation a meaningful and.workable venture. ACAP .concurs with the

statements made by the consultants and CODE and strongly support§ their

implementation.

ACAP intends to request that each Discipline Group report regularly
to ACAP on interuniversity cooperative arrangements.

Faculty

1,,k'Two sets of consultants f and enough disquieting evidence in the engineering
faculties of the province ela suggest that the requirements for a faculty

member, eligible to supervisgraduate students, should he reviewed and

enforced. ACAP takes no posit on on whether or not there should be a

separate Graduate Faculty, but here must be a mechanism to ensure that
only those faculty with proven rsearch ability and productivity
supervise graduate students.

Since this concern has been ment oned in other assessments, ACAP feels
It Is time that OCGS conduct a pleview of this area.



Time to Reach DeAyee

The. eleetrical engineering consultants were concerned-about the
length of. time taken..to obtain the.PhD. As they pointed out, the
average student at one-university took'13-20 months longer to complete
his doctorate than -his counterpart at another university. As a
whole, they found the average time of study to be exceasive;

Recommendation C9
. . .

It is recommended that the universities report to ACAP (for.
OCCS) each year on the time taken by each graduating student
to complete his doctoral studies.
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IV.`UNIVERSITY. RECOMMENDATIONS

041

Engineerpg Was splitin,sp%five separate 40404111et:-0ne for each of.

the. ffite "aditionalfields of. engineering. Two.universitiea:Western

ontario and Windsor,. do not addinister,their_doctoral engineering work

44,)m;:r4ese lines but-.rather an an interdisciplinary basis that cuts :

across _engineering. For. this ressori, these two universities
_arioeJng.dealt.-with-sepaiatelyand-not as -part .of the !prestandard-

approach evident it the five. assessment reports.. Similarly, Guelph alSo

ts included in this section.

tixaiversity of Western Ontario

The University of Western Ontario began.to.effer doctoral work in

vngineering in 1965. Since thek, twenty PhDs in' Engineering Science

h.lve 'been "granted. From the beginning-effort has been .made to emphasise

its interdisciplinary nature and there..has been a limited number of

4.rea5 in which the student maydo his graduate training. At no point

I)as a doctoral degree been given in the so called traditional fields of

ongineering.

Thore are seven main research areas in which a student may _obtain

Phi) in Engineering Science. They are 1. Ceotechnical 2. Boundary Layer
Wind Tunnel 3. Chemical and Biochemical Process Development and Design

4. Material Science 5. Systems 6. Applied Thermodynamics and 7. Applied

Electrostatics. Environmental engineering aspects can be studied in

all these, research areas except Material Science.

Western's response to the collective engineering picture gives the 1973-74

enrolment as 19 F.T. and 15 P.T. doctoral students. In the additional

_AJta given to ACAP, 18 of the 37 current students' programme of study

out fined were in the chemical engineering field, S were civil, 5 mechanical,

and 3 each in electrical and material science.

Th.,,ohemieal engineering consultants have provided evidence of that programme's

1R ing of good quality. The systemscresearcp'area depends heavily on

chemical engineering. ACAP, therefore, concludes that the research areas
chemi.sal and Biochemical Process Development and Design, and Systems are

of satisfactory quality.

ihe metallurgical engineeringconsultants have recommended that the Material

-Fience programme become a part of an interdisciplinary programme rather.

than an exclusively,materlal science one. This was in part based on the
ilct that the group is small --en4 spends most of its time teaching at the
litikicr4raduate level. They are "carryilg a large programme for a, group which
is subcritieal Insize.". From the additional material supplied by Western,
zfu,r.! is little evidence of interdisciplinary activity for students who

1,e J6Ing research in this area. ACAP concludes that this area should

not- ht, .operatingat-the doctoral. level



The areas of mechanical engineering doctoral research work are subsumed
under the main research area, Applied Thermodynamics. The consultants
indicate that the doctoral research connected with heavy water is of
geed quality but they raise very serious questions about the doctoial,
work in acoustics. They feel this area should be restricted to work at
rife. master's level.

Tht ci.vtl engineering c°onsui:tants --dld not.. -make comparative judgements-;

but from some of the.phrasesused to :describe the lknindaryliayerWind
tunnel. ;Laboratory sueh,as"Internationally known", ACAPilas.rw reservations.
in'recommending.continuance of doctoral work in thisresearch area, even
AhOughJtappears to have little interaction.withother groups, The
eivilengineering consultants told us nothing about the Geoteihnical
:are4 and we, therefore, had difficulty in recommending a posIlion to be
Jken with regard ,to this field,

C A

The last research area, Appl ied electrostatics', is the most difficult to
assess. The electrical engineering consultants have recommended dis-

atinuance of the doctoral programme. They feel the students -are
getting too narrow a training in electrical engineering. We observe,
however, that the students are not considered to be studying for a Phi)
in electrical engineering, but rather for a general degree in engineering
se fence. AlthouW4hyre are only a few faculty members in this area, they arc
internationally known. The main problem would, therefore, seem to be
the extent to which the doctoral training in this area is of an inter-
disciplinary nature. From the data available to ACAP, we are unsure.

In the course 'nf discussions with representatives of the University of
Western Ontario, it. became Clear that -the Faculty is involved in
thorough re4xamination of its Doctoral programme.: is committed..
totheconCept of an engineering science PhD but is reconaidering the
appropriate.are..s of research.. While it is not entirely accepted by
ACAP that all the activity is noticeably different from that in 'engineering
departments .elsewhere, we nevertheless believe that this intention of
the Faculty. should be encouraged. A. corollary is that it must be very
careful'about the 'researeh'areas' in which it accepts PhDcandidatest we
have already commented On these and note the standard of quality seems,
variable-

These considerations have led us to formulate the following recommendation.

.

Recommendation clO

It is recommended that, the University of estern Ontario continue
its examination of its PhD programme in gineering science, and
put forward the resulting programme fOr a praisal, ta4particular
delineating carefully the areas of researci in which it feels it
appropriate to accept students. in caste a favourable-appraisal
is not obtained by October, 1976, admission of new students
should then be suspended.
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University of Wiidsar

Early in,1471, the Faculty of_Applied.Science at the University of WindsOr

began to examine the structure of graduate programmes Within the FaCdlty

in order to improve their operation, avoid .needless and costly duplication

of graduate course offerings- and. to attempt to oreate.a.greater.eross7.

fertilization of research by involving faculty members from different-

engineering departments inyarique,facets of a larger research plan. Thi
led to the recommendation that Graduate "Studies bee operated. on.

a.diVisional. basis, with tote seven undergraduate departments being

consolidated under three graduate divisions,. namely, Engineering Process

Oesigno.Structures and Systems. The three divisions would each elect a_

chairman who would decide on course offerings and enrolment levels. The

three ehakrmen, one elected member from each division, one graduate student'

and the Dean of Applied Science form a Coordinating Committee to oversze

and coordinate the wishes-of the Divisions. This plan was appreved in

Spring 1972 and is Leave being implemented.

Some of the traditional departments such as chemical and electrical fall

completely in one division. All the rest are split between two as can bef-

!;een in the attached Table 1.
/-,

Nero are nine identifiable, research areas, each of which,haCe,parti c-ipating

faculty from at least twofif the old departments and these nine areas are

in turn diVided fairly equally among the three divisions.

T., degrees awarded will retain the oltNitles, for example, a Phil in

Chemical Engineering, but the interaction of the individual student with

Others in the Faculty will be greatly enhanced:: Depending on hia.researc

topic, the student might take as many as half' his Courses from professors

in'other:'departmentS'.

the consultants' commencs concerning Windsor vary, but a .number'of their

reports imply some dpubtkor uncertainty concerning the relevant departmental

programme, either with respect to the situation at the time of their visit,

or in connection with its future direction. The. Chemical engineering
consultants sUggestthat.Rindsor be reviewed in greater depth. The meta3.1rgic:11

engineering consultants recommend the integtatIon of engineering materials

faculty in the new divisional system. The mechanical engineering consultants

Call for more emphasis on master's work. In the case of electrical engineering
the consultants indicate that good work? is now being done in doctoral education

in two fields, agree with the present plans for no significant growth in

enrolment and for no expansion Of-fields, and go' on to recommend a review

after five years.

in view of these consideration's ACAP'`feels the University of Windsor should

be given time to produce a viable interilisdiplinary system of doctoral

engines: ring studies befort that system is brought forward for appraisal. this

appraisal would Otermine the level of quality in the new divisional sys vm
and whetber pr.'not significant interaction has been achieved between the

staff and students of the various departments.
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Recommendation ell

It is recommended that the University of Wlndsor continue the

reorganization of its doctoral work in engineering and submit

all programmes (presumably these will be the thTee divisional

programmes which are replacing the 4epartmental programmes),

for appraisal when the new system has beenAn operation

sufficiently long to permit a valid #ppraisal. Enrolment of

nee students should cease after octo4er, 1977 if a favourable

appraisal has not been obtained by that date.

r
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University of Pueleb

The University of Guelph has for sometime offered an interdepartmental

PhD programme in Hydrology in which its Engineering School plays apart.
It also plans to develop doctoral work in agricultural engineering,

which it already offers at the master's level. There are no other

programmes in agricultural engineering in the province.

rile matter of the interdepartmental programme would appear not to be

central to this assessment. it would not be inappropriate for the
Civil Engineering Discipline Group to keep` this programme in mind

when carrying out the study called ferith Recommendation C19. Nevertheless,

it seems unnecessary to await the Discfpline Group report to make the

recommendation which follows.*

From the planning viewpoint, there seems no reason to do other than

accept the University's intention to begin doctoral work in agricultural

engineering, whenever.- it feels the time is ripe aed the proposal has

passed appraisal:

Recommendation C12

It is recommended that the ;involvement of the School of Engineering

in the hydrology doctoral pfrogramme at the University of 6uelph

continue and that the University begin doctoral work in agricultural

engineering at a time in accordance with the University's plans,
subject to normal appraisal procedures.

* It may be noted that t.0U did net accept Recommendation C19.
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ENCINEERING.

8ectjon e i the ACAY,report will deal with the recommendatluas found
ih the. t aemical.. engineering consultants' report, There will be
reference made to Western or Windsor since, these two universities were
mentionedinaprevipus:section, It is important that:the consultants'..
report and the university and discipline group responses be read at the
.same time as this AcAr report.

Reomiendat ion C I 3

It is recommended that the departments take note of the consultants'
recommendation 10 to group research activities in well-defined areas
so as to establish or reinforce teams, thug providing a more
stimulating environment for students.

RV'," 4.7MMOnti t. 14.1n C.14

It. is recommended that MOlaster University continue its doctoral.
work in chemical engineering according to its plans.

McMaster spe:ializes in process simulation, waste-water treatment, polymer
engineering, .chem ical. reaction engineering and catalysis,' and transport
.and separation processes, with stronger emphasis on the first two areas;-
.1he consultants feel that. McMaster's goals for the future arc "realistic"
and appear to he "achievable and productive".

Eec mmendation C15

It is recommended.that.the University. of Ottawa continue its
doctoral programme in chemical engineering according lo'itsplans.

The rniversity of Ottawa specializes in three main areas including
thermodynamics- and transport properties; kinetics, catalysis ancireactor-
engineering; and transport processes. There has recently been a shift
towards s greater environmental emphasis. The consultants encouraged
Ittawa to. keep. up with ehanges.in the areas of research.and graduate
teaching and move into these. new areas whenever possible.

::ecommendation C16

Itjs recommended: that Queen s University reevaluate .its dOctoral
programme in chemical engineering in the right of:commentsmade by
tho consnitants concerning research: activity of the facultyi.the
grouping; of research areas, the awareness of new trends in the
discipllne,,and_the mobility of its bachelor's graduates, and submit
the-programme for appraisal at the time that the University
considers appropr iate. .If n favourable .appraisal has not been
received by October 19Th, enrolment of new students should be
:4aopended at that date.,
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Queva Vniversity specializes in the following five doctoral resea#W

biochemical and.environment engineering, chemical kirfet.ics.-u4:.
reac or design, process control and simulation, thermodynamics, and:.:,

_ .

transport'phenomella.'_ These Areas cover most of chemical.engineeri

mkinga.rather oniformdistribution of effort. The_publicationflevords

of only two professors are very good, all the rest beingravertitiVerIC4,%;'

:'. flits raises questions as.tO the activities of the faculty nice their w

connectirOnswithprofessional .and,scientific.aoCieties can bedeScribed

as. "only miltflv active". The consultants feel alaritTat the number. of. .

- ..,.(InceeS.bach4.pr's graduates who undertake graduate Work at the same

lastItution.
. .

. .

_ .

ii .tie optimistic_side the consultants note that "the very excellent

development planning and programme forecasting suggests that the

department's goals and tutor e research activities will be relttvant and

' responsive to the prevailing needs of the province".

ACM' suggests that Queen's might considey strengthening its present

faculty, Or alternatively,4t might'considerconsolidating itsexisting

wide scope. of research areas. As to inbreeding of students, MAP draws

Queen'o; attention to Recommendation Cl.
0 sa

Recommendation C17

Oi

4.

It is recommended that the University of Toronto continue its

doctoral programme in chemical engineering according to its plans,

paying parukular nttention to Recommendation C7 regarding

mobility- of las graduates and to Recommendation Cl) concerning

grouping of research areas. . It is recommended that the University

of Toronto report to CULT through ACM' by June, 1975 on action taken

in regard to this Recommendation.

. .:' .

--The-university-of TorontoJists-eight.areas of specialization, all of which

show a rather uniform distribution of faculty effort. The exception. is a

marked emphasis on applied chemistry. The consultants would like to see an

effort to group the staff in given areas of research instead of the.present

policy of allowing a staff member "to select his own path".. The consultants

dtd not find .Toronto's statement on its plans particularly helpful and they'.

'offered.no comment on it, other than to say that "it is doubtful whether..

any increase above the present enrolment would be beneficial to these. new

students or to the .student body as, a whole". The.Universityof Toronto should

also encourage mobility of it graduates to the benefit of other departments

in{ of the students alike.

Rvcommentiation C18

It is recommended that the University of Waterloo continue its ,

doctoral programme in chemical engineering according to its plan:!;.



thenivk,rsity.ofyaterloo..hasgrouped:its-resoarch activity-intofive _

.364s including biochemical and food engneering, extractive and process
,0:allurgy, polymer science and engineering,. mathematical analysis and
COntrol and. transport processes and kineWS. The scope is wide
-c.ovring a large.. part of chemicalengineering but, there are. defined
e,,rpops_to:pordinate. the :programmes, Although.00.consultants.considered
.thatement of goals.andobjectives 'less positive and:definitiYe"
'ttinr others, they. were pleased. to. note .Waterloo's intention. "to..ensure,

-ft'si.t4eik activities by the-use of more .past - doctoral fellows and hired.

assistants (non-degree candidates) if this should become necessary".



VI. CIVIL ENGINEERING

rho report of the civil engineering consultants contains s-a number- of

impoFtant recommendations Of a general character.

heir discussion of the manpower situation supports our. Recommendation CI.-

They suggest that_it would be wise to expect rather fewet studen04 t4an

the totality of the stated university plans. Considering the uncertainty

of the nanpower analysis and the size of_the nuMbers a'involVedo Art does

not feel'it desirable to formulate any recommendations. about individual

enrolmeni. ACA' does advise ,each univerSitylo-consider the likelihood

that the doctOrial enrolment. In :Civil engineering may fall still further

unless the fraction of Canadian students increases substantially from

its present level of about 25Z.

Their cements that the "study of a civil engineering speciality in depth
necessitntes.increasingly...some.graduate.wnrk",reinforees our Recommendation

:e2.ebnOerning put licizing -the-value. of-graduate work.

rhey argue for more part-time work and closer liaison with industrial and

governmental laboratories. Recommendations C2 and CS touch on this point.

The consultants on pages A-18 and A-35 express their concern that students

tend to remain for graduate study at their undergraduate universities,

often being unaware of offerings elsewhere. We make recommendations on

this problem in Recommendation C7.

The consultants perceive a.need for "more consistent requirements of

a,7ceptance....between universities". Although we do not recommend the

particular remedy they suggest we do make Recommendation C4 in this

connection.

tin matters specific to civil engineering, the consultants stress- tote; need

for more emphasis on fields other than structures. They call for less

stress on "traditional areas, particularly structural engineering, and more

stress on multidisciplinary education, environmental. engineering, and:'

transportation". They suggest that "change of programme emphasis in civil

engineering (will) lead to some growth in faculty when generally universities

are expecting a fairly static period", . On pages A-49 and A-5(), they quantify

this shift by asking for a 20% reduction in doctoral enrolment in structures

(i.e. a drop of about 15 students) together with a corresponding increase,

rotighly equally in transportation and water resources. Perhaps rather

surprisingly they then suggest that'no university should offer a new!field

at the doctoral level. Mmpage:A7.52 they also suggest that.-no.university

reduce "the range of its doctoral programmes" but on page A-51 they add

"unless that university desires oiierwise ".)

-The t-onsequence stance; based on pages. A-25 to A-29, is summal:ized

in Tablv 2.



_Table 2

CIV1L,ENGINEERING

e Consequences of the Consultants' Recommendations
on Enrolment and Field Emphasis

Universities o -
technical

Carleton- S

McMaAtet, 0.11.

Ottawa

Queen's S

Toronto S

'Waterloo S

Water
Structures Resources Transportation

Order of
Magi it
of Enrolment

6

10

17

8

25

30

LEGEND: R - reduce enrolment
S - static enrolment
I - increase enrolment

NOTE: Guelph, Western Ontario and Windsor are not
included in the chart as they are dealt with
elsewhere. (See section on University Recommendations.)



-There are-difficultiesHin accepting:these recom ndations,,Jor:example.

ACOne-aSkS What the shifts of enrolment'lrum structures Would;be,- to

tOtaL.aroeild..15' .one
comeS::opswith:something:liket.:carletou, McMaster 0,

Queen's2,,Toromto-4,, Watorlooie..1.00king therc.attraPAPP*7.ta04:,

Onifinds'doetOral prOgraMmeSat ,Carleton,,Turontovand.,.t4tP0,09 0.1.0bmight

lei7rease PP-40.q to 4s14-4-fM11,the'iDeat
tedevelop_more high: qualityAectoral. work'. '1.1ould.it_bea_better strateg

toenceurage Carleton,' for example, to build a.semewhat largergroup than

3 :,or 4 students? there is another concern. Are alt the transportation

greUps of equal promise asA:Ilacestpdp. doctoral,werk? ,Jf not, shoultL

some_bestreogtheeed-more thanotherst_ If_em rOally belieV;r.in

p.4e,ktee.nrolments, -could ,ajourth university perhaps, enterHthis..field?.

The..consuttantst report provideS-to satisfactory discussion of these,

44estions to justify its proposals.

JOallYunsarisfaccory, and.perhaps.more- basically disturbing, is the

.eonsultants' failure,to-give any discussion whatsoever--(with-three small

ittptions):of..04.1.:Iacs:4P4,re4i3onitigwhich led hem to-conclude. that all

Nisting programmes are satisfactory. This may be so, but the-rationale is

from clear. As the appended correspondence (Appendix-1-to-this section)

_shows, the consultants decline to discharge their terms of reference in

;:prticular Clie and the paragraph following C3d. (See Appendix D).

in particular* although the matter of critical academic enrolment size is

discussed in generally acceptable terms,.in that the proposition is stated

that there is. no a priori reason to assume a small school cannot provide

as satisfactory an environment for a PhD student as a big school, the

consultants neither state the characteristics of uch an environment nor

do they make any effort to show that it exists i the several small

programmes they examined. Although it is no do t possible to make the

justification in several cases, nevertheles question must still loom

unsettled as to the-.academic strength (from the potential students'

viewpoint) of several of the programmes, namely Carleton, Cuelph,licNaster,

and perhaps Ottawa and Queen's. (None has been appraised.) Of course the

consultants'. report, due to the lack of rationale in it, gives no reason to

suppose.that the larger departments are necessarily of suitable quality- either.

AVM cannot just,ifv to itself recommending the acceptance of the consultants'

plan, calling as it does for static enrolment, small shifts of emphasis

in MARS, and no-liew developments in any department. We feel that the

question of the .hest way to develop doctoral work in transportation and

water.resources must be more carefully canvassed and that whatever the .

an.iwer be it must be adequately jestified. Some evaluation of the quality

of the programme in each broad .field at each university must he available

before we can make- anyeredible recommendation.

KAP would like, at this point, to draw attention to the Discipline Group's

tesponse, Appendix 13. The members of the group feel the consultants did

ri -it 'st.i.zt4 their unique opportunity to make quality judgements" and failed

to "addresq themselves to the question of quality in the planning function



in : their conclusions and recommendations!" The group thinks that a

4tatement that .!!documents, the .sundry: strengths and weaknesses, ifshey
eatist.could well .increase the value to thoses:on whom the- responsibility
for ultimately rests"! ACAP therefore- Oakes the following

. ,

rvonnuendat Ion.

Recommendation C1,9

It is r0tommended that COtt teoommea4 the continuance of the
embargo on the funding, of any new programmes in civil engineering
until COU has accepted a Discipline Group report dealing
adequately with the future role of each department, in respect
to the different fields of doctoral research, paying particular
attention to the relative strengths and weaknesses of each
department and the change in emphasis on fields recommended
by the consultants. The report should be submitted to ACA'
by December 31, 1974.

1.1e regret that this recommendation is necessary. We note -(Page'A-5).
that theDiscipline Group .had not prepared for the consultants the
report called for by the agreed protedure(page D-6).. We note. also, that the
.consultants state that they "have formed (their) 'own judgement about

. the strengths of different civil engineering departments and the areas
in which they are likely to be able to attract high quality students" -
we regret that the consultants are not willing to share these judgements
with the Ontario university community which employed them.
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x.21 February 1974

Professor M.A. Preston
Executive Vice-Chairman
Advisory Committee on Academic
Planning
Council of Ontario Universities
102 Bloor Street West
Toronto MSS 1MB, Ontario

Dear ProfessorPreston:

Further to our recent telephone conversations, .1 have

now heard from all my colleagues who fully agree with my
letter to you of 4 December 1973.

As mentioned in this letter, we did not discuss the
question of quality in our Report since none of,the civil
engineering doctoral programs were found to fall below
minimum acceptable standards.

Moreover, we did not feel the need, nor were we
required by our terms of reference, to bake relative qual-
ity judgements regarding the strengths or weaknesses of
individual areas or departments, because in our Report we
did not recommend any change in the number or the range
of doctoral programsoffered by any school, including the
various areas of specialization of the smaller universit-
ies.

Since the civil engineering discipline group, as
well as most universities, find our Report on the whole
acceptable, we think that little is gained by getting
into an area which might be interpreted as an, appraisal
or accreditation assessment.

lb
c.c. J.L. Houlet

W.W. Eckenfglder .

B.V. Martin

Yours sincerely,

%-e-ei-,611LA

G. G. eyerhof Head
Dept. of Civil Engineering
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NOVA SCOTIA TECHNICAL. COLLEGE
P. O. SOX WOO

NALIFAX. N. S.

4 December 1973

Professor M.A..Preston
rxecutive Vice-Chairran
Advisory Committee on Academic
Planning
Council of Ontario Universities
102 BlocIr Street West
Toronto M5S 1M8, Ontario

Dear Professor Preston:

After returning from the west coast, I found your let-
ter of 29 November and enclosures, which I read with inter-
est.

In reply and following our terms of reference, we had
not discussed the question of quality in our report since,
in our opinion, none of the civil engineering doctoral pra-
t-Trams were found to fall below minimum acceptable standards.

I am looking forward to the comments of my colleagues,
in this regard.

lb

c.c. J.L. amulet
W.W. Eckenfelder
R.V. Martin

Yours sincerely,

G. n. Meyerhof, Head
Dept. of Civil Engineering
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Ontario Council on Graduate Studies
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±ei-uri±;, },`t ,.4 hisirmati,

Mr. B. V. Martin
Prof. G. Meyerhof
Prof. FW. W.: Eekenfelder, Jr.

Dr. J. L. Roulet

:( t$!:"1 AltIc I -NIV 1.14Sit
1o; ttltarr Nircvt 1 otomo Ito I .11

tl 420-6741f4

Postal Code: MIS l.M8

GUtleMen:

enclosing-all the university comments we have reeeived-on.YPOr planning

aSi4e4sment report and the formal response from the Discipline Group. You will

recall tbat it is intended to publish these statements.

you will see from the comments that there is considerable dissatisfaction in
the'.upiversities and in the discipline group with your failure to come to terms
with your task of giving us your findings on the relative quality of the doctoral

work, in the different areas of civil engineering in the different departments.

.4SeoreACAP have to agree that one of the most important aspects of the terms of.

reference you undertook is t;?. statement of strengths and weaknesses of departments,
- .

and that without it the report lacks credibility. If you are asserting that all
-44el4 s offered for doctoral work are competently dealt with wherever they are
offered, it will follow that civil engineering is a paragon amongst disciplines.
.Even if true, it does not help the universities to decide which areas to strengthen.

In ono of the-feW specific comments you do'sUggest that McMaster should emphasize

earthquake engineering. Do you think its work in .water resources is strong enough
that.. it should seek to 4xpand or maintain that, or, when you.recommend &rester

emphasis- on water resources, do you expect this to be achieved at Ottawa, Toronto,

Waterloo and. Windsor for example? McMaster (and the others, would like to know.

Yon tell the University of Western Ontario to emphasize boundary layer wind tunnel

work; but what about their geotechniquel Since Guelph now has 5 students in its
hydrology programme, how can it be exploiting its unique faeilitiee for agricultural
engineering if its enrolment becomes 4 to 7? Is it expected to cut back on hydrology?

To consider this, it would be necessary to know how valuable Guelph's hydrology work

is and how substantial is the potential of its agricultural engineering programme.

-I--mention'these points only. as examples of. t3 kind of question of which your adivee

weeld be helpful. The general point is that your Judgements of quality by department
And .by area are important. You recommend that transportation be strengthened; we
ask, where? .-Jf all the department's say "here", hoer .are decisions. about'resource
allocation to be made without the quality judgements you were expected to. give?

011.1.,b2/
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enrolment.
difference
follows:

aspects p _academic quality has to clowltit,tlisi4O.utf! Ow student
_ _ _

You will see from the university responses that there is some
COO,-recently-adopted,-10 as-

"The Aualityvf-.1raduateprogrammes is.partly:dependent on size, and for each-
_

Progtaq0e,_depending on ,hoW,4t,is designed,and,its_scoPe,thete,ip_a:Mln1Mdm
.si-.4e,04 enrolment beloW which quality may:suffer. That number cannot be expresse
fOrthet,tisciplin_as a whole 44t only for individual programmes'depending on
tI:eir purpose, their resources and their design."

. .

AieCOmmendatien 4 :can _page '52 of your report is not inconsistent witli.tho above
st4fement, but you.slo not indicate what .criteriadetermine the ."SatisfactOry
enV.i.ronment." In ACLU! we have >l entitled- areas whiCh-we beliove should be
.ekamined this connection. One is the opportunity for the students' develOpment
through informal:intellectual discussion with:a peer group with common engineering.
or.seientific interests. This peer.group. need not consist only of:.students;:it:may

::include post-doctoral fellows-:, It need not be .confined to one department,
:hut, may include students in other departments ,if there is a real sharing of research
interests. The second main area far cdtisideration has, we feel, to do with graduate'.
ourses.. Assuming that a course with, say, 5 or 6 students who interact is a
muelrmore satisfactory experience than one with i or 2 students, we see that the
desirable enrolment size.is a.function.of :course structure. If there were 3
pro.gramme,which did not require cooraes, this second criterion of size would not
Apply. But if it is felt that students should take a substantial number of
courses ( as appears to be the case in all the Ontario departments), then the
Onsideration is valid and the situation needs examination.

It a;T e=ars that some of our departments plan enrolments as small as 6 to 12. .

It may be that some of these departments, .because Of specialization, course
structure, post - doctoral, and master's population and interdepartmental collaboration,
offer an academically. sound experience for the student, while other departments

twith h_ e sesam enrolment may not. 'Each case needs evaluation separately.

This brings us back again to the desirability of your giving a detailed analysis
of each university. We request evaluation of quality by area of study of each
department -, including an analysis of the kind of intellectual milieu established
for a student bythe enrolment size.

I hope you realize that we have a problem of reconciling the reports of the
consultants on the various engineering disciplines. One report of which there
seems to he pretty general- approval is that dealing, with electrical engineering.
OS course not all its details are accepted by everyone, but the style and coverage
et. the report has not been attacked. I enclose a copy, since it may make eleater
wuitt. I have been trying to say in this letter.

Af ter vou have had a short interval to consider the letter, I sha 1 telephone
Profvssor Meyerhof-to discuss the mechanism of your response.. We lived your assistance.

A

Yours sin cerely.

tJ

M. A. Pr,ston

MARicew
Enclosures;,



"VII. ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING

...v.- A

fl as. section of the AC report Will aeal lila the recommendationsAound

in, tie consultants/ eeport.,There.will be no
reforences-te.W=Ateta .Ontario. or Windsor since thee* two, universities_
were m4nt toned in 'a .previous section, It .is important that, the .consul tents
revert Alld the university apd discipline group responses' be °read at -the

'same time as thik*CAP report.

RecoMMeadatiOn _C20

It is reeommended-that the-Discipline. Croup anouapy.Adgin$y
those, areas_of electrical, engineering which..they:eonsider ,relevant
to the present and future needs of Canada and make their `findings

available 10 the granting :agencies 04 :various associations of
industry in order to stimulate a continuing dialogue with industry.

7ther Discipline Croups might also consider this recommendation.

t4.vommendation C21

It is recommended that Carleton, University continue its doctoral
work in electrical engineering according to its plans.

The work in electrical engineering at ,Carleton is divided into two departments,
Electr ics and Materials Engineering which includes solid state device
electr , circuits and circuit theory, microwave electronics and electron
beam syst and pritesses and the Systems Engineering programme which
concentrates on information systems such as communications and signal
processing, decision and control, digital systems design and software
engineering. The coverage within these two areas is well integrated,
coordinated and appropriate for PhD training. The enrolment increase prliposed
by Carleton is within the competence and capability of the present staff.

Recommendation C22

It is recommended that McMaster University continue its doctoral
work in electrical engineering according to its plans.

McMaster has outstanding strength in three areas of graduate research and has
plans to strengthen a. fourth. These are_ communications and data processing,
modelling and design, materials and devices,and, lastly, medical electronics.
Tho electrical engineering programme at McMaster is of high quality, with
productive and dynamic faculty.

4.

,.0mittendat ion C23

It.is recommended that the, University of Ottawa continue to offer
doctoral programme in electrical engineering restricted to theses in
digital communication systems and large -scale systems. This
limited progralme is to be appraised as soon as possible.
Enrolment of new students should cease as of December, 1975 if a
favourable appraisal has not been obtained.
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1IW.4ell.artMent 4 0 tava specializes in .three areas, communication:systems,
control.and systems and computer engineering. ,:With a faculty.of the
ccinsOtants. felttihat theywere spread overiather iarge_aroa:4f electrical
engineering. .A small department with ,a small number of ;;tiff and students
7can. ':Operate*aheffOtiVe deCtbral.prOgraMMO:Only With 'COmpetOnt prOfeSSOr
complementary fields. of study7and an-adequate research, environment, The

00-4u4antS reomPet14 .discontinoing:the.prOgramme. has.consfdered loth

YeTirt. 411,1 tizm4.nts 4nd-t4s .1.0LIOt.14=24 that

Ottawa haS,a.contributionto make. t. ,rvduate eleetrical-enianeering study
in operating a specialized programme of limited scope and enrolment.

Recommendation

is tv-ammehdc4 that QueOl's Y %:01-1tifhte its ProgrammY
in electrical engineering concentrating in the communications and
systems fields, with octasionally a student in cognate areas of
electronics and euthgy processing. Any proposed substantial
developments in these latter two fields would be submitted for
appraisal. it is also recommended that the department maintain
enrolment at its present level.

rite Areas of specialization at Queen's arc c mmunications, syste,
electronics, and energy processinr. The consultants state that the work
incommunientions Is good but is only fair in systems, and that the
Oeyartment shoOld not offer a programme in the latter two fields on ,1
regular basis.. However, we suggest that. an occasional student be allowed
to do a thesis in one of these fields. ACAP accepts the consultants' v ;ew
ahout enrolment Which was made on academic grounlh,:, not for plannitw
reasons.

Re4'ormnendat ion c'.:5

It is recommended that the niversity of Toronto continue its
doctoral work in electrical engineering according to its plans.

Graduate work at tlw University of Toronto covers seven areis including
communications, computers, control, power devices and systems, solid state
eleotronics, wave sciences, and biomedical electronics. The coverage of
these fioids is more than adequate and Toronto's "star-studded" faculty
are spread over the seven areas indicating significant breadth across the
department. The consultants conclude that the Toronto department compare-.
taveuraniv with any ot the malor institutions in North America.

)-:,11-nmendatiot,

IL is t that the Unf versi of. Wat.t±r continue its
doetura: woe'," _in 'electrical engineering according .tu Itt;

he i:niversity of Waterloo concentrates in five major areas including
omputers and communications; control, SVA:cii)S and networks; devices, rircults
Ind matorl.a1-4; power engineering; and antennas and electromagnetic
enineering. There are two minor fields, bioengineering and e.teetroal-oustics,
and-these fields should be limited in 4i7o to the present level of activity.

Waterloo's highly competent faculty and weal-equipped facilities, there
Is no question that the enrolment level planned by Waterloo can L a.cemmodated.



- V lTt. MECHANICAL ENGINEERING

There are a number of general recommendations and comments made in the

mechanical engineering consultants' report that are aimed at the system

as"-`a whole. Recommendations for the individual universities follow this

more general section.

The mechanical engineering consultants do not anticipate any oversupply -of

meehanical engipeiltsj: They believe. no "artificial. edict" ,is-necessary to

control the number of PhDs. On the contrary, they suggest the problem

will be one bf-availabillty of good students. The consultants think

that Ontario might, in fact, have a shortage of mechanical engineers.

aditlonal classical" versus "applied" research projects and a shift, in
-emphasis of study are the next problems attacked by the consultants They
feel, that the doctoral education of today should shift more towards project

and design activity. To this end, they advocate increased dialogue and .

cooperation with outside agencies such as industry and government. "If

we look at the problems before us today in the fields, of energy, transportation,

or the environment, it is apparent that there are many gaps in the knowledge

whieh should be attacked systematically to provide the basic design data

which is essential to advances in engineering and advances genetally in
technology on the broad front". The consultants also recommend a change in
emphasis in fields of study. Some areas of research that need to be developed
are listed on page Al4.

The consultants do not condone departments that attempt to be good in all

fields. They feel specialization is the key and that "considerable selectivity
is required ,in tne choice of a particular area of concentrated eifort". This

choice of areas of concentration should be left up to the universities. ACAP
agrees with this outlook butnotes that the initiatives of each department in
outario are matters for collective consideration and advice. ACAP advises
the departments to consider the consultants' suggestions noted in the addendum
and asks that they report on progress made after a year of mature consideration.
After this time, the Discipline Group, in its normal role, would continue to
consider the development of new areas of graduate study and the possible entry
into neglected fields in mechanical engineering in Ontario and would make
remmendations to AC&P where change is-desirable.

Another problem the mechanical engineering consultants addressed was the one
of faculty age. Since the Ontario universities have been through an expansionary
period in the sixties, a large proportion of the faculty is.k.gow. 45 years old,
consequently lacking something .in maturity.,and iodustrial. experience. The

eonsultants feel that. although the retirem ents in' the next seVeral'yearwill
be fowijhe universities should _take these opportunities to introduce new blood
by 3ppuinting faculty with industrial experience.

It is important that the consultants' report, and the university and

:discipline group responses be read at the same time as this ACAP report.



Xoeo

It is recommended that Carleton, McMaster and Queen's Universities
c:ontinue_Ole.*r.doctoral_Programmes4q.mechanical engineer/4g and
during :the coming year, giVecareful:,consideration.to theJeasib*14y,
of a stronger development of foci of interest in the ,special areas
of strengths suggested by the consultants. The Universities are.
-rinet'itedt2tO .40.Ott COU-agd, (K uk thrbugh '-.ACAP, 'tint ing'the Fall

of 1975, on:the results of these- consideratiana.

-39--

RecotmeudationtS

The Mechanical Engineering .consultants, in their addendum, give.valuabie
suggestions for focussing research activitieajn:eachdepartment.. These
suggestions appear to be based on both planning grounds and grounds of
.a.cademic quality, but. alternative research foci may not be ruled out.
COnsequently,ACAP..recommends that the .tbree doctoral programmes -continue
but-that.each university .note the consultants' comments.. and report on
-progress in cti year's time.

lte,.emmendation C28

It ig recommended that, if the University of Ottawa wishes .o
reactivate a doctoral programme in mechanical engineering, it
give careful consideration to allowing some further maturing of
the department before applying for appraisal.

the consultants, in their remarks concerning the University of Ottawa,
page A-17, recommend that the work in the Mechanical Engineering Department
he incorporated in an interdisciplinary programme leading to an undesignated
Phi) degree. ACAP notes the university response, page C-14, which states that
they wish to "reactivate" the doctoral programme, before discussion of this
ow proposal. Wc'do not at this time make a recommendation on the future
Barr; of engineering Phi) work at the University of Ottawa. There appear to
he no planning reasons why there should not be a programme at Ottawa in
mechanical engineering, but the consultants have serious reservations about
the suitability of a number of the research projects of the department and
ahout the limited industrial experience of its staff members.

Pyi,c i L..

It is recommended that the University of Toronto continue its doctoral
programmes in mechanical engineering in its Department of Mechanical
Engineering and the Department of Aerospace Studt,-5 and Engineering.
ACAP suggests that the University consider the consultants' recommendation
of a greater concentration of\research activities of the Department of
Mechanical Engineering on major problems of national ccTcern. It is
revemmrnded that the University inform COU and thro gh ACAP, during,
the of 1975, of any decisionstaken.



_lie, draw r4e.attOntion of the University of TOronto to the consultants'

suggestion that the Department of Mechanical Engineering concentrate

research'en problems-of major; -national. concern, UTIAS,shou/d cote. the

klonsultants' comments on the need for selectivity Withinthe,broad
spectrum of the expertise Of the staff, in such areas as plasma science-,

low density gas .dynamics, .subsonic :aerodynamics, flight Aynamics,
Stinkwave.pbenOmens and noise.: The *Onsultints also favour increased
interaction with work in related fields on the main campus.

RecoMMendation.00

it is recommended that the University of Waterloo continue its

doctoral programme in mechanical eivineering. ACAP suggests
that the'University consider the consultants' recommendation of

a greater concentration of research activities on major problems

,f national concern. It is recommended that the University
inform COU and OCGS through ACAP, during the, Fall of 1975, of

any decisions taken.

ACAP notes the consultants' suggest4on that the department concentrate
in -Product ion and Automation. We also take note of Waterloo's response

which lists strengths in other areas. We recommend that Waterloo consider
the consultants' idea of developing foci of research interest and report

on any action thought desirable.

the University of Western Ontario and the University of Windsor have not
been discussed here, since there is no need for any recommendations in

,34dition to those in the section on University Recommendations, page 20.



IX. METALLURGICAL OD MAI'LRIALS ENGINEERING

nits, section of the ACA? report .will deal with the recommendations found

in the metallurgical engineering consultants' rePqrt.- ,There nu .

references to. Western Ontario or Windsor since these two universities

were mentioned in a Previous .section. It is important that, the consultants'
teport and the university and discipline group responses be read at the
same time as this ACAP report.

f.tecommendation C31
. ..`. _ . .

It is recoMmended that the universities take note af the consultants' .

recommendations 1, 2, lb and 3c, dealing with the weakness in certain
fields of study in the province and that the Discipline Group-report
to ACAP on any action taken in consequence of these reommendations.

the consultants find it.surprisinvthat,there is PoJittle effort in the
ceramics and glasses fields. of. stud)% Even more striking to them is the
abSenee of any work in polytitets in the DepartMents of ylet4110t0. and Material s_

.:ngitieering. In their first few recommendations,. they consider it very
-.Opportant to,rectify these neglected areas and ACAP feels this is.sAirb. for
the Discipline_ Group. They also feel, it is important to strengthen already..
existing Areas-1,4 :study and in particular .create at least one internationally-
known centre of materials science activity.

Recommendation C32

It is recommended that McMaster University continue its doctoral
programmes in materials science and extractive metallurgy, and
noting the strength attributed to these programmes by the consultants,
make a report in the fall of 1975 on the following suggestions far
Improvement

a. recruitment of students with physics and chemistry
backgrounds

b. strengthening of the extractive metallurgy faculty

c. coll boration with Toronto

rilL, materials. science programme at McMaster is considered by the consultants
to be the best programme of this kind in Untario.and,probably in Canada. It

i!; th000ly programme that covers adequately the basic science related to
ail gasses of materials-including polymers. The enrolment could be easily
dbled without developing the need for anysignificantincrease in resources
allocaLed to the programme, but enrolment, herei is limited as in so many
oC.lu areas of engineering, by the number of qualified students.

The extractive metallurgy programme, although not AS. 4,rong as the materials
science one, provide., very suitable= research for the doctoral thesis. The
rtn,le of the programmw is,. however, inadequate brat cooperation with other
Mc Master .pepartments and with the.University of Toronto will greatly entcantc.e
the Opertion Of this programme.



ACAP' suggests that McMaster consider the points put forward,by the

.consultants and that.theeniversity report to ACAP on any action taken

with regard to these recommendations..-

.geeommendation C33

/t_is recommended that Queens Universtty centinue.itsdectoral

work in physical metallurgy.anddiscentiene,.thedoeteral,Programme.
in extractive metallurgy-and-mineral-engineering as it. now. exists

and replace Lt. by an enlarged programme. invnlYtng, Profe44ors in.

other4epartmntsas sUSgesteVtn the consultants' rPpo

new_ prograsameshould_b appraised -and this Onuld.be:cOmpletedby:_.
Pecember 31, 1976.-XfAneen's does not wish to enlarge its

prOgramme in. extractive metallurgy_and-mineral engineeringthe.
present programme_shoel&be put fo rward immediately for appraisal,

,ceasing to enrol new students by June 30,-1915 if a f440nrable

appraisal is not obtained.

The consultants consider the programme in physical metallurgy at Queen's

a good, traditional type of programme taught by young and .talented"faeulty.

Although it would make a suitable base on which to build a programme in

materials engineering, the consultants do not recommend that Queen's do so:

The programme in extractive'metallurgy, on the other hand, is not so well

off. It is seen by the consultants to be inadequate in its present form,

with too small a range of courses, too limited an amount of research

activity, and ineffective interattions with other departments and programmes.

But the consultants feel it is necessary to strengthen and develop this field,

to provide the needed PhD graduates and maintain Queen's part in a history

of ldadership in Canada in mineral engineering, geology and related fields.

The enlarged programme of extractive metallurgy is envisaged by the consultants

to consist of support from the Departments of Metallurgical Engineering,.

Chemical Engineering, Mining Engineering and Geology. ACAP realizes that

cooperation cannot be legislated, but it must have some formal structure in

order to make the various professors aware of their part in a cooperative

venture and secure the recognition of their departments for the effort

devoted to the venture.

RecomMendation CI4

It.is recommended that the University of Toronto continue its

doctoral programmes in its Department of Metallurgy and Materials

Science. It is suggested thatToronto give careful consideration

to the consultants' recommendationS concerning broadening the

programmes and it is recommended that the University report to
COU through ACAP by September, 1975. on 'any progress made in this

direction.

Toronto hai an international reputation for its graduate work in extractive

7.1otailurgy. However, the range of courses is limited; this situation .could
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-- ha improved throUgh codperation with. McMaster. The consultants' feel this
WO414 prOvide a good base ftdm Which to develop a programMe-in mineral

and extractive-metallurgy and they advise the -university-too
do So.

its addition p those who work 4n-ttadtive metaliurgytherets another:
--:70.11).Ptc7f0sP0*.W.th400#TtMent.1146 Ob*gical
Pvt4i4tglf, and materials research, These people wrkIng wfth added
specialists in polymers and electrical and optical properties,of materials
would .form: a gtoup:capable-of mounting a SUhstantial-prOgramme in :materials
engineering.

Rt mmIndatiOn C35

It is recommended that the Pniversity of Waterloo contthue its
engineering doctoral work to -extractive and process metallurgy.
and in metallurgical_engineering.and materials ,Science accordinp
to its plans.

Waterloo has no specific programme in materials and does not offer a PliD
labelled as metallurgical engineering oz any allied fie,Id. instead, students
are trained in extractive metallurgy in the Department of Chemical 1ngineering
and there'.is a group of 'metallurgists and materials scientists in the.
Mechanical Engineering department. The consultants felt their effort was
of such high quality that if this group were constituted as an administrative
unit, they would he the strongest and most comprehensive graduate programme
in materials engineering An the province. The consultants rerommd.nd setting
up a separate administrative structure. However, tIle unit (all in one
department) appears to function well without separate administrw.ion and
,MAP does not feel that such a structure is imperative. Waterloo will,
no Doubt, consider the consultants' suggestion.



X. MINING ENGINEERING

Queen'is University offers the ,PhD :in mining engineering. This is unique
in the province. Al though...the. enrolment the _programme. appears.
to iii, a.,..distinct ;need. The University projects no enrolment increase :.
shaving only 4 students in 1977-18.

On the basis of the statement of future plans made by the University, we
recommend:

Recommendation 06_

it Is recommended that -Queen'S.:University continue Its doctoral.
work in mining, engineering in accordance with its plans.
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INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING AND SYSTEMS DESIGN

s section of the -ACAP report will deal with the recommendations, found
in 'the Industrial engineering and systems design consultants' report.

It Will contain recoPmendations on the VniversttieS Of Totente and. Waterloo.
ApP suggests, that the University of Windsor take.careful note of the
recommendations made' in this consultants' report "but at this time ACAP
makes no specific recommendations-on doctoral workln -industrial engineering
at Windsor since it is part of the earlier Recommendation Cll.

The general recommendations in this report echo. many of those found in the
earlier consultants' reports:- -These consultants' estimates of manpower

snop4'y and demand closely folleW these made by the other consultants and
:are discussed more fully in the second part of, this Aar report. Related
to this is the, need to increase the Canadian content in engineering,
programmes. Recommendations Cl and C3 refer specifically to these two
points.

CAP notes that the universities do not consider the establishment of
c,o-ordiusting committee to be very important.. We hope that talks are

normally taking place between the three departments and that they will
'continue. ACAP.feeis there is no .need to setup a formal. Discipline Group.
to ensure discussions but if those concerned wish to do so it can be arranged.

Again, as in the other consultants' reports there is seen to be a need to
'circulate information to the student concerning the various programmes in
order to ensure he selects the programme best suited to his objectives.
This problem has been addressed by Recommendation C7.

ACAP endorses the consultants'. recommendations 6,7,8,9 and 11. and-does not
wish to make any particular comments on these recommendations.

RecomMeridation C37

It is recommended that the University of Toronto continue its doctoral
work in human factors engineering, management information Systems and
operations research.

la.its:response to the consultants' report,: the University of Toronto seems
in general agreement with the recommendations, made concerning its programme.
ALAI' notes that the Department has already made the appointment suggested in
rvoommendation 3.

AS .far .as future enrolment is concernedi ACAP suggests the university continue
to espect'approximately the same enrolment as it now enjoys. In accordance
with standard. appraisal procedures, a shift in fields of. specialization to
programmes la health systems and energy systems yould.require referral to the
Appraisals Committee to determine whether or not an appraisal is. necessary.



It review of the . enrolment expectations would be made at that time.

For the present, a continued.output of 3 or 4 PhDs a year should be

OTected by_the.universitY. This shoUld.not be "regarded as a quota but

rather gas. the outcome of the present situation of fewer qualified

students and falling timrpiments. It should be noted that the University

of-Toronto has maintained a high percentage of Canadians in its ,industrial

engineering programme in comparison to Other engineering programmes both

in the University of Toronto and elsewhere.

Recommendation C38

It isrecommended_that.the University of Waterloo continue its

doctoral programme in systems design.

4cAP takes note of the response. of the University of Waterloo to the

consultants' various recommendations concerning the Department's isolation,

,its !!soft".-course content anclthe quality of recent. staff appointees,

Despite, the pOsSibility that enrolments may .increase in this field-and

deSpite the comments from the University, ACAP considers that Waterloo

should give careful attention to the consultants' recommendations for

strengthening the programme before increasing the enrolment.
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gritonucnoN

:ttankind has recognized the engineer and his work:over many centuries.
The"-naMe and cohnetation root the,latin ,uengenerarele,.:.to Create.
In the modern sense, hoi.ieVer, engineering dates from the time of Galileo
who with hts.1!tWO new sciences" introduced for thejirsttime the: lava

,Ouse.Anc(!fiepagether with An:ability.to predict,and design...He
added science to the art and made that the basis of engineering.. one
Might therefore define, engineering as the 'creative application of the
PhYstCal sciences tothesOlutiOn of:probleMS.forthe.benefit of Mankind.
The:charactgristic:problems'atteMpted-by engineers-have;-Over-aCperiod of:-
time, categorized the various branches.

In early times there were twiorbroad classifications, the military
and civilian. As the civilian aspects of engineering grew and the demands
.for energy and more efficient machines increased, there developed a
specialized segment who. became known as.mgchanical engineers. jn,the late
lSOWs-.another group of specialists in the electrical area began to emerge-,
until. today we have many sets and subsets within the wide context of rf
engineering.

ge

Mechanical engineering by its nature is a highly-diversified discipline
ranging from applied mathematics and physics on the one hand to an empiri-
cism verging on black magic on the other In content, there is a wide
range of topics generally embracing three main areas - solid mechanics,
fluid mechanics and thereto sciences. Although all good departments will .

have some expertise in. each of these areas to provide the breadth necessary
for a sound understanding of a broad range of topics, they will generally
have depth in one or at the most two of the main subsets. Within these
main subsets there, can be a wide variation in emphasis.. Hence there can
and will be several departments whose main strength will be, for example,
in fluid mechanics without there being any significant overlap in effort.

Additionally, the pipblems confronting our technological society
require an increasing and landing of the social and economic sciences.
Therefore, in most departments,_ at all levels of instructioni there should
be an intimate interface with the social sciences. Increasingly, the
engineer must become aware of the ever extending economic:and social con-
sequences of his work. For this he must have some competence in economics
and a sensitivity to social, psychological and political forces, thus
emphasizing the need for breadth in the mature professional. The mechanical
engineering faculty, therefore4. have a particular responsibility to under-
stand the true significanCe of this role.

Although the graduate program at the PhD level in the Ontario system
can, for the most part, be considered as just emerging, we were pleased
to see a broad spectrum already developing. La:several areas, however,
we recognized there was too great an effort in the more traditional and
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:elassical areasof research.. :We auggeat that this effort he redirected,.
with more eMphaSis placed on the practical background of-the .theoretical
solutions and. strengthening- the basic-understanding of-the-empirically
develoning areas

II.:..CONTENT OF THE RETORT-

_.The academic- discipline of mechanical engineering is'broad and not amenable

to tatekOriealAefleittorila:Otder:te asSist-us ne
Methanital gngineerinprprovided-a factors whiCh weretn..1)0 CPP.7-

sIdered.in developing an assessment of the,educational-programof doctoral
stUdents in eneneering. At the outset, we witilh to eXpreta Our general

agreement wIth-the guide lines. ,In-our opinion, centralized coordination
and planning of doctoral programs PP a provincial-wide scale must be
avoided as far as possible in order to develop the full aeademic potential
of each department.. Xe agree that a doctoral., program in every department.

. is essential.; Not only does-it ensure a7dynamic mo4ern, undergraduate
curriculum but it also contributes to a competitive in-house research
atmosphere. which enhances the excellence of any program, and provides both
students and faculty with opportunities to develop native ingenuity and
innovative skills so necessary to our technological society. It is from
a well-developed broad background with an in-depth, maturitylm a'spetific
segment that a well-balanced and mature professional engineer emerges. We

further believe that group size has little effect and with some variation
successful programs can exist in small, as well as large, departments.

One of the ways in which the university serves society is to screen
and sort young people. The sorting process determines who is capable of
entering, continuing to graduation, 'undertaking graduate work, and who is
qualified to receive an advanced degree. Many people object to yielding,
such trerendous power to the faculty and the university community. How-;

ever, no better way has yet been found. We are in accord that the existing
methods of. selection be continued. We do not believe in centralizing this
:screening process.

Having picked a career in which the demand for special skills can
change rapidly from time to time, the engineering graduate at all leVeh
must be sufficiently flexible. in his competence to qualify for employment
In a wide variety of activities. Only in this way is there hope of bringing
supply and demand close to balance in the face of inevitable fluctuations
iii. the economy. A broad base with an in-depth study in a specific armi.lA
therefore a major requirement in the design of a PhD program.

.' Oft the, other hand, :our terms of reference. caused us some'concrn
because their generality made it impossible to fit exactly all conditinnR.
Nor can specific answers or recommendations be made in all cases. The

.very nature of the programs considered will dictate, to some extent,
reply ti posed questions.. Nevertheless; we viewed them as useful guide-
lines for our inquiries, but we have responded in ways emerging from our
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analysis of the situation.. To reply otherwise 'would-uegate the
exercise. In the end, the choice of alternatiVes became a matter of
judgment; no set. of rigid criteria could be expected to yield .a clear-,
cut decision,. There is always a' mea ..tre of subjective weighting placed
,on each or, the factors used, to arrive at a conclusion. It is hoped the
:colleetive weightihg will lead to a sound judgment.

There are strong indications that a new era is emerging in Canadian
industry which recognizes the need for the backingof a highly-developed
technology if.it is to satisfy its nationalistic aspirations while com-
peting in the world markets. The evidence of an increase ip demand-for
engineers, at all levels of academic attainment, is increasingly noticed.
Not ettly is there, an alarming indication of an impending severe shortage
of engineers in !otal but there is every indication of a gross undersupply
of mechanical engineers and a strong suggestion that there will not be a
sufficient nutter of academically able students to meet the minimal demands
from industry tar well-qualified PhD graduates.

The Ring, ot Iron
2
was completed at a time when society viewed

engineering and its physical sciences with suspicion. In contradiction
to a major premise of that report the consultants found no evidence that
_Canadian industry was passing from a primary to a tertiary position without
passing through the secondary stage. Instead our findings tend to indicate
a rapid strengthening of the industrial base with a corresponding increase
in demand for high-technology support. In the two-and-a-half years since
the release of that report, there has been a dramatic change. Our review

-.was conducted as. Canada approaches the threshold of an impending shortage
and heavy demand for mechanical and other engineers. So rapid is the change
that in the six intervening months between the writing of the terms of
reference and the commissioning of this report, many of the specific
questions posed are no longer meaningful. The emerging immigration policies
and market forces alone will be sufficient to determine' the size and distri-
bution of the PhD student body. Quotas as such will be without meaning,
since they can never be met. The recognition of the emerging upsurge in
engineering has had a very significant impact on our assessment of the
PhD programs in mechanical engineering in Ontario.

In this light ,then, we will now try, to sort out and assess in greater
ail'conditions as- we found them.

..This:statemci,t (fOr mechanical engineering) is,at variance 'with report
Supplyand Demand. For Pmgineering. Doctorates in Canada, Canadian

Engineering 'ianpowr Council, July, .1973, which predictsml oversupply
. of PhDs in 01;0.11Qcring in the doeade ahead.

Ring of Study _,,f Engifwerit Eau-cation-in Ehlta rio --December, 1970
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tray of the Mechanical Engineerihg I cpartments in the eight universities
offering graduate work was visited, The Institute of Aerospace Studies
4t the Univers4ty,of Toronto was also included in our itinerary and Was

reviewed in the same general way as the 9thers. SPecial Mention of it
and of the Department of Mechanical Engineering at the University of
Ottawa is made later.

Inall nine .departments thereTare-15aculty inyolvedin:teaching.
oechanieel.engineering at all levels, these, over 100' were .interviewed

individually, in small groups or in plenary session; 25 or 'more
-strators (Presidents, -Vice-Presidents, Deans of Engineering andOf Graduate
Studies and their assistants) were consulted; and finally the views of
-representative groups of PhD. candidates or recent graduates, numbering
over 50 in all, 'were obtained, .Nowhere did we uncove4 any evidence of an

-oversupply of PhD graduates; statistics-were-produced .to .show that 411
.

-past graduates were usefully employed, many in places of high responsibility
with many of the recent graduates haVing received multiple offers, In only

one case did we find a Phi) graduate holding a post-doctoral fellowship

because he could not find permanent employment.

The assessment of each Department was carried out as lonsistently as
possible. The time spent at each varied between 1 and 12 clays. The same

general agenda was used at each place as follows: \

1. Meet department chairmen to review agenda and other general
points (4 hour).

2.- Plenary meeting wityll staff at which the consultants made
an opening statement and an open forum was conducted. This

laid the foundation for a closing plenary session at which
time the views of the staff were consolidated (1 hour).

3. Meet administrators (the timing varied depending on the
schedule of the administrators) (I to 1 hour).

4. Visit laboratories and graduate research projects (1 to
2 hours).

5. Lunch with continued discussion with staff or admini-
strators (il hours).

'arleton, McMaster, Ottawa,. Queen's, Toronto, Waterloo, Western and
Windsor.

. .

List-of PhD graduates and their present employers were provided at
Queen's, U.T.I.A.S., Waterloo, McMaster and Western. Verbal reports

were received at the 'others,

See Appendix A, attached, page A-2&.
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Interview graduate students and recent PhD graduates (1 hour).

interview individuals. research or specialized groups (1 to 2
hours) .

Reeopv.2ne in lenary session and final views obtained (1 to 2
hours).

Squeezed in: (i) review of admission files of selected students

(ii) reviewed or scanned several PhD theses6

NTMBER AN QUALITY OF STUDENTS

The Supply of Students-.

At the present time there are 150 mechanical engineering lAhD candidates
in the Ontario system. This counts only those graduate students, who
are beyond the master'a degree or who have been accepted for the
without a master's. Why 150? What controls this. number? If you ast-
as we did, the average faculty member how many graduate students he
would like to have, you get the answer "about 2 PhDs and 3 or 4
master's candidates." At present there are 156 meceiriefl engineering
faculty in Ontario and thus there is almost exactly ger1thD candidate
per faculty member. The size of the faculty does not control the
number; they could handle twice as many.

facilleke for research that we have seen on our visits have
beef excellent. Except in a few special cases, there is no limitation
in PhD study set by either apparatus or laboratory space.

The question of i.inancial support is harder to dismiss. There
wre complaints about excessive stipends paid to Phi) card
"other" institutions both in Ontario and in the U.S St compla'nts
could not be backed up by hard data and were contradicted by the
occasional student who came to Ontario attracted by the "higher salary
offer." Both from the meagre data collected and from our own knowledge
of the financing of PhDs here and in the U.S., we believe the Ontario
system to be "in line" and competitive. This is not to say that you
could not attract many more PhD candidates by doubling the salary
offers. Of course, you could. But such a course of action is unjustk-
fiable both for Canada's need for mechanical, engineering doctorates
and Canada's needs in other areas which would then be robbed.

The real limItation to the mechanical.engineering doctoral
candidate.population-is Ihe availability of "good"' candidates. The
temptation under such circbmstances is to lower the admission standards.

3

A selection of staff researcivpubItcations, most:of-WhiCh were baSed On
graduate student:research.was examined _separately.
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lt is to the great credit of all of the Ontario ,system that this
temptation appears to us to hart been avoided., In every case the
PhD admission standards were set at a reasonable level and jealously
guarded by extensive departmental am4 graduate school rules and
procedures.

The evaluation of human qualifications Ls.a very difficult. and.
Elighly-subjective. process at best; there .is no reason. to suppese-chat
all faculty members, pr:all institutions would, arrive at the same
onc,lusiQnwhenPx4mtni.ngluirderl,i4-44ditt4tP0,,:: 7114s, 3.t is of

Jictle:wonderand no tignificance that every institution can quote
.cases Ilere.someone they rejected was accepted elsewhere.

Thus, we reject the notion that any unjustified significant
systematic differences exist between institutions.4an-tfie level of PhD
candidate acceptance.

The main obstacles are the ability and motivations of the present
generation of students. Science in general ancrtechnology.in particular,
after the heyday of the space program, are popularly seen,as the causes
of our pollution, energy crisis, and other problems. Althcugh this
view is wrong and will change, the change will be slow. Thus, we do

not see any reason to anticipate an oversupply of mechanical engineering
PhDs in the-hear future. On the contrary, we see a shortage. Since

more good candidates cannot be produced an order and then only by robbing
other areas, we believe that the control of PhD candidates should con-
tinue to be by their availability and not by artificial edict. The

competition to provide the best and most useful educational program is
a better key to the future than any planned PhD production schedule,
however based.

B. Foreign Students

Presently at the PhD level only 40 students in a total of 150 have
taken their first degree at Canadian universities. Although a small
number of Canadian baccalaureates go abroad for the PhD degree and
return, it is clear that we, cannot count on Canadian undergraduate
schools to provide candidates in sufficient numbers: to avoid a
drastic reduction in enrolment and output they must continue to come
from abroad. Of the present 150, 74 are landed immigrants and 19 are
on student visas, most of the latter from underdeveloped countries.
The contemplated changes in immigration policies (which will make
it more difficult to attain landed immigrant status) and the funding
policies of N,R.C. and other granting agencies (which prohibit
support of those on student visas), will seriously reduce the number

Hof foreign students in the future.

We recognize that Canada as a wealthy nation has a commitment
Lo support students coming from (on student visas) and returning to

-dt-voloping nations and to assist these nations with their emerging



universities, and indUstries. This, CemmttMent should be nat.tonal
rathertham provinant. We would enViSage all, graduate .students
entering Canada from countries that do not -have a well-developed
industrial economy wonlddosni renn student visas under the au pine's
or nurviewof-an,appropriate federal, agency such as

' It

is not 6nreasonableJo expect as:part:of Canada's foreign aid that
Ov-educaonal_expenses of these, students be ,borne by ci.p.A.
Each-Canadian-university accepting a student under the purviewof-
c.T.p.A. Wu.141,1S. cOmpen4ate4 at the-7kvel of thstudent support
4071.411..014Pro0,04g,_ In this way, of:.Canada's,:contribtit
to phe developing-nations could bemet through*a meaningful041,40:-_
tional program_vithout .imposing an undue, hardship on provincial
educational budgets.

Emp loyment Opp rtunit es for Graduates

We discussed the .employment opportunities for recent graduates with
All staff members.. and all were emphatic in stating that the difficulties
reported a year or two ago, which may or may not have been real, do
not apply to phi) graduates in mechanical engineering today. They cited
examples of recent graduates receiving numerous job offers, mostly-from
industry and aimed particularly at graduates who have specialized in.
production engineering. Of the approximately 50 students interviewed
with a PhD in mechanical engineering (recently granted or pending)
only one reported difficulties in finding permanent employment. One
graduate, who majored in production engineering, listed for our benefit
six firm offers of employment..

While employment opportunities undoubtedly will continue to
fluctuate we do not believe that the demand we see today should, be
regarded as unusual, or temporary. When we examined the employment
record of .some150graduates with a Phi) in mechanical engineering
(including aerospace) we found a:wide distribution of employment. ire
industry, the universities and government. The positions reported do
not reveal any "underemployment" of the PhD .and the records which
extend back over a period of years show that the older graduates occupy
!;enior positions of high responsibility.

is recognized that the staff requirements, of the unive.sities

will be small (see Part VI. D.) in the future and the main source of
employment in Canada will be outside the university and mainly in
industry. Most of the 600 "high technology" firms that engage- in
re,;4rh in Canada are in Ontario, and with the increasing demands
for uew'and innovative industries which can competeinthe world
;:larket-we would expect increases in their number and diversity. The
omlorionce with the N.R.C. Industrial. Yost- Doctorate .Fellowship
progrJm leads us to believe that many of the. 60,000 firms in Canada,

C4nadiAl international Development. Ageuc y
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app oximately 40*000of ybich are inthe.manufaeturieg industry,
.east employ -the PhD to .goet&adVantage;%ootmecessarilyjn,research,
flw new and developing procurement vollcies of the federal.govern-

ment:, the AmPhnXi4.041 1e4Ai4g.,4p tlie0.03,00Mtnt,. 04 new

soursi better rural, and urbantransport4tion, etc., will certainly
.create an increase in the 0-m4114. Ag4inst .this increase in demand
we must weigh theJact that.the output ,eat graduates.

substantially, possibly as much,as-W,-astheresult of the.antici,,.
gated decline :in enrolment of new candidates with acceptable quaiifica-

tiens.,_The.;pietnre.pf_a.TOvsible4.hettagei)PPPmg4Pare probable
whenwe recall that in the U.S.A., government agentigs:and professional
Organizations. are *.xpressiugserious:concern that a-snbstantial short-
age.of engineers_vill;develovin that:country in s:.few if, this

happens, the experience of the 50's, with a large "tita*ft-drain" of
qualified engineers. out of ganada,..May be repeated, In View of all of
these considerations we find it difficult Co believe that an annual
output of 20 to 30 PhDs in mechanical eegineerittg from the Ontario
universities will be in excess of the demand. On the contrary, it is

easy to predict a serious shortage.

Although better information on job opportunities would be welcomed,
and a central "clearing house" of information might be useful, the point
was made in many discussions that one should be very cautious in the

interpretation of "demand" surveys - particularly in industry. The

businessman can rarely predict his firm's requirements in advance, and
on those occasions when he can he is not likely to reveal it. "One

of the least eliableaways for finding out what industry wants is to
go and ask industry." We commend those engineering departments which
maintain, an up -to -date historical record of the careers of their
graduates; we urge all departments to adopt the practice, and to see
'o it that-the information is made widely available to counter the
negative views which appear frequently in the press.

D. Student Concern about Career Opportunities

We were surprised to find that most of the students we interviewed
expressed concern about:the job prOspects after graduation. Few seemed

aware of the recent upturn of lob opportunities in industry, and very
few seemed to have any.idea of how.to approach *firm or how to .

establish contacts outside the university. In some of the universities
visited we were told that "placement officers" assist the students in
these matters. if this is so it would appear that the graduate

Statement attributed to Sir Solly. Zuckerman. See page 112, Canadian
Engineering Manpower Council Report, Supply and Demand for Engineeringneering
Doctorltes in. Canada, Jul v 3973.
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.!0,0dentseither cl, not use. these services, or they Leave the
investigation of job-opportunities until very -late in-the
.did not go into this in anydepth, but it was clear that. the
71alority-oi.the stu4pts who were interviemod had:little appreciation

141..ructure of Canadian industry and little knowledge of the
tirms ihatongage. in the development .of, new technology nor.of_theiri.
prospectivestaff requirements-To explain this ':we must assume, .that
the students have. been 'badly served bythu "popular" news media,.:the--
technical press, the placement agentieS, and the universities them-

. selves

. _
ouotaS (:,n the. umber of Stisdentti

From the toregoing observations we believe.it is clear that an annual
output from all of the,Ontario universities of 20 to 30 doctorates in
mechanical engineering will not be excessive and will not saturate the
job market. We believe the developing market could easily abserb
.deubLe this rate of output during the next five years. In saying this
we are not advccating a return to the "open" system of a few years ag,.)
when the groWri, of graduate schools and budgets was virtually uncontrol-
led. There is an obvious need for a better understanding of the factors
that govern the supply and demand of qualified engineers with advanced
degrees. To date even the best available data are viewed with suspicion.
Oefinitive studies with much narrower confidence bands are urgently
needed. Tn the absence of reliable data and in view of the emerging
natural controls we concluded it was neither rational nor wise to
propose a total enriliment figure with a corresponding distribution
throughout the system; rather we would wish the resources of the present
system which are predicated principally on undergraduate requirements,
the market demands, the quality of program and the good, judgment of
the departments to determine the total number within the system. In

rvgard we consider the system, in il.s present form, can accept up
to 100 Phi) candidates or an average of about 2 per'staff,-:flotoc.ver,
our best estimates would suggest there is little likelihood of at:MeV-
ink., such an enrolment during the next live years; and although we

littie or no quarrel with the prolected figures;.found in the
vQ-vc,ir plans we have grave doubts that oven that total of 170 -18U

will be attainabi0 1w 1978.

In the same way we find it difficult to apportion the distribution
ot Arldidate,; between the various universities which offer graduate
propram,;. At prosont a student has a wide range of choices and in
ofw intelylov-: with the studonts and discussions with staff members
it nt that. Canadian ;tndents contemPlating graduate work
Arc i;orwrailA, well aware of the courses available in the various insti-
tution:;, of the outstanding teachers, and of the strengths and weak-
he,; se,-; tht: departments. The capacity of the individual departments,

111VC notcd provion,dv, amnle.



V. ANALYSIS F MhCHAN1CA . ENGINEERING EDUCATION AT THE DUCTi7RA1. LEVEL

A: Course ReqUirements

We,have:asSuM44 thAt:Oe.Y.110 ilgre.e_tn.ffigc4cin.47.41,.q.g4neer418 484fies.
that the .holderHbas-an adVance4444eationwhichpermits him-te.not_only:
perform:the:UStial design and'productionTtasks'*his.field but.also:.to
attack-successfully many complex-problems-andto:perform research. in

--engineering.science:Jo7do-these things- requires a -- broad. knowledge of -.

his- field,. some.. understanding of related areas, and experience in how..

to-proceed.

These educational. objectives are attainedby.requiring the candi-
date to take a number of graduate courses, to .pass a qualifying or
comprehersiveexamination and to prepare a doctoral thesis. It appears

to us that the desired breadth of knowledge is best attained by a total,

ot. about il. years ofjull-...time course Wei* beyond the BacCalauteate
degree. Most universities now require this. A few do noti but we
believe they should. Of course, a student can get his breadth by self-
study but very few would do so. A smaller course requirement would
more often be used as the easy way out.

The thesis is universally used as the study in depth. In the

thesis area the student is motivated to self-study so that only a few
of the courses taken should concentrate heavily in the thesis field.
Thus the offering of a large number of highly-specialized courses
(with very few students in each) which we noted in several departments
is not justified educationally and is certainly not an economic use
of faculty time.

. Doctoral Theses

In the course of our visits to each university, we made cursory examina-
tions of a few .doctoral theses. However, this examination, when com-
bined with discussions with faculty and students, and often with prior
knowledge of the subject by .the consultants, additional useful informa-
tion was. obtained. Most theses. were indeed reports on creditable
doctoral work. Each student displayed a broad view of his special
field,he.analytically-(and numerically) studied the predictable per-
formance of,the device or process, he obtained in the laboratory (or
occasionally from pertinent literature) the actual performance, he
carefully compared the theoretical and experimental results, and
finallY.analyzed,and. discussed the discrepancies.

HoWever, we occasionally Met the inadequate thesis which lad,;
to an inadequate graduate. 'These were of two kinds: the completely
theoretical thesis which solves by a.well-developed mathematical
routine another_minor.variant of problem which abounds in the
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Therature and with 1 i ttle car lo engineering .jestifieation;. cited

oV the ether extreme, we occasionally spotted thesis in which a
purely empirical attack wa used to solve a problem which might-or.
miOt not luive practical application.

In both casesue believe the education of the candidate was
incomplete. in the firSt-caSe, he had no -trainink in ingenuity - an
thus iearned,little that is in demand by industryjand should not be
in demand for university teaching either). in, the second, he had no
training-in-thejormulation7in qeapetesOyejorro of ..010 4414litaoye

ideas whkch:belaelieves makes his empirfeiswworklisiwork:cpuld
have - and probably should; have been4one-in4hdustry. The real
opportunity of the university to educate was lost.

. Thesis Work Outside the University

. While "project work" of the kind suitable for a Ni.Eag.thesis is
readily found in many industrial and government agencies, it is more
difficult in this environment to organize a program of research with
the content, analytical and experimental, needed to satisfy the require-
ments of a PhD thesis. When these difficulties can be overcome there
are obvious advantages in bringing the students close to the problems
of industry and in providing access to people with unique training and
highly-specialized facilities. It is highly desirable that the thesis
be of interest to the host organization and that, wherever feasible,
it hey supervised jointly by a staff member of the university and of
the host organization.

A problem which is raised frequently in discussing such coopera-
tive ventures is that of the "proprietary" rights of industry. It
our discussions it was generally agreed that this problem is often
more apparent than real. There must be a clear understanding in
advance about the sharing of patent rights and delays in the publica-
tion of research results. "Secret" projects generally, are not acceptable
for PhD theses.

While practices vary widely between universities,.several depart-
mnts reported success in their cooperative ventures with high
technology firmssuch as Bell-Northern, AECL, and Westinghouse, and
held out hopes for further progress as the result of a growing interest
in industrial research,9the new contracting-out policies of government
avAnicie4, and the PRAI grants of the N.R.C.

Wc urgcthat all of the university departments offering advanced
urso in mechanical engineering encourage: .frequent .contacts and firm
c.-oorerarion with outside agencies. The importance of this liaison, at

7 \11. I leab ry.



a time when there is general agreement on the. -need for postgraduate

training_to bemorg_elosOy matched to. the,:n0 0-0417110YM04447.
not be overemphasized. -one student commented that in his thesis

reSe arch had enjoyed the best of` both werlds.- industry-had

.
provide .1 the required ,relevanCe and the.univers4Y)14'nrovided the
eSsential underlying science.

Part-time Stndies-

We examined the experience of the various departments with PhD eandi-
daVs wbo undertake part-time studies in conjunction with a full-time
job. There is no doubt that part-time courses, and projects at the
Master's level have operated -with reasonable success. Beyond the

Master's level progress becomes much more difficult and_ many doubts
were expressed about the abilities of the most capable Candidates to

meet the minimum requirements of a PhD program.

From the experiences reported we have concluded that-the-burdens
upon the student, his family, the employer and the university, are out
of all proportion tc the chances of success in most instances. While
we recognize that it would be unwise to deny the exceptional stUtient

an opportunity in a special situation we recommend that such under-

takings should rarely be encouraged.

E. Coverage of Mechanical Engineering at the Graduate Level

MeChanical engineering encompasses all manner of mechanical devices
and processes used by man. At its base lie the sciences of mechanics
_(including kinematics and vibrations), solid mechanics (including
elasticity and plasticity), fluid mechanics (including acoustics), and
transport phenomena,(including conduction,- convection, diffusion, and

radiation) And the basis for all of rhe'se are the la4s of Classical

physics mostly mechanics and thermodynamics - made useful through
the methods of modern applied mathematics.

Every mechanical engineering department in Ontario has a faculty
capable of offering the core graduate courses in each of the above
areas which should be part of the breadt1 of every PhD. In every

department, the faculty is capable of snpervising theses in the classical
basic problems of mechanical engineering dynamics and vibrations,
elastic structures, fluid dynamics of simple fluids, and heat and ma3s
transfer.

But is thls adequate for the 1970's? We think it As not. Only

in the rare insizniee (as can easily he judged by examining the resultant
published papers), &ref; the thesis advisor .,or his ,PhD student haVe sci

potent an idea that a real advance is made in classical engineering

science. Most .often the result is a thesi4 or a paper with iittto
pO-rillanc;nt value and no- engineering significance.
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Yet mechanical engineering abounds.in important and challenging..
prohlems. -Some-memhers.of_the, faculty-at-each-Ontario-university
have realized this,and have moved with their:research into:some..more_
.imnortant.und_contemporary area. :111q$ w loundwork on -such diverse
-and useful Trobiems:as.extrnsion.vf..metals,..machine tool 'automation,
OvrPlal cont:,act resistance,. Ow4r,Y411g..qf-PaPer.p.and.tlw.PPO-00. of

3anufacturinvindustry.1.s.concerned.withall-ofr-
.these questionsand.many-more-The-Conadian-industryalrady:earrieS
out some research, albeit largely emPirical,in.these areasand-we-

. carry:out-mpre.-AthesistpAevelopan under-.
standing. of And tn., provide basic datain such areas provides_th_.
student :with amInnovative.challengeand the preparation for future

-work ..which Canadian industry needs.

To exercise ingenuity in redirecting one's own effortsfrom an
old familiar classical paOtnan innovative.new effort is diffieUlt.
It is common for ideas to .become "popular" and for misny people tomove
in the ,same direction atthe.sametime. Thus therejare. alrea4Y.seVeral
closely-related efforts in metal cutting and machine tool performance
and control in the Ontario universities. These efforts do not Yet
involve serious overlap but they could easily do so in the future.

Such close parallel developments could.be.justified, if the
nosslble areas of mechanical engineering need were .few in number.
However. this is not so. in the following table we give a partial list
of some important mechanical engineering problems in which little or
no research effort is td be found in the Ontario educational system
and in which there are significant and challenging problems of basic
science and useful data development suitable for PhD theses. This
list is 1(1 extensive that many items would go untouched even it the
entire mechanical engineering faculties devoted themselves to these
problems.

We believe that most Of the research effort now expended'
on classical mechanical engineering science could profitably be
redirected toward innovative studies of more urgent problems.which.
Arise in mechanical engineering practice. We have no serious reserva-
tions about the extent of coverage in the present programs, certainly
not to the point of.suggesting the termination of any. On the other
hand, w wnntd urge the expansion or creation of -new programs:hp
directed toward the areas listed. We caution, however, against the
temptation to attack these problems in a purely empirical way. ,Tp

us the good PhD study in "mission-oriented research" is a fundamental
-:t Tidy of the 111!;ic processes and principles in the appropriate range.
of.the.,-;i::nific:iut dimensionless narameters with an application :of the:
results to real industrial engineering problems.

We bellevothis.chan,;e in-emphasis would strengthenjhe faculties
aud would attract industrial research support. Furthermore, it would
'.tc!;e. industry toC.lameur for the. new Phi) graduate and wouldmake more.
v,00d :=tudents aware of the importance of advanced studies.
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Tablet.

SOME UNDEREXPLoRED.MECUANICAL'ENGINEERING PROBLEMS
1r v . Wv - 4.1.

,

POWER TRANSMISSION

hydraulic transmission, belt fr et on, wear and
noise, gear noise-

TitANSpORTATION

the urban problem car, system analysis, en4ssions
rail, improvements. Noise generation by transport..
systems.

ENERGY CONVERSION
. .

steam_and gas-turbine flow, thermal. and dyaMmes
problems, space power cycles, thermoelectrics,
thermionici, fuel dells, solar energy devices,
heat pumps, cryogenics.

FLUID SYSTEMS

piping system design.. in the linear and nonlinear
regions, hydraulic rower transmission, ventilating
system design and control under normal and emergency.
(fire) circumstances.

TRIBOLOGY

lubrication, friction and wear.

MULTIPUASE FLOW

industrial processes with the full,range of
significant parameters, aerosol dispersion, flow
of.dust and sediments, blood flow,..wetand dry
paper fiber.transport and laying, the boxing of
cereals, the flow 0 dry cement and nails, the
pumping of concrete and roofing tar, the slippage
of earthen dams, etc.

SOLID SYSTEMS.

aircraft and space system structures - optimization.
_Creep, fatigue, and fracture of engineering
structures._ The design and performance of composite
materials and structures. Pressure vessel design
the critical problems of access openings. Non-

eating.destructive

PRODUCTION PRO EMS

plastics molding, fiber handling, drying processes,
casting processes, materials handling equipment,
furnace design, incinerator design, combustion
control, ignition, growth -and extinguishing of..
fires. Environmental-systems design and control.



lost manufacturing industry would profit from a firs -rat*
meChaniCaliengineervith a nfin. industrieshave,not Yet d
this,- Will they? Whertl

;r:iduato Programs - Strengths and Weaknesses

-As,we have noted above, it has,beenthe tradition pi. universities in
this country to encourage analysis and research. The efforts to
generate interest 1n the other essential. aspects ofeogineerl.ng 7 and
tO-ptoide-the apprOOriateltraining..-'have been camparatiVely'xecent.
140nr-:round.of:visits. it:wasapparent tel us that- intereSt in these
ne41 Ooted:Subject3 lian been growing to the-point where prajectengin er-
ing.studies, for example, are widely accepted as vehicles for M.Eng.
theses.

-It was our impression that -progress in the teaching of design
has been much less rapid., and the extent.to which it .has been. accepted

intogratedinto-the graduate programs is highly dependent upon the
energy and enthuaiaam of a' small number of dedicated professors rather
than .a general conviction-of the faculty as a whole.

Production engineering, it appears, is beginning to make an imprint
on graduate studies and we were encouraged to find two groups which
were making a determined_ effort in this field, and at least one other
working on a more restriscted basis. 'All of this work was of high
quality, and we considered it a very healthy sign that all the production-
oriented groups with which we met had close contacts with industry
which created an excellent market and a high demand for their graduates.

When we compare the Ontario level of effort in design and produc-
tion with its counterpart in Europe, it is all too clear why our manu-
fa;-turing indusrriem are sceptical of the value of a PhD, and why
till firms often recruit highly-trained engineers from outside Canada.
We therefore consider a design effort should be encouraged and if

.-.2ossitOo incorporated into every PhD program and production engineering
It the graduate level strengthened and expanded in those departments

hav developed a competence in this area. The work at. AcMaster
and Waterloo is noteworthy in this regard.

lath Jevartment exhibitod strength In more than one area. Auy
,;hortcomings were not considered serious and were not confined to a
narticular departmitut. With the exception of Ottawa, we would not
recommend any re-appraisals, nor would we wish to sperity any direction

1.:o tonna the :Aye-Year plans 12;cnerally ae:eptable, with
:to .sorion7, gap*; or area; of ovvrlap. Howove r they wore, in our.view

Larkin., in imagination. We reiterate our belief that thy,.
denartmont:: :;eriotn;lv consider some redirection of their cfforts to the
zolution of ome of the more urgent rrohlens which underlie mechanical

.)ractice.



''G.- Indastriat'Aesear;.th:tnstituts:

N.

A number of Ontario universities have obtained assistance from
the federal.government-and other sources to establish Ow-camOue
industrial research institutes, :The object t-oi theSe7institutes
is:"te proVidp Seientifie services to firms:with limite&resources,
to make available.to i.ndustri the: trained OsAP44er and:4064allied.
facilities available in the universitieSiand to provide the universi-
piesthrough7a-eloWASSociatien Withimddatry with-an oppettunity-io."
coordinate.more-closely:theireducational and research 'programs with
current industrial requirements,"

We did not meet all of the institute directors, or diScuss the
operations of the institutes in detail., but in the light of our.
observations and conversatienswe wish to record our conviction tha*.
these institutes are highlyjleneficial-to the research of the faculty
and to the relevance of their work.

. It is recognized by the institute staff and the faculty that some
safeguards are necessary, but we saw no evidence that in serving the
short-term interests of industry there was any tendency to Ipse sight
of the long-term objectives of the university.

VI. GENERAL OBSERVATIONS
a

A. The Minimum Size of a ;rotlp

We were often asked for our views on the mini um size of a viable group
at the graduate level. The advantages enjoyed by a largeigroup,with
a wide variety of talents.and extensive resources are recognized and
require no elaboration.' A drawback 'to a large group is the difficulty
of adaptine.to change. The majority continue to be organized along
vertical lines according to.disciplineand,although the Asirability
of functional groupinAs.along horizontal lines, is recognized and
has been achieved. to some-Tegree, the discipline - oriented structure
continues to dominate. On the ether hand we observed that the groups
in the smaller departments often displayed an original-point of view
and a willingness ,to adapt to change that was not apparent in the
larger and longer established dePartments. The cross linkafe between-
departments within small faculties was noticeably'more distinct
tending to create an-educational milieu that fostered high order
graduate work. Ottawa, Queen's, Western, and Windsor all had working
relationships with their counterparts in civil engineering.. We also
noted.that there was a.tendency on the part of the small departments
to compensate for shortagescof internal resources, intelleOlual or
)11:!:al, by establishing outside contacts. The relationships that
have developed between Carleton, Ottawa, Western and the government
agencies such as the Atomic Energy of Canada, the Forest Products.



Laboratory, zind tie National Research Council, indicateda 'healthy
outward-leoking viewpoint while at Windsor their relationship with
Ole Industrial Research instJteute brought them into contact with
the high teehnology nroblems of industry. Interdepartmental eoeperae
tion on a wider university scale was evident in areas of environmental
control And hioeveinevring. In the-s.e- (Jelds the smaller
departments were A', actively occupied in high-level research as were
their ceunterparta at the larger institutions, Wt think the vAtality
of engineering to an increasing extent will depend upon the: ability to
-anticipate c hanger as'well as to adapt to 'it, and-that the smatter
engineering. e,roups- can .make an important contribution to this proceq.
In our vies, no creative group, and no capable individual within such a
L:roun, should be denied support because it is small.

Mechanical engineering is so broad in scope that there are many
different approaches which require a different viewpoint, different
talents, and different ways of thinking. For even the two largest
sahanis (Toronto and Waterloo) to atterpt to-become "centres of
LNcellence" in all of the branches of mechanical engineering would be
enrealistic, exnress the hope that through the voluntary associa-
tions of C9U and CODE a reasonable degree of rationalization is achieved
to ensurt that in no irnortant asrect is there neglect, on the one har d,
or an undue emphasis on the other. We also suggest that the smaller
universities., in recognition of their speC-al abilities and circum-
stances and with their new and fresh outlook, be encouraged to experiment
with new programs and new institutional arrangements.

B. Department of Aechanical Engineerillgiy±14ILEfqtawa

Although the history of the university reaches back well over a hendeed
years,, the work in mechanical engineering was begun Jess than:lenyeaes
ago. In 1967 a `111) program was started, bait. of admittingn Lew
candidates (who are continuing to completion) the program was suspended.

We were` impressed by 111,! new phySical tacilities and the enthusiasm
or the facul.ty. We understood their concern at facing the possibility
of a Stinhorn program' which they na4 obviously planned with care. The
,taff are valiantly endeavouring to relate their research and_direct
the work of thefr.students towards the problems of Canada's north: We
comend them for this effort. We further believe their qualificat.ions
and their.faciiies are such that a viable.PhDprogram can he established
and we recommend, that an assessment team be sent there as soon as possible,
qewever, we advise caution we believe the entire engineering program
at uttawa is just, beginning to 'coalesce; their nuMilers, staff and
students are small; we therefore suggest that the faculty in all
engineering departments:(Chemical'Civii, Electrical, Mechanical) be
aske4,to-werk tor4erher at:the PhD level. and that they attempt to give
an undesienatud PhD degree in engineering. In so recommending, we
i)elleve this.will'create an atmosphere such that a meaningful experience
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and -degree at a Very advancedlevel can be:achieVed.:- Pch a
unified faculty approach to werk_ at the PhD level would be a Unique

experiment in the entire Canadian syStem, andone worthy of trial

at .Ottawa.

Under the existing arrangements there.is a good interactive
between.all,,of the engineering departmentsaed many_ other departmeets,
119.f the university at the graduate level; we think this.should be

continued and strengthened.Thecemmitmeet,of.the department to
research in areas concerned with the deVelcipment-oCihe eorth Must;-
ofeecessi.ty,: beconductedHon q*,broad:interdiSCiplinaryTfrOntWe note
that.geed ties, have been establiphed with federal government diencies

concerned with northern development; we believe that in cooperatlng with
these agencies a "functional" rather than a "discipline-oriented" inter-
action is likely to be successful,

Further, the University of Ottawa is unique in another respect.
It has 'the mandate to provide an educational opportunity-for the French-

speaking population of Ontario, which numbers some 500,000 people. This

is the only bilingual engineering school in Ontario. There is a steady

demand and limited supply of bilingual personnel with a high competence
in modern engineering technology. We believe Ottawa can develop as the

centre to provide such an educational experience and would recommend

full encouragement in this direction.

C. University of Toronto - Institute of Aerospace Studies

Quality means different things to different observers. Nevertheless,

we are particularly taken by the."steeples of excellence " .concept put

forward by Dr. F.E. Terman of,Stanford University in his studies of
engineering education in.several states including California, New

York and Florida. Be 6tates:10

"The quality of the.. academic program Of. a college or
university is deOrmined primarily by the quality of its
faculty and the e'ktent to which this faculty is grouped
into 'steeples of excellence'. Faculty quality in turn is
a funCtion of .knowledge, scholarship, creativity, research
competence, ability to communicate and professional leader-

ship. It is significant tc) note that impressive buildings
and expensive equipment are not primary factors in determining
quality. 'Mile a faculty need: space and equipment to carry
on its work, space and equipment do not by themselves produce

excellence."

10
F.E. Terman and A. Higdon, A Study of .Engineering and Engineering
TechnolOgy Education in. Florida, Chancellor's Office, State University
System of. Florida, Tallahasse, Florida, August, 1971
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A steeple is formed by a group of capable faculty members
)awing closely-related interests. High steeples can be seen at
longer distances; thus high steeples have clearer national
"visibility". High steeples benefit academic programs in related
areas, making it easier to recruit faculty in all fields, and adcl
vi-4our to the entire institution It is Terman's claim that a high
:,tee pie can be built, with as _few as five faculty members.

We view U.T.I.A.S. as a high steeple not just in Ontario but in
the entire-Canadian scone. It was born out: of.a 'national need and
nurtured in the early years by the Defence Research Board. About 75%
of the funds required for support are received from sources outside
the University of Toronto. Here is a collection of research engiokers
and scientists closely linked to the aerospace field but showing versa-
tility by reaching out to other industrial endeavours. They draw their
Ftudents from across Canada and throughout the world and select their
problems on a broad base but still relating themselves directly to the
Canadian seene. We view this operation as unique in the Canadian educa-
tion system and du not visualize similar centres arising elsewhere. sAs
long as they eontiaue to focus their efforts on relevant Canadian needs
we advocate continuing a high level of support with the minimum of
interference.

P. :totallurgyfAaterial Science

A good grounding in metallurgy /material science is, in our view, an
important segment of a mechanical engineer's education. In each
department visited, with the exception of U.T.I.A.S., a sound relation-
ship had been established between soliclor continuum Mechanics on the
,tle hand and metallurgy/material science utr the other. At U.T.I.A.S.
we recognized the. excellent work being done in search of solutions
eo.material-based .aero,space structural problems, However, we believe
this, work is being carried out without the necessary supporting frame-
work. One man can hardly be expected to' make great inroads in this
tield by himself. We strongly recommend a much closer, relationship
with the ntaterials personnel working on the main caffipus.

At the Uilversit. ef Waterloo, on the other hand; the material
is lc a ,roup i s wo l l integriit ed into the. rwchanical etigit ring

erogram, in teteti_it 4s an integral part of the department. This
anparontl'y comes about. by design for they constitute the strung support
arm for contieaum mechanics and production engineering. Their rel,c
vital to these areas and they. are admirably discharging their respoosie

a coosequenee, their reSearch.has a-strong.indw;trial hiaL;.
Vt.. are :intripteLL by this effective combination of resources; commend
them on this approach. and recommend its cOntinuanee. We, aeverthel.
recognize a similar administrative arrangement might not be appropriate
Jt other universities.
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Pacultv Aee Distribtition

Th age distribution of mechaaical engineering faculties in Ontario
shows the effects of the hasty buildup. The present faculty, 156,
if; uniformly distributed in age between say 30 and 65, would have
about 4.5 faculty at each age level.- The actual distribution. is
shown in Figure 1. The excess in the age bracket,; 32 to- 47, shows
the hiring spree of the 1960's. This distribution has four bad
effects: .

The.present-facu4y.isperlaps.ofsomewhat lesser quality_
than it been as there:wasjiot-stifficient_attentien.
and effort made,to attract greater numbers of mature engineers
in the age range 45 and over.

1 The present faculty will advance in years with very few replace,
means. There are only 9 retirements in the next 11 years, whereas
at the average rate :there should he 49 retirements. This Means- -

that a whole generation of good young people will have to be passed
by because there will be no openings.

3. As the faeult:y grows older, they, like everyone else, lose their
innovative spark, their drive, and their enthusiasm - in shprt,
they become the "old fogeys". The department thus grows old along
with the faculty.

4. As the faculty bulge advances, so does their rank and their salary.
Before retirement, the average salary may be 50 to 1007..more than
at present. Some future administration will suffer under the
hiring folly of the past decade. It would have been better t4
hire as_a professor an older engineer from industry at the immediate
cest of two young men so that his retirement-could relieve the pain
of the bulge-

Ilea can noW be doili Several things:

1. Whenever someone retires or resigns he sholi d be replaced from
the age range best suited to fill the gap.

After, la years, when retirements begin to c ccur in large numbers,
new apppintments must he made in part from new graduates and in
part from older engineers.

If these steps are not taken (and it will be tempting to hire
only,the less expen'Ave new graduate) a new bulge will. be created with

same'ame had effectsas at present.

7our5-ze4 -there will prebablv be some relief from the slow
growth of the population in general and 'the demand for engineering
education in particular provided due rare is exerell:ed in the hiring

faeultv in Use future growth periods.
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St a Mobility

'Here:we-are coneerned not so .muchuwith-staff exchange*between
onlversitieshut..with.thooWmCnt.of:staff .betweepthe.three.major
sectors - industry and. gOvernment. '4i:eh-movement

-itS..important for the -individual,: the.prganization and society as 'a
whole.- For thejndividual.it-Orovides.an opportunity for.. improving .

-his-career prospect.vand-his-satisfaction-in his.job-,-awider expert-
- ence and.fresh7:stimulifor the organization. it_providesopportunities
to recruit-people of -high lualificat1OOS'.and unusual experience with
a. fresh approach to problems and interdisciplinary experience.

We consider that mobility of staff is' essential if we are to
develop a competence in all of the functions of engineering at the
advanced level. While there are some notable exceptions, we got the
impression that many senior staff members have been relatively immobile
throughout their careers. At the junior level many staff members of
the engineering schools have been recruited directly from their doctoral
or post-doctoral studies, without any exposure to the industrial or

government sector.

We are aware of the obstacles to mobility: administrative dif-
ficulkies, misconceptions about the challenge of the work in other
sectotN,. intellectual snobbery, differentials In salaries and working
conditions, pension rights and sheer inertia. None is insurmountable
once people are convinced of the importance of mobility.

G. Financial Support for Graduate WO k

The Matter df finanCial Support-for graddate'work'waS raised -by us
at each university visited. In. all institutions the pattern of response
was. similar - the junior staff did not participate in decisions aS to
how the budget -was.apportioned.between faculties and departments, and
therefore did not wish to voice any strong views, whereasat the top
of the administrative hierarchy there was concern that any change in
the systeM would reduce the total funds available to that university.,

From .many discussions on_this point we would conclude that the
eurrfa basic income unit (BIU) rating of 6. for PhD students in

engineering is probably.not greatly out of line with actual costs.
However, in comparison with the smaller units which apply at other-
degree levels thisAinit.focuseS attention on. the high cost of advanced
degrees and there is a. risk that in, a financial crisis .phD. programs

would beCome the" first target for. cuts. This might well happen in
engineering during an industrial recession, at a time.possibly when it
would be in the national interest to train more people for leadership
in the various_ fields of_technology..



Concern Was also expressed with the, rtnk that 4 high AIU
attached to a particular degree will provide a special incentive
to the administrators of a university to concentrate more on. the
.5,,rowth than the merits. of that degree in order to increase the
revenue.

We concluded that the prec::.ar scale of Mils* which places a
premium on the PhD is likely to distort the university education
system as a whale and that budget arrangements should leave the
indiVidual univer,iity free to decide the priorities appropri,T4te to
Its particular situation.

There is no doubt that a fresh outlook, with the introduction of
new course.% and a change of emphasis in existing courses, is essential
AS a continuing process. We suggest that an important, and perhaps
the main, stimulus for these should be provided at the graduate level
by funds from outside agencies - federal, provincial and industrial -
in support of special courses and specifie research 'programs. If the
tunds trom "mission-oriented" government and other agencies were to
become readily available the universities could respond more quickly to
demands of society which are evolving rapidly, and which may or may
not be short- term. The universities could do this without abandoning
a commitment to the traditional functions concerned primarily with
ihe advancement of knowledge for its own sake.

We COHNTICIIS. earlier (Part IV.A.) on the scale of salaries offered
to VhD candidates. We believe that a stimulus to qualified students
to enter doctoral programs can be provided to a much greater extent:
through the selective use of scholarships. Often in the past, initia-
tives of this kind have had as a primary objective Lhe grooming of, the
top graduates-for staff openings in the universities and government
The emphasis most needed today and .in the foreseeable future is in
training, people for Canadian industry. We think that the voice ot
inkinstry should be heard more often in discussions of the training
01 on4incers at the graduate level.

Thus we would see the provincial departments responsible for the
universities assuming to the maximum extent practicable the "base"
load for all of the, costs assoCiated with teaching in the broad sense.
The, cost of research would then be separated from the teachini; function
.-eld borne seraratelv by the, government department~ and other inStitoLion:',
puhli. and private, whi,11 require reAarch in support of a mission, or
assos.ied against agencies, such as N.R.C., with a broad Imandare to
promote scientific research on a national basis. We do not of course
-ugp.t.-:t that these distinctions are gilanle, or that blavk and white
an.wcr, will be forthcoming.

We ,lso cOn:Ador -Oat the students who have the required high
qualifications to enter the graduate schools and do research
rccelve caih,;tantial JO in the. form at scho1 ar4hips and fellowshIp,:: fr Fri
the Jp.oncies .concerned with Itromoting rosearrh.
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There should be no assidned quotas for PhDs in mechanical engineer-
ing for the Ontario syS'tem as a whole nor for the individual
tnstitutidns.

(While the capacity of the present system is in the order of '300

PhD candidates we believe, contrary to the projections of the discipline

group who -predict a slow growth in the PhD population from. the present
150 to 180, that because of the... changing immigration polity and the
known decrease in, the undergraduate enrolment there will be a- slow,
steady decline during the next several years. Emerging market fore

could reverse this expected trend. For, these reasons we see no fo

seeable oversupply but rather an undersupply dictated by the availability
of good candidates. It is our firm conviction that by 1978, barring an
unforeseeable economic disaster, the supply will fall far short of the

demand. Hencethere is no present need for large facUlties nor
facilities. The supply of qualified candidates, the demands of the
market place and the competitive forces between institutions is the
best guide to the future.)

2. The quality of each of the existing programs in the total system is

acceptable.

(Mechanical engineering by its nature is a highly-diversified
discipline. In content, there is a wide range of topics generally
embracing three main areas - solid mechanics, fluid mechanics and
thermosciences. Each department within the system has adequate cdver-
Age in these main areas and has developed a distinctive characteri4tic
depending an its specific resources. The Larger departments have a
diversity of expertise which permits them to cope with a wide range
of interest While the smaller ones have reached out to develop close
contacts with industry and government agencies to enhanee their
resources. Beth large and small departments have established.excellent
research relationships with bioscience departments in the environmental
and bioengineering fields. We, therefore, find the PhD program at each .

university to be acceptable and viable.)

. Decisions to assign specific research areas to particular departments
should he made within theuniversity_and:not by an outside agency.

(These decisions are best left" to the department itself , which will,
in the competitive sense,, attempt to get. the maximum return from its
resources. The basic skrength of any department lies with people
theinseltrea.: We would expect they would, in .developing a new or.
expanded program, consult with their colleagues at other institutions (

and.with granting agencies. 'however, their: research efforts Could b

made more relevant by a movement away .from the classical research
areas to research on the phenomena of greater current concern to

governinnts-and -industry.)



74. 'The normal' mechanical engineering PhD p ograM should contain
_li,years of a broad. selection of courses .beyond the Iaccalaureate.._

:(This normally. implies 6. full coersee.or their equivaleece.-'To.
have a balanced education of maximum value. lit engieeering, practice.
4.Ptecitnkt needs a.brOad- knowledge to permt_erohlem selying:oe.a
broad_fronrand,detailed.knowledge in depth in some specific-problem.,
The courses should provide breadth while-the thesis 'provides depth.
As_thesis work becomes redirectedimpre.:tewardsAgeblemsef egrrept
societal and induetrialconcern,,it will becoteespecially important
to have and to use the basic methods and material from. a_ broad range
of core courses.)

. PhD graduate work in mechanical engineering at the University of
Ottawa should be integrated into a multidiscipline effort in conjunction
with the other engineering departments of the faculty to provide the
vehicle for a nondesignated graduate degree in engineering.

(A unified faculty approach to work at the PhD level would be a unique
experiment in the Canadian system, and one worthy of trial at Ottawa.
If this is accomplished no new mechanical engineering departments or
enlargements of the present ones are required during the next five years.
The present s aff-and facilities can handle all the PhDs likely to apply.
The real li tation will be the number of good candidates.)

6. Special care should be exercised in the replacement of faculty who
retire or resign, to correct the present seriously unbalanced age
distribution in the Ontario system, especially in the younger depart-
ments.

7. The entire question of financing research and graduate work in the
universities of the Ontario system should be re-examined.

(The encouragement of-advaneed'work by graduated BIUs has had the
desired growth effect. Now that the system is mature in size, the
Province of Ontario should meet its educational responsibility by
providing for basic per capita support about equally at all levels.
However, the research-support needed at the master's and doctoral
levels should, to a major extent, come from research grants and
contracts from industry; the federal governmentand other sources
and, when appropriate, the province. The need to obtain research
support in a branch of engineering would hele keep it relevant, would
provide the best environment for the students and would provide a
healthy stimulus to the faculties.)
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APPENDIXA

OPENI;-STATEMENT 'MADE. AT EACH SITE VISIT

We et with-yuu thisaltorning.to inform you of, the. responsibilities we, as .a
group, have to face in the next several weeks and 6 seek your response to Some
of the. questions that have been placed before us. In doing so, we wish to clear
the air of any suspicion or rumours that maY-nrecede or follow us. We ask you
to participate freely in the discussions in open forum this morning or, if you
Wish, later in the day in private or small group sessions. After we leave,
'fleas may occur to you; please feel free to communicate with any one of the
visiting team. We will welcome your thoughts at any time.

Many factcrs affect our task which is to review the yearly enrolment of
some 100 or so PhD mechanical engineering candidates and recommend on the kind,
quantity and distribution of these candidates throughout the Ontario system.

.Factors affecting graduate student numbers at the PhD level are many.
Among them may he included:

The response of industry: small companies (and Canada abounds with
these) have felt, up to now at least, that highly-educated personnel
are an expensive overhead they can ill afford.

2. N.R.C. Industrial Post-Doctoral and Senior Industrial Fel+owships
are helping to overcome this reticence on the part of induStry
large and small, hopefully giving rise to an increase in demand for
PhD graduates.

3. The funding policy of N.C.R. requiring fellowship holders to be
Canadian citizens or landed immigrants tends to reduce the supply.

a. Attitude of professors when interpreting "Assistants" on the N.R.C.
grant forms. Some professors interpret this to mean they do not
have to support graduate students but rather to hire professional

,help to assist them with their research. This negates one of the
main purposes of research at a university and again reduces the
intake of PhD candidates. It is known that some qualilied students
are being refused because of this practice.

y. the attitude of society to engineering and the physical sciences is
one of suspicion. We are the anti-heroes. War and the degradation
of our environment are associated with engineering and the-sciences.
Students have been "turned off" and they are slow to return.

. The attitude of society in general, and governmenta in particular,
to research is likewise one of suspicion. Prior to 1960, most
engineering faculties in Canadian universities were excellent under-
graduate institutions, teaching loads were 16-18 hours per week,



rese.arch was carried, on mainly on a personal basis. In the 19604s
all this changed. Every university, with public encouragement,
expanded its research programs; teaching loads were reduced to 8-10
hours per week. It is now estimated that the teaching and research
costs are nearly equal. Governments seem to wish to-redistribute
this cost to something like-60-40 or even 70-30. With.the,support
of the general public, in view of the high cost of research space,
the governments have severely curtailed building expansion, What
is research, where does it fit in,.'who should do it, are questions
we all must struggle -with. In this regard, the Corry Banneau
report, "Quest for an Optimum ", is worth reading.

You are-aware this study is a follow-up to the report Ring of :,.iron and
the CODE response to that report. Our task is very specific. It is to pick
up where the report, with reference to PhD studies, left off. ACAP, is conducting

'a general study of PhD programs in the. Ontario system; we are but a narrow seg-
ment of, that broaa :study. Our task is to review and recommend on the PhD program
it mechanical engineering. Other teams will consider the many other disciplines
neder review and our report will come togethet with theirs from which a combined
report will emerge.

We understand that the total number of PhD candidates in engineering has
,..ome-general agreement and is in the order of 450. The main areas of dispute
between the Ring of Iron and the CODE reply were

I. the rate or year at which this number would be achieved;

2. the distribution of candidates among the universities;

3, the designation of programs at various universities;

the viability of PhD programs at certain universities;

5. the various cost factors involved in. PhD work.

With this as background, we have been asked t

visit each university with a PhD program in mechanical engineer
review its background and capability.

report on the adequacy of the. present state of doctoral work,
including

(a) coverage And specialities, extent of activity;

(b) faculty quality and quantity;

(c) nature of the programs offered;

ng,

(d) unrolmvnt sizes and distribution liy1011 universities and divisions;'

(e) quality of the student body;

(f) relationship with related ne «s and the p- ession'

(g) physical cilltles.

iWo cannot condemn or curtail but may .atik for a revicsw-j
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. our recommendations are to cover five Years, 1973 -78 on:

(a) desirable doctoral programs in Ontario;

(b) -desirable enrolments, year by year, taking into account..
the available market;

(c.) distribution amongst universities for various programs;

(d) distribution of enrolments amongst the universities and
_deairable ranges of enrolment,

4. we can consult far. and-wide - universities, industries, govern-
ment, etc.

We have not begun to face all these issues but are searching. We seek
yo r thoughts on such questions as:

1. Now do you view a quota system? In today's world, du you think one
18 required? Are the numbers, generous? Do the present conditions
regulate sufficiently so a quota is not required?

2. Failing a rigid quota system, how would you view a provincial-wide
pool of engineering PhDs with a quota on the pool? Students would
be admitted on the basis of excellence and would choose their schools
and programs.

3. On a narrow basis (same as above but for mechanical engineers only)?

If you are not prepared to have restraints, such as are suggested,
how would you meet the budget reductions likelz to be irfiposed?

5. Would you accept a variation of PhD support between universities

-(a) by eliminating or reducing the premium or differential. paid
forPhD students? Maintain. total income. to.engineering:the
same but change the-base-2or 3-Units for engineers up to
and.including master's level and some schools because .of
program and considered excellence be given a premium of I Unit,
for each PhD candidate; other schools would have PhD candidates
if they ..so chose but without the-premiuM?_

Finally, may we thank you for the cooperation we have received. You have
prepared many statistics for our use. We have intruded into your summer plans.
ins~ may oven come back for more data and Aggistance: Our specific report will
ho reviewed by the Committee of Department Chairmen for errors of fact before
it is submitted in its final report. it will not however come to each.depart-
ment for.scrutiny. Thank you for your help. We welcome your questions and
sugo:estions.
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REPORT THE

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING CONSULTANTS

TO

THE ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON ACADEMIC4ANNING

ONTARIO COUNCIL ON GRADUATE STUDIES

ADDENDUI

In the original 'reportwe urged that the Departments-ofMechneleal
Engineering of the Ontario universities consider a redirection of their
efforti apt the graduate level toward studies of important problemswhich
enderlie mechanical engineeting practice. We emphasized the importance
of. the leadership role of the university in the full use of both rational
analysis and empiticism in engineering. The purpose of this addendum Is
Lo explain in greater detail the reasoning which led to that recommendation
and to suggest ways in which it could be implemented.

The picture today, as we see it following our visits to nine
departments, is described in general terms in the original report. The work

.._at .the graduate level, in the majority of departments is strongly oriented
toward theory and analysis. Within the three fields basic ..to the discipline
- applied mechanics, fluid mechanics and thermodynamics - the areas of
specialization selected for research vary from time to time in all of the;
departmentsdepending on the interests and capabilities of the'staff and
students. In the process of selection, the projects which are: deemed to he.
the maeteidealli,i. have been. assessed within a, competitive. system dependent .

upon critical peer judgements of the capabilities of the scientist and the
quality of his work. Generous financial'support for most of these projects
has been provided through funding by the NRC, usually in the form of
operating.grants.

In large measure the current emphasis on the classical problems of
engineering science is the outcome of policies which were introduced in the
post-sputnik era to meet the unprecedented demand fqr engineers trained in
the techniques of advanced analysis. in the light of the record to date it
would be difficult to argue that these policies have beerca complete failure -
the research which was used as the-vehicle to train engineers has contributed
to the knowledge of ..the physical sciences, and, judged by the usual criteria -
publieations in refereed journals, contributions, to symposia, the quality

'of student theses - the standards of accomplishment have compared favourably
with the 'norms' accepted by the scientific community. For two decades the
graduates who were the products of this system experienced no difficult. ices in
finding employment in the universities and in certain fields of advanced
technology, notably the aerospace industries.



Not att of the schools we visited have contributed equally to
tilts record, some are much newer than others, and some are much stronger
than, others. Nevertheless we did not feed that, to the extent that we
could assess them. in, a -short visit, individual, differences between
departments, er any possible shortcomings, were outstanding. Accordingly
we reached the conclusioe that all of the departments we visited have
*efficient faeult4 capable of offering the essential core courses and of
supervising the 'traditional' type of thesis through the entire graduate
..i;Reet rum.

There is little doubt that the traditional type of training will
equip those who have the ability, and the mntivation, for creative careers
in basic research, in theory and conceptualization, and in technical
problem solving. However, we very seriously question whether this is
sufficient in the advanced training of all mechanical engineers. In our
ocivtY today there is an urgent requirement for entrepreneurs who are net

only well informed in the basic sciences but, in addition, possess a wide
range of interests extending from the technical to business and management.

From the problems we face today and the growth in career opportunities,
it is clear that there will be a substantial demand in the future for
engineers with advanced training in breadth as well as depth. These will
be qualified in certain functihms of engineering, as well as the basic
technical ingredients, they will have acquired the essential training in
mechanical design, or production engineering for example. A short time
after graduation the individual with advanced training may be called upon
to function as a project engineer. In that capacity he may be expected to
provide leadership and motivation to a group responsible for a major
technological undertaking. He will be responsible for planning and
organizing the work, meeting deadlines, handling budgets and costly resources,
ensuring that the proper coordination exists between the team members and
that the project moves forward e*peditiously.

Ihe notion that the functions of engineering can be learned 'on the job'
this produced distress and disenchantment in young graduates and employers
alike. Each function research, design, production,,systems planning -
requires a differeet approach, viewpoints, talents and ways of thinking and
it is essential for the student to acquire a deep understanding of certain
of thuse - and to be able to distinguish between others before he is

iu upon a career in engineering. The importance of preparation
iJourified with the functions of engineering appears to'be better undrstood
in countries where the 'technological' universities have deep roots - and
the tcndencv of our firms e8 seek to 'recruit' 'production engineers', for
c-Aumple, fair outside Canada is one of the results.

It is tO tit stressed that we are not suggesting that the emphasis in.
tht,. oqhfoation of mechanical engineers should shift from theory and analysis
with so; :,ynthcsis-to an utterly empirical at -tack or a complete pre-
occupation with hardware. The primary need, as we see it, is to expand
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Iniversity research into the h*Sie* of the, more relevant, less, classical
-problems. We would favour a greater- emphasis on the formation of project
teams to undertake relatively simple design problems, but we would strongly
oppose any suggestion to, carry this to the stage of the.detailed design,
development sand prototype manufacture of complex structures or mechanisms.
rndertakings of this kind are best left to industry and the way for the
advaneed student to gain good experience with these is through cooperative
programmes which include-industry as an equal partner with the university,

We do not pretend that it will be easy for the departments of the
universities to strike a balance between the traditional approach, -which
has the support .of a wealth of experience, and the strident and often short-
sighted demands for 'practicality' or 'relevance'. A-stronger dialogue
between university staff and the employers of qualified engineers would
help. If we look at the problems before us today in the fields of energy,
transportationt or the environment, it is apparent that there are many gaps
in the knowledge which should be attacked systematically to provide the
bugle design data which is essential to advances in engineering and advances
generally in technology on the broad front. We look to the Departments of
Meehanical Engineering in the Ontario system to lead the attack on these
areas of concern. Some have already begun this work.

We have stressed the importance we attach to the design function. With
tow except ions the work in this area which we examined was disappointing.
l'sually the approach was intuitive, plus 'handbook'. Rarely did we find an

-appreciation of the place of science in design. In the outcome there is a
tendency to regard the role of the professor who teaches design as different,
perhaps even inferior. licr,has difficulties in attracting research grants,
with implications that arellall too familiar.

As PaCh-fUnction of efigin6éring'IS'baSed'Oni different
philosophy and approach to a:problem, a wide variety of choicas'is open
to the various departments, and even the largest department cannot cover all
"-the fields. Conversely, even the smallest group we saw is capable of

making a useful contribution, provided the group is, not working in isolation
from other groups in the university,- and the area for a concentrated effort
is selected with care.

Some c:.:AmploA of steps which Would, in 'our )pinion, redirect some of
the current work toward innovative suudies of more urgent problems which
ar:sc in mechanical ongineerinA practice are suggested in the following
paragraphs. They are b.e,ed largely upon initiatives which have already been
undertaken or proposed <iin rte. five year ,rovrAmme of the various departments.

cAiZI,ETON:MVERSITY

In the general. f -onergy )roduction the ga.s turbine is of siffirient
illiportane e to justify, :1(.td t to: :t he t eat: lying of engl flou ring f undament a I s

a conceutratedundertakirw, at the graduate level in one Ontario
...A.:arleton has the staff nucleus which has recently been strengthened by several



%Pc v,good people.in this field, it .can call upon the specialists In the
government laboratories, and it has access to extensive test facilities
which are not available elsewhere in Canada. Accordingly we would recommend
this work far continued support.

The work in this department on studies of heat flow and fluid mechanics
as they, relate .to nuclear reactor.technology.is appropriate, and it is
noted that the group at Carleton is working in close cooperation with CCE
and AECL.

in summary it would be desirable, we believe, to concentrate on the
developmedt of a strong competence in the field of gas turbine technology.
I'lauy of the-staff engaged in other activities could, we believe, direct
their efforts in this direction.

For the present we would treat the others as adjunct fields and
encourage them to build up more slowly. The object would be to exploit
these other fields at a later date, depending on the pace of development
of the gas turbine field.

McMASTER UNIVERSITY

The laboratories are well equipped and the research work by individual
professors in the 'core' areas of mechanics, thermodynamics, fluid mechanics,
is of good quality.

The emphasis on Engineering Design in this department is stronger than
at most universities and has received wide recognition. We have stressed
the importance of design as one of the basic functions of engineering and
we would. like to.see-this-work receive'-even-more-support-fii.thig-UniverSity.

Manufacturing Engineering is recognized by this university as a
programme with at high priority and a strong team is engage.i metal cutting
and metal forming research. It is receiving substantial tillancial support
from the university and from at least one federal agency. Although the
programme is at an early stage there is no doubt about its 'relevance' to
the advanced technological problems of industry and of the willingness of
industry to particip-Ite. The requests from the firms fot research under
contract is growing rapidly. An Advisory Board, comprised of loading
industrialists in the Hamilton area, has been formed. (;ood c.00per.ttiou and
a reasonabie degree of coordination exists with other university statf
Working in the field of manufacturing engineering at Water/00 and Queen

In our original report we suggested. A stronger theort1,241 basu to
,:tlide the experimental work, to assist in the .interpretation of results*
dud to provide a better understanding at the phenomena ontJInntered in
mv,talworklug reseorc. For. the $tudent who is ftheoreticAlly ineliaeX
this would Imply additional opportunities for F;tudy.

would al.,,,o.suggest that,consideration be given to the posL4ibilitv
of making, "manufacturing engineering th-. f6Cal-pelnt

that Wheneve-rpracticatjethe orientation of R
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bi changed to confotm with it and to provide greater unity ot el tort.
it is to he :toped that the practice of cross-appointments and tho
interaction of this work with other disciplines within the university -
which has already begun in some instances - will grow to tho point
wilvrc the programme will become a highly significant, if mat a dominant
attractioa to students planning a career in manufacturing, production
engineering, or a related field. There is confidence that the graduates
ot this course will be in great demand.

tmniveisstty ot Ottawa

Our eArlier report contains a recommendation for the development of
a joint programme in conjunction with other engineering departments of

this university It the graduate level. We continue to hold this view.
It was based upon the fact that Ow Department of Mechanical Engineering
is new and relatively small. The average age of the statf is also young,
HO, of the stall are under 45. The orientation is rather heavily slanted
to the academie, 7O of the staff have very limited industrial experience.

We would have serious reservations about a number of the proiects
proposed for research at the graduate level in this department - the work
done by industry on the performance and lubrication of two cycle engines,
for example, leaves little scope for future development in a university
laborttor :. on the other hand we would strongly endorse the proposal to
perform research which would lead to a better understanding of the basic
..icience and the problems underlying operations in cold climates. Problems
identified with, but by no means limited to, permafrost, materials,
lubricants and corrosion, for example. lo accomplish this will require
strong leadership, enthusiasm and a CIOSV association with some of, the

current dew I opmental activities-in the.. North. We consider that a multitude .

of probleln of this nature will, arise which are worthy of work at the
:1-Adt1.ito level and that, As stated in our previous report, they will not.
h. ,onfined exclusively to mechanical engineering but generally will be
interdisciplinary in nature.

vrowiny, cooperation between this faculty and that of Carleton
and variow; lvdoral r,overumcnt agoncles in sharing Ow expertist:

ct 1;t..iii and the physical fa,:ilitics ib to bay. commend0d.

'11A

it th.improKsiott 3 the cowitili.ants that the grouPs concerned

'neat t hid flu L.ti cle, fuili ic-s, 'we rt. laidepe.ndentfl

,a11.11 t_ hat. . u J 146 uttot t.. t oward a 71:0 ru 111!ii tea r,oit
wodlo provido a Larv.ot tor :11..a11 V ot the Act. i vi tit,s of thc, staff, won t

6

r ,onclut;iont; applied to the work of Institnfe

ia-onnd 1:1.1nport. aofLvitie9 of tho inclod work on

tr..tct; and trail i.cd vibration, stability and contrel, acid
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design and operation of vehicle control systems. Therefore a good
be made for integrating the Work of the Institute With a number:

'o ..they projects.eurrently underway in the Systems and the Applied, Dynamics
Croups. Other groups in mechanical engineering working in the related
fields ofiteat,ttansfer, fluid mechanics and propulsion..could.also.make:
anfimportant contribution.. there is considerable scope imthis work,for.

.*-...01e constructive participation of other departments such as Civil Engineering
-andconomics. The feasibility of making the Institutethe.focal
these activities, of course, depends upon the support which can be provided
within as well.as:extertche:YOvr03,.. Such an integrat04 would

:provide facilitiesa_common.sense of purpose for the staff and students,,
lnd, in the longterm, afford the university the opportunity to provide a
:centre of strength' in railroad engineering which has become an urgent
national requirement. None of this is possibLI without the enthusiastic
support and the guidance of the senior administration of the university.

U.N1V7:RSITY 01:' TORONTO

We would not attempt any detailed assessr a of the extremely broad
spvctrum of the work in this department. It is accepted that the staff are
generally of high calibre, the students are , tented with care and a
significant level of activity has been achieved within many areas of study.

Earlier in this report we emphasized that even the largest departments
cannot provide adequate training in all of the functions and fields of
mechanical engineering. AeCordingly we feel that a greater Concentration
of effort within this department would be more productive and would suggest
utdamental areas of study and applications appropriate to an important,

continuing problem area of engineering today. The talents and resources
available to this department are great and perhaps could focus on a major
problem of national concern,-suchas we find-in-the field-of-energy.

Many changes have occurred since the Institute was first created and
achieved its initial growth. At that time there was a burgeoning aircraft
industry in ,Canada, a strong eetence interest in gas dynamics 'and highSpeed
flight, and the prospect of considerable aerospace activity by the government
and a number of Canadian firms. Substantial support for the Institute was
received from defence agencies in Canada-and the:U-S.A. It was art accepted

t.1,4t that many graduates would emigrate to the United States.

A genuine effort has been made. to shift the emphasis in the work cif the
stIldentc to fields of interest which are likely to be of benefit to Canada
the acrodynamicsof buildings, long-term noise control, the dynamics of

vehicles, are examples.- There is general agreement on the need to be highly
:,iolective within the broad spectrum of the expertise, of the staff in plasma
q4 ionco, low density gns dynamics, subsonic aerodynamics, flight dynamics,-
hocl,way(. piwnomena and noise. There is Also little doubt that the work in

1 it,1,1 of 7tructures and mat rials would benefit from a !urong Interaction
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with the work in related fields on the main campus of this university.

It is encouraging to observe that the cooperation between the DTIAS
Ica main .campus staf f is -growing ..n a very practical way'and.is not
restricted to the' engineering discipl,inea. Indeed, our recommendations
for the Department-of Mechanical Engineering have implications for UT1AS

,.._,..also,for the two departments, working under the same umbrella, could
41oVt11160-a-CaPabilitY iii teleCted f id. SOchaS.AIternate SOLireeS of
energy - which would constitute a strong national asset.

UNIVERSITY OF WATERLOO

We would again stress that no university is capable of covering the
whole spectrum of engineering practice. At Waterloo the spectrum is so
broad that depth in any single area is limited compared with what could
be accomplished if attention were focussed on a more limited area of
specialization. Most of the independent efforts with very little
reorientation could be brought together in a programme of teaching and
research which would be very strong.

The work in the field of manufacturing and production technology
might well be used to provide the required focus. Waterloo is located
in the centre of a large concentration of light manufacturing industries,
and, as a result of a c000erative programme (alternate terms in industry
and university) of undergraduate teaching and the consultative activities
of the staff, nas established a rapport with many firms. It would therefore
appear logical to devote considerable attention to the work in Production
and Automation. The current effort at the graduate level in Production
and Automation. is ofsatisfactOry.quality, but the level of effort is
small.in relatien to. the, needs_of_this,countryand to. the capability_ of
the department.

The staff at Waterloo expressed concern that 'during the pagt five_
years the number of full7time candidates for the PhD in Mechanical
Engineering his been steadily diminishing, whereas the demand is increasing.
N doubt there will be a change when the word gets around of the number of
job offers the graduates are receiving at least in Production and AUtomation.
But some 'push' ,on the patt of the university, in recognition of the 'pull'
tb-it has developed in industry, would be timely, and it might turn out:tifat
in contrast to the more traditional topics the obvious 'relevance' of
production, aUtomation, and related areas involving design, would have A
strong. appeal the students.

VFRSITY OF.VI.STERN.ONTARic.

The work at Western in .the precise measurvmant of the thermo-physical
rcaperL of heavy water is of high scientific quality and has received

internation,31 r,!cognition. It is also of great interest to AECL and has
rect,ived i.n ;u support from that and other government agenries. We
unaerst,and that. J. programme concerned with new and improved methods of heavv
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Water production is under consideration. This is to be encouraged,
previded the current-work can be extended or redirected to place they

selpiPhasis, not sq. much on precise measurement, but more on more innovative
Anethods of producing heavy water and on a better understanding of the basic
phenomena underlying the production.

the principal effort in Applied Mechanics has been in the field of
noise and acoustic research. Although it is not identical, there is a close
parallel with the -work.in 'the same field at Wiedsor. While the need for

-

research in this field will continue to grow it may be very difficult for
this group to 'compete' with the staff level of excellence and facilities-
available for advanced' theoretical work which have been developed over the
Years at other institutions, such as UTIAS. The need for 'Applied
Aeousticians' with a good training in the basics of the subject, who will
design noise measuring instruments, advise government agencies on
acceptable noise levels, and participate in the design of buildings, is
urgent. Therefore We feel that the current emphasis at Western in the
training of students up to the master's level in this field is highly
commendable. On the other hand WO believe that, pending a stronger base
on theoretical work, it may be desirable to reserve undertakings at the
PhD level In aegusties research for an exceptional opportunity, such as
that which would be provided by an unusually talented student, fur example.

PN1VERSITY OF WINDSOR

In the Department of Mechanical Engineering the main groups - thermo-
fluids, noise and vibration, experimental stress analysis and industrial
engineering - interact with each other and with the Chemical, Civil and
Industrial Engineering Departments to a high degree. From the standpoint
of developing a strong engineering school in the professional sense this
interaction_is_highly: desirable. Industrial.Engineering, which began in
the Mechanical Department, has developed into a separate:department, and,
at the graduate level, maintains agood working arrangement with the
mechanical groups.

Currently the thermo- fluids group has the largest participation by
staff and students. In Our opinion the projected number of PhD students
to he attached to this group is unlikely to be obtained, and we consider
that tlu proposed ratio 'of PhD to master's students is unrealistic.

In the work of the group in Sound and Vibration -the emphasis on
machioery and vehicle noise is well chosen. It can be used to produce
qualified:people, and research resultsofdirect use. The, demand for
people well versed in this field to the master's level will be.greatly
in exess..of the demand for. PhD's, and one wonders why .the "forward
1.:oectiu is for two or three students in each category. A concentration
oe the master's level of training, at least during 'the early stages of the
devolopmtmt of the. group, pending A strengthening of the theoretical
b.lckcround, wolld appear to be more desirable.

In the l :-peri.ment,il Stress Analysis group a good start has boen made
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and further work .t0 exploit other phenomena, such as interferometry,
s to be encouraged. We rather question whether the field of experimental

stress analysis, of itself, is broad.enough to justify a PhD programme
in the absence of a complementary activity in applied mechanics,
eiectrical/clectronics technology, instrumentation (such as holography)
etc.

At this University the-interdisciplinaryties withtn, Engineering are
strong, and it has been suggested-that-theyork in experimental stress
analysis and in acoustics would be strengthened if both groups were to
A.ontinue to work closely wf-' Industrial Engineering.

t7 May, 1974.
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DISCIPLINE mu RESPONSE

Nate that this response was prepared before
the consultants wrote the addendum to their
report.
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RESPONSE OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERING DISCIPLINE GROUP

to

REPORT OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERING CONSULTANTS
OCTOBER 1973

The final report of the mechanical engineering ACAP consultants was

'carefully studied and unanimously endorsed by the mechanical engineering

discipline group (MEDG) on November 9, 1973.

The MEDG after careful consideration and detailed discussions reached

the conclusion that the perspective, impeccable reputation, and international

stature of the ACAP consultants give complete credibility and authority to

the value judgements and recommendations contained in the consultants'. report.

The MEDG considers that the recommendations of the ACAP consultants being

general in nature are valid for all of the engineering disciplines. The

strength of the report therefore lies in the very nature and the generality

of the recommendations. We as a group (MEDG) look forward therefore to

continuing the dialogue between the Coordinating Task Force, CODE and COU

in order to ensure the impleMentation of the consultants' report.

. . . .

The major and perhaps most significant conclusion reached.by the ACM_

consultants was that the quality of the existing programs in the total

system is both viable and acceptable. Though the consultants challenge the

departments to redirect Ph.D. thesis research toward innovative studies on

problems currently relevant to industry and society, they make the unequivocal

statement "We have no serious reservations about the extent of coverage in

the present programs certainly not to the point of suggesting the termination

of any". In effect it is the considered judgement of the RCAF consultants

that each department, posSesses the intellectual and phySicaltesources to

eniL;Ure godd Ph.D. study on "mission oriented research" and that there i!; d

pi ace for the small and large departments.

Fy reviewing the available numerical data and statistics the

,;()nsullants concluded that the so-called under-cmploymnt and -t:Jvr-supply

situation for mechanical engineering Ph.D's. does not exi,-;t. They went_on

to observe "that due to emerging immigratiOn polic1c44-the slit)) y of good
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Ph.D. candidates by 3.978 will fall far short of demand". 4tret;sed

that, in order to effectively combat the error eous and nugative

which frequently appear in the press, engineering faculties should maintain

up7to-date historical records of the careers of Ph.D. (graduates ant 1-,ettvr

information on job opportunities. The MEDG in turn consiaers that a high

level fellowship and scholarship program aimed at the "good students" could

narrow the gap between supply and demand.

The consultants have 'pinpointed the two challenges which we face.

First, industry must be kept aware of the value of Ph.D. graduates, and

second, competent students must be informed of the importance and benefit

of advanced studies. Two of their recommendations are aimed at meeting

these challenges, namely.

a) A Ph.D. program should contain six rather broad and

generalized courses beyond the Baccalaureate comprising

of mechanics, solid mechanics, fluid mechanics, 'transport

phenomena, thermodynamics and modern applied mathematics.

b) By consulting with colleagues at other institutions and

with granting agencies, individual research efforts and

graduate research theses could be made more relevant by

a movement toward research on the phenomena of greater

concern to governments and industry.

The above concepts of a. broad based academic program and a thesis

research program were accepted without reservation by the MEDG.

V.ticause of the present financial constraints the MEDG, though agreeing

the findings of the consultants about the desiraidlity of hid i:6 both

mature engineer (in -the*aqv range of .45) and YoUng -engineers with ilromiSe

(30.years or le considers that it will take some time before this can

iimplemented.: gerhaps.a.partial,solution to the age distribution prohiem

would he to regularize in a;mnre systematic manner, the movement of-!:taff

tetween the universities, industries and government The universitic.,s,

thr prov-Inc!ial clovernment and National hc,nearta Counoll't.:ould kv ,17

,isistaue.Ly removing ol; taclet: curreLtly ,vz.t.:ociated with.tenure, pen!;ion

saldry differentialt3 and working condition!-.

I lse ref.7o4rimpniirat ion Pit, di 1 u.trif.L1. t)et-1.t. .I;11 o
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reports. The concept of more or less equal basic per

all levels appears to be valid but it is equally apparent

period (measured in years) would be required if their

accepted to prevent serious dislocation.

Respectfully submitted

e.,
A

E.S. Nowak, P.Eng.
Chairman, Mechanical Engineerinq
Discipline Group

Afir%) t" et A.
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intctpret.tion of these stand ard:,; for indiVidual sLudeut

filloulA be 1,rt. to the informed judgement of the university coneer0t.d.

2) Ouilitv of ;t:ij1S1._..r1"0.-ra?.111eSL StitVc-71t ii111::; for Citnne:

. .. ,
rrom their cm.nonts, on the quality of the Ph.D. progralioes for

V:11 411 rl'aor: t t t; c3,-tart- that -thc.connuitants believe it -to ho--
.

quite accept %III, . Th.. t j }ciiiti Ottt that sit 110 syf:,ttIIV pipit'

1;0041 t)11:31 ity covcrat',e of tile field and specialties without undue overlap ou

1egion:0 basi," Cor.; nts oft individull universitios draw attention to

della ttel e, f t ti t rittrT; itl both diroctionn.

A corfwo theme runnitr: through the reports 15 the need for gre.iter

in the future. The Met al1illgiC.if1 and mat consultant!, state

it thi,. Cenadian industry hecom.s more sophisticated and h.-n: to

rely en !,yre. advenr=d technologies, it will have to learn how to fully

utili7e tie talents And skills of Ph.D. graduates and the universities will

have to 1.t.,11-11 how in develop Ph.D. prop,ral:Lies which produce Imaginative

englue,r!, capable of re:,ponding to these new opportunities." These nail

also rece-m.nd that programlres Ile no den i gned an to permit graduates frwi

otinr specialties to chani; specialties as they commence Ph.D. work.

Tho_collsult;Ints also show a dcgree.of consistency regarding 1k'

need to shift HIP. er,f)halis in Ph :D. prol,rammys to meet the situation of the

seventits. The Electrical consultants state It this way: "The education of

Ph. D. student!: in are:v; of national need is a more efficient: use of n'suurcs

ticin in n rhoie of field:, follow,'d by a period cif YO taiaing." Iii

relatini, it t their field, the Civil consultants state that there should be

, en trAit5onal .treas, particularly structural Llip,ineering, and

t..ore 411 -v education, cnvirunPontal ;1in :tiff d

t:ri311;pr 11'1 AI ion." 'l hi' Mechanical -col.iltants rcomnend a greater emphani!-.

on ptc,10c.tin eri.;iaeeritir, and'dosign.

Clry:o contact. bett:c.en nniversitie,; and induntry is felt to be'

1.-y tan! tr: Mid 1 11%1P:1.30;11 L11Y1 Verr. ;Is have t a Iff's1

(tut for re,. nrn this, contact is rc,g17-clocl as ...-.emplacy othot::

hnve 11:'on as;;,d to -1,Trovr in th;q rrTect.

Oncv Carleton IccePts the filldins of the consultan . on the

du 11i t y ' N .1 .prograr.,t:-.es . and the = r:: views (ya t is 11 1 t 1,1-rc` D.

programmes equirc,,d for the immodiate future. We feel that we have already
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irlade considerable progress toward achieving the,desirnbl ohjettiven set

ont by the consultants and that we have received aderinate recognition- for

3) Critical ize:

The-.Enrini'vr fag conflultants ate far less concerned '.about e ant, opt

eritiral:slzo th:fil the consultants %;.ilto tarried out some pf:the, oariier

anning 'assessments and.shuw.:as much concern for the disadvantages of

"OgniAs".:as of "s;!!allnes The Pnincering consultants place then primary

emph:olison The quality of thp student i'ind of the faculty rather than .on_

Size, a view which wo heartily endorse,

The Mechanical consultants take the strongest stand agafnat iho noti6o

of critical adMitting tho advantages njnyed by a largo group,

Alicy f',0 t.( c''o their vicv that "a drawback to the large groly is
Alto f onl ty of adapt i n:1 to chang0 and furthcir that "the groups in flit.

Smaller departv:entf'. often ditTlayed original point of view and a willingnes:;

to :Adipt to eholge that was not appar,:,nt in tho larger and longcr esthl;qhed

ch They found more CTOPS hotwven departmonts and ;I

greater tendency to establiOt outside contacts with government and indtv;try

in the smaller ficulti, They conclude: "In our view no creative gyoup,

and noyapable individual within-such a group should br denivd.support

11oraa!7e it is r4i-A1 1 ." The Civil connultants echo these views: "Si:".o is

not. a sufficient. criterion for. judging whether aschoel enn offcr.a

progre" and also "there is no a priori rea!,on shy a small schoolcanuot

provide a..; cwit5sfactory an environment for the student as a large school."

The Electrical and Ifctallurgial and Materials consultants are uot

as Ocfini e X41 the matter of critical Sin" as the Civil and Mechanical

connultav ,:. The Electrical cor:nit:111U; felt that a desirable size fur a

dcp:Irtment fell in-the range fref,c10 to 70 faculty'vith frem10 to'20

r.tud,,nts odrolled but expressed the view that "high standards of e%collencv

un quAity awl! tp.r.niitv wil4 pay off in the 101w, rwl.,

awl conrultant,;.dro%1 attention to the eontr.-1t

bot,r.on the 1';I'ii H11 t1 C). On. e'ri`(1 :trOuiid 116.,
.

and requi!in 4iniv cqrc rpod facultymer,:ber and tho Am2rican view that a

dcpartmellt need:; to he suLficiettl; largo to provide a proper range of
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gradttit tom hritillt or Aust 'rat an orir,in-
Asian .4i1 ig They. recommend t i cat i

opcirtion-o-f=-Ph.li °:iituderitt;:f e-

,constrlf:a vs 'concerning. the
k10 ; di. f f ort,rit unive74'll it

and in havion a ro:asonab-le ance bet
Tito prulil.et of. f-orcien

lit' with thi

one of cormrolting 'their -number. We bvi

anti financial restrictiontr imposed on this rt,In
and the problem in the future stay well be on:'.

L.:my fore ign studentS, A more seriotn.; problem is
that 1.,,e4cw ge.a!uatz, of (::nuraian ordlark ins! on 1711.1). work.-

i !1:.1 tet-1-;

in tllif; 1/4nr.tion v(. wish to desi with some specific issues rninc.0 in
Olt reports.

1) Civil 1:+3.inecrin), Doctoral 1'1:Inning Ass essiment:

he references to Carleton University throughout this report are
gene;Ally nna on the whole wo like their conclusions and
rvem,2-londations. There are, however, one or two points we wish to question.

in RR* cor:orf.ndation 3 the consultants. suggest "there Is a case for
clo econ!;ist.ent .requirement of nc:ceptance for rh.n. students betwoca
We are uncertain to the meaning of this since it is not. discussed in the
body of the report. We have c%pressed thc view earlier. that there slu
a syrttr:, Carli,tont5,: index, for evaluating !,.;tudents

-disci pi Ines, 'and that' OC(S. might ;) orri t or st ancia ran -Of -adm iss ion gent, r:(11 y

-.".We do nni sci. the need for an external person on aei.Ttance cornittees but
rotir.0.. to support the pw7itien that .lere should Le external tru
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can !Antort the nHoot lye, We believe .that a major te-(.1:nittilifit i riri ot 1.11(



for providing operAt lug sf unds to tbo ios
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vc.Tri:An to a itit t growth ,graduate,ituticat
proposed in the f ive-year p1-in, but note' that in -.the consultants! view this-.
grOwth lot! 0111%-3.t.'1VCS" be reponsive to the
app licatienS- which v, recolve from voll-quaMiet students. We expect that
our: sr,c)ut, bc 1ita1Avd,t,40 a' natm01 and,noa:-:o* te.,0iVe rite by the limited
ay.t.i iifa i I ity of good

bel love that it IS pos;; f" to int. ease the scale.. and of f ectiveness
of cwr associati9ns with Jabot-at-or and f irms the Ot tawa-,atea and shall
entloavour t ey.pl rut (Lc f4tIt'il 3t3ta i. c t tons-.

The rOcOmmendIstion that groatt!r Wit"- he made of gradte courseS-0,von
at the:University of ilttawa accept-0'. The rOtab):1slunenp Of a close wor.kinp,

ciVer t ;made:, courfiti,

of rci:111..f,:fi. a; f,icii iv;; (att.. og..t.'wh-i-Ch it is intended to oiplOitH.

We Arecilt thO roPorts of Llu,, ACM,' eamultouts without re$orwItion,

WO C,ons dor the iiSseS:;;;;tnt to itatelivi fairly and thoroughly done aud
bl'lleve that the report A:: :1 WhOlt Wi 1 1 Lc of considerable benefit to the

I' igitieering prtyfrfflion iii Ontario and Canada.

3) Retlort of thv 14cchz;picaT Fitinovrinv, Cmf:ultants:A-
ke clv-ept tilt. At:AP fnl :11 i E nnt report on Mechanic-al (and Aerennutioal)

higinecritv, i'ithout re2;ervition. cotisider It to be a valuable, aut_horitatiVc,,
well reasoned clorumirit. no report IF thoroughly credible because of the
cerpetenco and internatieu31 stattirs, the connultant tram and the excellent
overview thor provido.

We accept the cone,ultantsr .. at.-ament that , becaufic-- "the developing
ea.,;fly Ch"11.+1 r.tlo of output (presently about

30 Ph.D.'s/Yvar in ilot five y:irli.," pnd because of the

serfou undernoN4y of qualified vatulidates, ast:ipled quotas for the. Ontario
System would be meaninlOens.

We agive that wlego.itc: ea aaa quality existti within the

p '1.1 twit: and t t ep. areas-, Uhould be made

1:71-t1iin the univors'itio,.. Wt. aect.Apt erit is 'that ti.Xvv!;1; ho

i,,rt dcvot,,i to "1 r;idit t'1,0;`; 3170,745-; of research"

-and thAt our effort:; rhotla eetltitato le7itrctod towards revoarch more
,1 t loves to the pract ice of Ilt7canica1 chit# At Engineering..



agree that the xelevance of, the research work 'would be enhanced if support
were r140:111AredePe040100 oCtetiaOts.:foM high teibnOlogy 'industry and:
aPProPriatv foderal gr-Irnment 40PurtiOntS.

We- intend to puraue. our proi;efTed e4iiar' Plan :arid. strength .11 our

cont acts"..$41th Indust rial And J:zovernmen t ..1Ab6 tor Ye. Oct) lore xho
po.stbility of establishing an industrial research institute (or an office

'ind1.1.!4r.i.4.I:researchYsinee:these in-Stittites:41t noted. As having A highly.,..
beneficiat.effc'et'On-the facu,lt=y,,,and

V.(,*4P0Atut, tho t(Nommendatipa that a..goodPh*Dprogramnie.shotild
p rovi lie"! ri.614000-06till'.0.06-ric by nix!;iit.,

.

a tilos If; involving ,subst ant 1:Al 'reseair'cli on A Specific; and topical tag,.

problem'. 'Doctoral grailtiatos from-lsiteli 'a balanC-ed edu"cational'prograthru
hi Inrey ! into' indw;try AAd tackle- problem sOlVing

We hope that i.t will he clear from the foregoing .that ye. find
i%cnutally quite acceptable and can endorse all their major conclthiions

-and reemizondations. Ile regard the specific points on which wc-, disagree with.
.the vo:l.;iiitants to be minor in comparision to the aggregate of the ,iii

Nli; is %L' agree.

0, Ltwe
Nco:vr!,r 12. 1973



ONTARIO,- ONi.041$j,-TiES::..

General ComMents

Atgthot thiS-cePOrt hos 9dcireSseci ifset directly to two most ifnPar NO Platters:
that of supply and demi:144 in Mechanical' Engineering, and that of the'bosis
and direction of Pit. D, work in. Mechanical -Engineering which should pertain,. .However,
the lack of specific and critical detail in the review of current programsls disappointing.
While the report found. the "five-year programs geneiallY accepitable% that is, the five-
year plans for, each institution, the lack of the analysis on which such a review is, built
means there is no tipsy overall guidance for the planning of the: future of our program as
part of the Ontario sistem.- It is,true that the report deals with many, of the facets of
Ph.D. Mechanical Engineering studies in Ontario, and numerous specific judgments are made.
However, from the information supplied -to the -consultants in-university submissions and
undoiktedly gained through their visits, much more analysis would have been expected.
It might well have then illumined and reinforced those judgments.

Specific Comments

Certain inconsistencies arise in this report which we wish to note, since they illustrate
our main criticism of its failure to provide detailed evaluative judgments of each program
in its varying dimensions. The consultants do provide specific comments on the University
of Ottawa and on the Institute for Aerospace Studies at the University of Toronto. Such
specific comments might well have been expanded, perhaps in even greater depth, to
each institution in a manner that would have been equally helpful to those schools in
pt.- inning +04r Future development.

claim each program to be acceptable and viable,Vvecommendation 2;,
yet they note A-1.5) that each department hod shortcomings, programs lacked imagina
tion, ors: needed redirection. Again (A- some research is noted as being In a "mare

plrory area," with the direct implication that a good deal is .not.
r 0 rn'lre thesrntigh viSlhle nnnitsis of trengths and weaknesses, and of

rtiury inipactAnt re5.larch, 4t.catly slier; thened vnenal
much guidance to each university.. This.sam.f...probk.m.arises with.

trrITY 1Q the claim is rne_1±... that "most theses were indeed
is rloc tnrni work" . tinless "Fr.ost''.rneclri very cicIse ta.loOrn, there is

i.c:rc',1rtcernwhicfs M' CMS .tr7call fo . The occasional
is nntradic.ted by 4,1 ct ten re,611 is rs of

pop,!$...,ith I tiff value and no engine?ring Ii-- the lott,-lr k
thn f.or cpecific ev idonce an4 thorough unalysi.; is 4r.at



The...cooNu 'ar,th' stress the need tar .breodth, bath in philosophic terms land specific
...2r:ris relative tcx. numb .r .courses far electoral students, lWe endorse heartily-the

.-..,ricept of c1 broad program and ondeavor consciously to meet it in practice.) 1`4onetheless,
cenlYIt4fits:EPP°;iji..3ai!S:r!4iee..t the' cOncel3t, n11071=0,71. viah1;a 01r.e f9r,a 9mvp:irtvglyvd'

i.1 ph warksin f,.<...;chaniccri lt"aPPeaii to us that SoMe Minimum sate 'is
t2quirvd- prOvide -i?;eodth .they aFiyoca!olfor jhe: cor:progrOrtl area suggested

r.:0 -rid- AppraNiniate`de4rmination and statement of this from the documentation
available to -.them NAickild seem to have been demanded for reinforcing of such an important
opinion.

. ,

The consul,aots,, wisely in our view, .sepport strongly the :teed of_crass-Unkages
bet..yeen departments and among:disciplines. We,hold the view, that, the ease of establishing

crassA inkoges \is ,nOt,,rela tfek'solety to size;:ei by,the COnSulion ts;. -but- -rather...,
to rrany: other factors including the-,existente of high quality graduate warl The latter.
,n.cy .;.ell .oi fp,71;-,1-111:fe cause :of effee,tiv-rois.;.linkoaes as the result of sUth,:atiofaitned
by rePori mentions Ottawa, 'QUeents;' Western Gild Windsor as having

fc rViCtionships Ciyit Engineering. It,coutd welt hove been Wed that in
jrn:Ii.:ote:wori, end research, worlingrelatronships at McMasterexist with,Chemica

rectrical Engin-eering, and 'also -in, terrns,of an active sc l i i tneo)iort.ic,,
and M'echanic/11. to terms of fruitful external eoritacts, deport'.

rear -s er:rliasized but- McMaster (hot specified as smalle but we ore probably in
74!' ,.k4 boa the some "outward-looking viewpoint'. in conjunction.with

Npr-4= -c11-4.1ttlef oniversities, and very closely with local industry. Here again,
pres.?matio-1 of definitive detail and some asserting of the precise indicators being used would

,791,-1,0 a clec.lr-ar,picture. We do not consider that clear evidence has been presented
'-'1k-zr one size of department or another relative to the establishment of productive

external relationships.

ISe question of assignment of specific Iesearch oleos. to particular departments is ngnin
whic.il 'Ile ruport leaves us somewhat unclear. Recemmendati©n 3 clearly assert,

ttld.t. such assignment should be made within the university, and not by an outside agency.
agree definitely with this os a general and sound philosophy. At the same time, we

cii..:etat just as definitely the Idea that voluntary associations such as..CODE and CCU will
achievino a 'reasonable degrer. of rationalization" (A-1.,,. .11-th might seem to be nt

P,L.c,.)rrrno-,ridation 3, but to us is the correct interpretation of thc.f strength of
.;;,7T;-:!-&,,!-nent in the Provinckzi si.ltem of engineering educatiin. Equally /.-.1f

ti is r! on Page A-1'1 that certain closely related efforts (in'metal cutting,
e) not ::,v,21-7,1p but could easily da sci- in the future. This appears to us to be

1. having' cartAul g)e-ciflc adve from those who hoes an overy
. the rer.non :.)f CIL1$V institution ©t cofIrdination, We consider

1-,-.1;14-..:bility if ;1.;94-level kt1:77°Nletioeablo..* advice, of periodic
cot dint; led vi.11 trot .3ry uftrtrts art.. "11 ie.}S 0111 aid ilhnvinrf
fdce ids: on the ilt:int producive nncf c,cefc,l msignmeit

:'dote, cis we undorstond it, to give Stich
.71:0-.111 (!thOr.7 for

it 1-Q,;'



We no.' turn to uric important aro where we cannot accept the consultants' view
<s be ;vg ot all consistent tIvith Ictuality - certainly at this University. The- consultants,
list ;A.141 eight oreOs, v.ith numerous topics in cacni in which they claim,"little or no
resvorch effort is to be found". Research at NIcfsiloster has gone on and is going an in six
of thest; ccite9cries, and -the majority of our graduate, theses can be fisted in such groupings.
In additiOn,-inust of ,the!rernaining research topics that hove.,resulted,in.theses'at this-
Univer ty con be identified stishaving strong 'current reieVance to induStrial Probleths.4;1

Also spriSing, in thi-s-adMittedi y, Partial. list, is- the very small number of topiCs related
to design:and:ProdUCtion',engineering WhiCh they haVe lauded l'Ao.-151and to which they
have requested increased attentiori.

The-cc nsultunts have emphasized a number of excellent notations and concepts with
which:it is ,easy agree. atost Vnthusiaititalli.:. We do Soi of courie, regard 4o their
statements on design and on production engineering (k-45), on,which we' have expended. '-

muck of out effort for Ci2number Of years. :They ali6 draw definite attention to the "steeple
Of- exc--cillelie" concept, using the Institute , o(AornsPaCe StUdiai a` f excirri3le No
follow-through of these concepts:,,however,..sis given' in terms of noting,which-fields, groups,
and 4,eportments have established-ot least a strong,base for such a steePlel.and hence
whic-11 b.P.Vncouraged and supParted.-- Acclaiming of a carefolly.-seleCted number a
sue,. .,74n adequate quality indicatOrs, would again have provided on old to

and-,. indeed; an aid to future financing. We regret that this opportunity was lost.

Res a , -r-r-tinclations
-.---+*.11,--

og.rt".e with the cec ormendation that there should. be no.
. o>,Igned quotas for Ph.D.'s in mechanical engineering far the.Ontorio system as a whole

riar,ar. the individual InstitytiOns. We concur with the consultants' view of the short-
.

c-orizina; of the CEMC report on doctorates in engineering, and in their view, of the projected
needs even though no documentation is provided for the totter. . The opinion that the
controllin4 faiLtoi is naw and should continue to be the supply of entering candidates is
again Line that we do not dispute. While the consultants judge that our system could
4;iccept up to 300 doetorol students as compared to a projected total of 170-180 by 1978,
they are of the opinion the number may well drop to 90. The logical expression of this
si,crisnr,/ ap7n;:,vi hove t..vn ospects, in our view, and both are missing. Firstly, there
is con:plet., any quail tative judgement about the wisdom, reolity or capability
of..e.-tz* &Fos' t-; fivo7}eor projections on enrolment. Secondly, there is

-..7f how ca reduction, far example to 90 in the system, should be met. We
regret * se o^,issions, as we do that of the opinions that might have been expre$sed

icsirlbk "cross - tics" of Canadion (i doctoral stir
in *-1

:74.1

aCcep!.:;4:

anti f

0.'1t the, 0,-n. l t-,4 it,!xisting
vi .11-.)1c Tht,

)n (Ind w-, Can bill
t -ind cr:.nri

. btt;t:_ling
ALI Ituf .Atri if

ri .6-4 I
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t:arHer in our response that we ogre,e witfi
q i't!Power if decision in assigning specific research areas (rather ,thJri

. _

outside 0..jencles),-We host* indicoted also that adequate decisions require as wide and
inforrnation ond evaluation as can be. Obtained. In this report we are left witn

i t r i o tlIat.cao -,spak.dir ectly ..to.,our'condition and to,plovide us- with,guidance

Recorn,y,endation.4., As inclicatec4 previou4, we support the:Princi,PUe Pf this
recommendation,- and feel that in practice we meet the spirit of it, though our-students
average between and 6 full ispurses ,With a minimurn of 41':,:,courses.

Recommendation 5'. This opplies to the'Unlversity of Ottawa', and we note only,
we support 101Y the, educe 't of special, ,toles, Sirtcluding organizational frarneworl<, for,
individual universities.

Recommendation 6., i t rs pa'Ssible far us to endorse this recommendation, provided
it can be,used in context. The correct context overall is at least the whole Faculty,
not the whole LlniVersity, and the greater degrees of freedom associated with lorger
"peal" mak es, it easier ta continue to adhere to high quality, competence and potential
as criteriolor faculty oppointintilt particular recommendation ii,the only .064?-,
surprisingly, kxned ail a presentaton of a .cleta i4ed onalYsti of data provided the consul tun
and we find ,ti .lir analysis, a useful summary of the problems 'that can arise through non-
uniforrir expanslon,

.Recommendation 7. We consider this area to be.one outside the terms of reference.
ter' the consultants, . We also point put that the "Ring of Iron" was more specific three

-agc)'-v,,.hen they proposed a greater de-coupling of_ research from graduate work, ThiS
,10,tt-r-,elerre.nt is not dealt with at,all by the consutiants. it is to be noted that the
financing ut universities is being studied in Ontario by COU jointly with the Committc.,,,.
on:eniversity Affairs. The consultants also have full rights to be concerned obaut and
irldt,ci give suggestions as to financial needs in the area of Ph.D. work including resear:ii
Thije it-commendation to stimulate the entrance of qualified students to doctoral progra-rs
;through selective use of scholarships kA 231 gains our support, as would other means of
rsUppc.frt of research activities. However their concept of separation of research from

one we do dispute strongly. To us, the research activity associated with
kit,t.torfal .vdrk is an inherent inseparable part af .the total teaching-training process.

finirl recommendation as part of recommendation 7 is therefore one that is uno,Lt..;:r.1
etrt.i et th,t very least is a major, and wrong, over-simplification of a complex ptob14,,m,.

,n-zuf .v .,;t11 (Altr specific recommendations not included in the
ri-,1,i'arw; n or y list, .fie agree that foreign students should be supported more ..,tE ;

.:id to developing nations; agree that part-time study at the din.to;oi
%.; be huitful, at least in our situation; we agree that doctorul walk

64: ...icuuraged; are that research institutes are a
,a ,30.0)(...t t4R i,r-,011/ r.e%earch; anti 'NC agree tirit faculty mobility should be encouro9t-1,

z
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AL .pcu know, do4 ?tor41 :,1u4.1y in Mectiani4- 4 1

ElteMleek" 1441 (,V A1.11 iit Ontari.C..) ,. The Lepartriellt
of Mechanical Unginocrinr aT tho University Ottawa
exception. iu 3'407 with five
students. Twn of thr.f.#- havo 6btainPri their Jo.--ter,tte 11

three are completiug th-eir r,rogram. Aitmilion to the
program was discontinued in 19C9. During the pal:t faur
years we have recruited nuw at3iff with established reputa-
tions as investigators. We are tLeretore ,ased that tut:
consultant have recognized that, the rez-,ources alAd researt;11
caliber of the Department are mciry than A4i P (plate tor a hi.11
qua' ity Ph.D. propram and nave recommendeel thdt ihe
be :Jactivated.

We v(-11'1,t tJ C011 U 1t.3i tt t rt>commeLdat ion
that: "Ph.D. gr duate work in mechanical engineering it
the Vni:ersity of Ottawa 5thou1l be integrated into 4
muIt id isc ip I 1 ne effort in eoniunct it h the other
engineering departments of the faculty *to provide tn
veh is le for a nondeskna ted graLtuate degree in (ng ineerinr "
(page A-25). We have, in fact, been considering implemen-
tation of this concept for the pact year and in this
connection draw, your at.tention to the comments we made in
:7,ur recent t'rief to C.U.A. (rde 21): "rlans for the
..14vel,..)prnerit of a 17 cs7.-1r1 r.ro gr IL i14 Enr CSA,,44-41-1.
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depat'trilent r; !lave beet Ifeld up- by the ACAP
s.,4-1!,sMr?1it L ; Aft,?/..0 t 1, ti omp let ion we

'ropen the pos5ibility of thi,s development in
1 ih1- cf the ACAT' re.rorts". We believe it to he

iirection toward which we may progres in the near

d1t 'goal
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r. A Preston,
Executive vcce-Chairman
Advisory Committee on Academic Plannin.

Council of Ontario Universities
BitlOr Street West .

toronto, Ontario MSS 1M8

Preston..

cegber. 1973,

'1

I apologize for_ not tending. forward anything in connection
with the planning assessment on mechanical engineering. The Head of
the Mechanical Engineering Department told me that for the moment
Queen's should be content to have its response as, general support to
the comments of the discipline group. I neglected to report this and
do so now.

I expect, however, that a University response or congnent
will be prepared on the ACAP report -- probably at the time the group
of reports for the engineering disciplines have been examined.

RM/mb

Yours sincerely,

R. McIntosh
Dean
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Dr. ,. 4. Preston,
rxecutive Viee-Chairman,
AdvisoryComMitfee oh Academic Pfanninii,
'ouncil of'Ontario UniverS'itieS,
102 Alcior Streets West, id rincr,
Toronto, -:(7intarid

19g,

Preston',

The, mliversit oe- Toronto, welcomes the philosophical aflOroach
to nlannina_ ,sound in the report tO.AC,M/ by the gectionicaL Pigined.rine-
Cons!dtants, but regrets that the renort does not provide evaluations
of the indiviJnal programs within the ontario sytem. The observations
they have made covering the whole province about the quality of students,
the level of training and the emnloyment prosnects for craduate students
are useful with remard to the discipline as a whole, hut the lack of
snerific data and of evaluations of Departments and programs lessens the
value of the report.

We support their comments on admissions and future enrolment
in 'lechanical Engineering. It is evident from this study that, contrary
to the CF 4C Report, there is no problem of a cross oversupply of Ph.D.s
in the discipline: in fact, there would seem to be a danger of under-
supply.

Unfortunately the report contains no tables on enrolment which
would allow us to comment on the Aue4tion Of critical size.' Without
uch data and given the absence also of qualitative evaluations of the

ie7artments, it is difficult to discuss adequately the claims they make
about minimum size. We would also have appreciated tables on derree
requremcnts,facuityresearch grants, output of Ph.Ds and other-data
cm which the consultants must have based their views,

e recor!nize the imbalance between the numbers of ,Canadian and
Of foreirtn students_ but see no immediate steps that. can he taken to
correct the imbalance, beyond encouragino. more Canadian undernraduatcs
to nursue their graduate studies in this country.
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The following comments are in response to the recomr eye at ions..
the -consultants (numbered as on 'pp, . A. 24 - ):

''W:sUrprift thiS7r000MMendatiOn:

while we Yeleorle this general, evaluation Of therrograms, we
would have weitomed even more a quality assessment of-individual

Proo,rams- We "regret, that we do not have more Of the infOrmatibn
and the reasoning on which they,base these overall statements,
particularly in,Jieht of the commentsmade on pp, A 12, and i3

concerning the lack of engineering relevanee in many Ph.Dtheses.
WeWould ask for2an exnansionof these comments from the consul-
tants fwit c refctqW Ntrt istAarly ;to` Vig,:quax4ita0Ye: Ps,1
qualitative nature of their'nellartmental evaluations

. k ,

We senport this recomtendation thoueli _again drawing. attention
to the need, fOr'clarification of the-remarks made on no. A 12

c.onSider this,reqUirement inadequate. We belleve,that -there
should he-two academic .years:of course._Worl' (8 courseA),:tleyond
the bacCalanreate, 'that i s one academic year of'iblirse work.

(4 eOurses) beyond the master's destee.

We wish to comment on the statement-that, if the multi-departmental
Ottawa program goes ahead ,'"no new mechanical engineering depart-
ments or enlargements of the present be required in the next five
years. we believe that the comment on enlargement should not
aptly to, individual departments. Should some programs be curtailed
by the universities, other departments should be free to expand
into the areas left open.

We find it difficult to fellow the logic of this recommendation
in the light of statements made on rp. A 22 = 23. The consul-
tants claim the present BTU weighting probably reflects the cost
of programs in eneineerine. (liven that they also see the
possibility of a shortfall in the future supply of Ph.D.s in
Mechanical Fneieeerine, we do not see how reducing the RTU
weighting would encourage departments to increase their enrol-
ment numbers. We are concerned also at what appears to be a
recommendation for excessive dependence on industrial research
funds, since fluctuations in this area could have harmful
effects on the stability of some programs. The question 'of the
senaration of fundi for teachine and research (r. 23) has been
discussed at length in Ontario over the past two years. Without
more information on how the consultants arrived at their Position
on research funding, and .what exactly they mean by it, we cannot
,,:cent this recommendation.

sc)t or re.zemmendations seems to us to be either ina equPtely
ons Aore,! or in:11Jequately -,res6ated



A point, concerninf.the IrnAs research activity: should-be made,
shortly before the consultant's assessment, there were .two_crtiAs faculty
fiemheri whose worl;, was related -tn metallur.gy and materials Science..
tiothtaintained close :.relations' with,.the Department:of Metallurgy and
"taterials Science, in spite of the,teopraph-ical separation, and with
the MaterialS Research tlecause-Of reirement there.,is at ,present
only one staff member: in thii area whti maintains contact with,the
materials research groun.,

Ainin we must, express ,,our disagreement with ACArs.practice or
not friving to each :.set of coniultanis,copies of earlier ACAP assessment
renors-.,We believe ploy of the pitfalls encountered by consultants asp
well the shortcomingS of:their Teport$ could be avoided if they .bad. .

a crearer notiOn-of' the 'work of 'previOtis'grenips.
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t ),., T,,t-sr-re -f t , *1-,clinical Pr -inet- -, .- C ',,i,t,t4V-='t:..i

, tili.:, A.,:visOr Cottmittee 0U Academ cc PLariri!Ig.

. 11-rnitto(i. to ;CAP, t:o'verrIber 21.1;t t 19 73.-
,

OL exprk:s

ritMent wi t-n the report of...the Vechanical21-ingtheor-ing con-
rk..port falls far skirt of providing the necessary

criticaltevieW 'of the graduate programmes 'in :mechanical. engineerim...3
provinceit.h4t z ess r i if the univerSitie are 0 ef(c>ct

tivc.?ly .pl.an the future, development..of...their ,doctoral P..rPgralYrarnfsa.
jilt) 1-tiftrtr csf iniffonsiStetit'kes swhj .(*Pit'sr'70

rrakes ii,uriber of general Statements whiclt must
c I L, only one speci fix' statement l..r the ri,tlort'il.1-.41tit-:

4' 1. ..e-Litni'r.,7ers.ity of Waterloo and, this reqUires only
Fincilly, we state our positiun on- the sevet.al

.whic. tho consultants make:

=,a1 Cc Merits:

Our major complaint with this report is with its tailure t

critical. The consultants are reluctant to criticize any
,t~ Lit any ot- t ho programmes i.n the province with the exception oi
in1.1:raity of ottawa They state that...they find all of.the.

ro,Itamrt-!s tc too of acceptable quality and of viable size, ant: yt7't in

--T tho roport they indicate that they do not consider thar.

11. Ti;,:v ,/inti to a ldo. of imagination i4 th2 dovelopent

ptocIt.t=v14. Tlicy aloo say that whil evory_proqramme has

fft-T,-Iml in :;c.?74, Jr-42,i1 tf:ore ari? aiuo some weaknesses in all prolramres.

rloro helpful to the universiti.es it the

id:yntify these strengths eaknes.t=es

,S,r? !;tific<itirn for thoir genral con'e:lusion that all

77 r°71111
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I e .1 "S

do -not af':cept,..

acaci 7,1(7,:z11y

pt

th.v2 iln0.1eer In the
')-70 is. The- consultant:1,

tninimum CourSi.2':tkigiiirt,mtept cover.thq
act,, ego further and rocoriunend that all

a b-road SE5ectium
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. _

-...01-...sultantL: in ..Lhe l r. (Ittfnce. tit :-.mall-prograirartes make certain
4tat...:17,ents Ch..111.4.tnct . They sato on Vag:2 1h that,

of ,idal;tin,1 to the i
t.o tho ..`r <::L IinkaqoA which have been cive

311. Ar,..,-errmentn 1._ Ottawa, 1%cAt,:A-11 and Windsor with
Lir.irtinontf:;, notably civil onginoering,. and w th

..(.nsii.:.-t:9nt s :rai:R no. romien of the tact that
L: thori..' .1.170 .01
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th,t not_

adapte prograilme, tc)

1°,.);.ent..n:rechanica 6:5 -a ht

rcqer to con4p4,1

und,ertaxpWred-mochu'aical onigineeriaq

t oir. repo rho consultantd State at,:.

:o t: P.age II thdt there isIittle'or rioreso.arch effort- in the

educational sYstem iz. th-ese areas. This statement.isT

qechani Engineeti09 ..110Parillent 'ttle-itiP.tors it

nas active graduate and research progaime -in mangy of the,. , .

whiLll the consultants-liSt: -In fhe field pf Power Transmission

'...!i=:rc! 'is work dedling'With problems in gearing; there-is work in

;.-,ystez.1 analysis and emissions, which

_ransportation; in the field Of etergy conversion there is INor

area of gas turbine flow, solar energy devices and cryogenic.;

::7:;tons zht..:re is ,ctivity in piping syt:tem desi9n ,lnJ in

fail under_ the. general...heading

is rower tranomissien: in the area of multi-phase !'low,' tiwre

programmes in aerosol dispersion, flow of dust and sediments

flow; in solid systems, the is work in systems structures,

:otiquc, and fracture of engineering structures, in thQ

composite materials and structures, and in prcsnure

*1 do:iii4n and the critical problems of access openings; under

7rruction problems, there is work at this nivorsiy rr
pocsses, casting processes, riaterials handling equipment,

_stin control, ignition, growth and extinguishing of fires and

al :,,yst.,-,ms ciosiqn and control.

cntenti n of tllo consultant o that a la deplrtr.nt

inflxiblc to movo quic3f.1y and cfCectivoiy into

f;imply not supporte.
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lt,esprinSe ef. theylrniVersi of Western Ontario .to,, the
iltiJurt : 'of.: t he- Com;u1 t ;.ktit s can !,,LiCtO Programs: in cal ...t:rigiiieering

surf' tt ee on .,:keadt....mic Planning.
40 We. ..

This., report w.as prepared by,,. :ormittee of Senate charged with
11,eiterat in i 1.esp,.,1n.se .to ACM'. t:onsultuntsi' report on doctoral studies in
Meci.anical

This fer,what dees.:pat.
it ,-1.7a ref rev iew:Jeids . to the ,ponclu$jOh that..ntany of

the. prot.?.l.ct*. s fr'nvo4ed iF2 the t ng 'and 'pat!) of Ph program hays
CO:IF:14%3'0 SWPC-pf s.- are. worthy.:ofeotjnent-a.

(1, ) 13.10,,cOn;;.411;'ant thAti "a_ tdOCtOral t!regrarri: eterVr,.
ccartuent >is_ csF.nt .:it" (' -'1 grid that ".;iotip si o ha littl ,c f' t. a c....
s tic C,e 5 sf1.1 iprc..ta7f.ss can v x i ,sts

A 1,s..j.vet: i.tivjl v that, an :advanced .gt adl,;;;t pro gr,.141. ,has
important 'cuu;equ&n.c 5_.in, th.e On.,:Of,!,(a,rdynamic undcrgraduaie.,
and' 3 .rou.s, and ac,t,i 41N fac,.41t, In cffect.,it 5 :t 40, . judgon14-.1,it cOnsult ar.t
t tt4 th es o s-. c utt i gh the 1J :Ft)InCt. as: rOTV:in I '1

progr4r's.

e.ahoe state ent the-:crinsultantsenunciate-A
pl,an :for a -Ph;.1,....':.:program wiLycli entails- a limited. numner:of.-rather,i.generat.4F4Otat,07::;

( 1'4 cor pri'xr g mechani ing kinepatiCS and
echani (including icity 'and .plas IA city.) fluid mechanics (inc. udi sag

Tacoustic).and tran,!-Tcrt ph,:vocnon iiilciuding conduction, convection, dkffutiicn.
nd radial,- ion) t ) and eschrws "high ly pecialised-:graduate cours. es"

i4ilding on this 17road 113:;C .tilvr'''slIggOST "a good .P.11.1t. study in " mission-oriented
-reSearch" is a fundamental study of 134Fic processes and principlos --- with an
.applicat ion of t*Pc results to real industrial engineering problems'', (A-13).

33o.lel. is-one whicii the local mechanical engineers completely support and
seek to ir:ploment.

(3) We note with concern the preponderance of non-Canadians engaged in
riA,chanical et:ginering studies (A- 61. The suggestion that such students should
lac suprorted CHIA is not new nor is it likely that CIDA would support stulent.;..
in the nunthers presently involved. The projected shortages of mechanical .engineering

twit may 1.7c,aili. frf_)11, giLeiva r-eguIritic-ns :right w,:1! i off-
set by a scholarFhip program 0-23) ai'Mod at Canadian students. We have commented
zn other ACV renonse5 on this possibility of increasing Canadian particirati.cfrn

gr:.,taty

The corn-;uliants make a, plea that voise of irdus.try stlould he
..--tten in discussions of the training of engineers at the graduate

level " k .) 1110 regular use in the engineering SChool..at 114'estern of
In,iwarial Consultants (e.g. from and industry) in all progrAms
h:0,. stie$101:4.-ned.t1t0.-.,e p,rograftis And has incroascd the-..cimployab;li,ty of tho
produ,.71 s. 11,-,15 act ty ti as :seen faciliated by the. est alt' isi-x;ent of an 4ktv

intilt.'Major engineering industries vf the Country.
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(5) Finally we WoU id =li ke tai comient en the: word **Unique"
--recortmlendation .5 (.1,--25). This Liniyersity- since the initiation of its prog.a.M,
has produced 20. Ph. D.. graduates' ° (six per year for. the laSt. three years) in
Engineering Scienee Alot designated as .t.94echanita1" or as any of the other traditional
specialties hav,e 'evidence that such produets.are .readily employable-and useful
°members of the prefession not restritted outlook- by rigid itereotyP'es and caPable
of attacking interdiscipl inary , problems . .Accordinglyi -we ,encourage. Ottawa ti fol
in our footsteps but we would not accept the :notion that recommendation 5 is in. any,
way a unique proposal.



A Re.,s-,161:,e' of ty of Ett,taria,,to t
Coiz:t'aitteti on Acad.e,tit PlAnting to

the 1973)

Ir. r 2" 1 73

...;tkpii.rokii:.1tr.4 .(1.94:), or ,the rece...tmt"::id4-tic.ntt of 'thy 1:i011:t:y.
of Art s Sc ..f,z.3.1 tk. of: th't5:: t arib-,cSL,Iblit-,,liod .4:frzm '11zi.:-1)eiartr:iviit-Ain10i-toOl. to ga*hkr the tyIlTn

.Ilecl.f*;:OSta41i*.)1 01:1,rignt:Vint Se t>
status The beginnilyg:: forrial grailuate studd-,:
was the c417c.ring of an; pr,6p,;:l.tv 04: c!$,f, the. tracult.
o In", It hc. 'can.li-,dates
Septerib& r and by 1,1t-,4,.65,,' , - cand i dat trod risen, to pit
In Octobe.ef964"thc'2FAult.'5.:-01'..Cirndifa1-,.e.
Prat*: ram an -d czn Jai:111;1,1'y,

From the. outset anflif fc,)rt was r,;i-dt.i thO .interdisciplinasry
progr114:,and gra,lu...it -4*.rtf.ining was Offered in, a ted nu;:iht:r' :Of eas.. .61.1 4t. .-

t 111(./vi c I-3. sal1
i.cept:i on .t;.te:,1711.,1,

a number zrzadu.;;Les

-1969
1979 1.

6
1972 6
1973 6

In 1973-74 there Wel-e ,enrolled in the Ph.D. progrori 49 Cul 1.-tim-
. and part-tirie stn.'ents 411 of these ::tuc',...mi:; have receivt,;k1 or art; enrolled it:

keading to a Sh.D. in Engineering Science . and none of them h;is.receivck,!
jei,lree ilcigttatt-.d as.' sort-inr, one of the trnditional specialties of engineering

eheL;ocal, mechanical, etc.).

The "Ring of iron" published in. 1970, among other recommended
th.at the l'azulty of. Lagincering Science drop the "Science" .from its name (Ili rte; of 1 i on.
F. 77). 1.11.-: Faculty, aftQr.crinf;ith.ring thi matter, elected to retain this

illtt.,rdi:',4:..irlinary programs. The ''Ring of Iron" did recognise the intcr-
.sctplin:fry nature of the proranr.; by recemr.lending that Western "concent

yh 4.;:is acknk.',...:lede,ed at that tine to b+.. F. foretaste
-future, At that al.,: it %;:c.i r:-:7.rt.ed that "We.5.'.CrTi ined d

11: 7,11.1°411 ^..1 bi cle!;:,/ ;we (1;0111

1,). .76).

'4 JAL

con5eq..;;;Ice of' d:-.;vtl,;f:-.1 ki th st rin;ency of Pis. .1) .
"Kinz ot P.-; adopt od by the (oulq-'.1 1 of 071tar 1.'16 vos t

cour:c r a.rezo......,.es-:,-ncnt .of.
t:.r71., Kits tintit...,rL-f4.cii...inkiei -cf

ttrt; t,!; ...IC. .111712.1: +1,1i

-appto.it;a1" bai becn
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13311 Lr. thty. 10.1%1: whic.1; this ...a,;,-;4.ssnept has take's..
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I t

JECt:= I 1-4nd 2 .ion 'of
hFllQ.11 ; ronces

o L.); IAA: t 0. hilvt. givcp sul)ct jai. ..

i I, 1 o 1 s
g t ii;:z11 I y,-ri:tort .t tt21.1:it; ./eieotertc, D) tz p erh f;di' sfze".ii:Len t prined terms of reforonc-

.4:cit air; nD ,%.

A. rt.:.; seel..,s to detorriine
ily:0;3ilc.:?.? contain fi..V,1 individuzitly ce,;:tifiatklotra,lit Iona SI\ ties. ,this was tfrio.

it was riAt -5 ii-41;,ris th: fanti
gA-t-lopts d1i t.jCi4 'o qcc i-`07 .of sort
rc g:i v% j rof refo.roik fn oni; 'or o f;ths..," t tics_ 1:it4tXS not ti.} I tily n4..ropro.5ent 0.4:11 in -00 .5 c110.0 *111(..L' 17",1,,i*tto ink..t.t the group ff. theIt a r.hri-i 4..t,11:311(1 1 siv
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pt1 ..0;:rA anti tlevelop cwn int4.11cctual ptirstfit.,5

c;t!11/4 rel atcd f 'five 4.7onscc.1,11('nce is that irldi
; n foi rat io; i 07 yes prel.1

Ivy ...t!,.'"V31. A; Its ht of (le t..1411 14L, th).-
e?icl tjin ult.; E, argil cont*.t.ival, At its wor,-,t product!, of Ow act ivity r.mv

waitiLt -that op&rat ion.:-; of t h sort Li; ch ct err.,
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and t11,. oxit,tence is.,1 rel -Ica develorment extc-nsive inter-
act. ion and 1;roups 1,0,t r. ty
has also blf! -t o intv ty research 'ac.:.tv i tips ,in t)ion.e0 cal
area, (t.:;?1 n ensi rig nn,d app Aed phy oIyr,y

f t th6 cen_t re fdt: Radibs.Yit.-nce) xid rn
, ouput t. e. 0,11 t oti'p ja ce.v Y I op . d col i on )

Till' ;41,1 d f u in onv ifon1 -' tt'9b1 n:;.tt t h vi-orior t'd interact i on
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oliti t r:,,t1 1 t arm fOrt',a,t ci,zt r
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hy. tt statet.'.elit that 'FY t s.r Ei S

, i.)\ ; ana t kiwwl vtlf.e t1tL rjARC., .-c.onsu,.1.t ant rc,p0-et
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. , and Juct trnining In fogincering Scivnco and not in any 01- the
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Wk: shalt now comment on, four spific .recommentiations which were made.
. .

I. 7"Ttit.'e sbouIJ 'he no-ass,ignoti quotas for-Ph.1)-'sin Mechanical
.,

Cnirteering f Or the Ontario iiYstem.or--for:AndiVidual &epartaients".

cvcommndaon in
, -

tttiiti on. We .Cannot find a ,siifficiont tiimiber Of qttiiiified tittittents
. , . t " t , . ,

. . .it present to satisfy eVe.ri a Ini.nutatzn rquirenwnt. All ,tividence. poizL

to a ::ever e :4bortage of onginOet-S in the very near future and thi's

,in,it,piy;,--iv,.atitik*c.4:
:7 !Vie ipi:ogram..itt ecb U vert)r :was:--found tobe. iccpt thie 7.

viable," and "assignment -of specific reAC arch areas to k-4 department .

,--Itoultt be math.: witt-tin the tinive,'Tsity and not by an Outsit14:., agency,"

e,ommeni; lie fwo recOMmen4atiOnS-haVe been' grouped -together

cttuittkqlt nct.t thoy- closely related. vie suggest -that -the departments

wore found to he strong and viable because they have been allowed to

develop 'in a way that takes advantage of their strengths and reflects

tho ne,,d4 of the country related to these strengths. For example, a

few years agog the Department in cooperation with 1 ,R.1. identi-

lied "noise and vibration" as a field of study which would require

increased attention in the future. This attention would he directed

At all levels of student training plus ate development of a facility

io do research and Consulting for industry. The Department subsequently

built up strength in this field supplemented through the appointmeut

. . .

t An -adjunct profes:wr. The ro!4u1 1.-o1 th114.-raRid-re!Toww. to a need .

the rowing number of projects and requests coming to the

Ir+,1111 Cauada J1141 tiw U.S.,

"Ow noruta1 mo,:hanical enginveriny: Ph .D program should contain 1

of a brJad Lc' C. 01 i,..ourt;es beyoua the Baccalaureate".



Comment Yhi 14 r commend at ion. is rtainly accertabl and exac tly

In line with the direction of- one plans-f ol r Faeult 2 About 1 -1-0."-

_Ng. r14-:'-ago we, k'reated a divisional at the 'gtaduate levet

the. eulty. V three tl whi;c Ti:wrk, ereated would look

.tfter cours ..offer,ings.and programs'
..:a

I1 graduate students re

courses wore, i4pntified in each divillion -and the.se courses had thei
.;

origin in a var.iety '..of the departments within' the FacuitYi

tha't PteP's' Leh we, tac taken

. . .

.result. n Chang!s, A* e

apps.,ars



;t::SP4)!.41SI-: -SieMASTrIt

Ttt Tiir ittl TO

CONSIII.TANTS' REPORT To

01 11°C.HANICA1. ENGINTTRING

note the emphasis 4-m creased graduat

Aro eng,itieer and cart r,i .project, car sySt

,..111.proAch to larger and:Integrated research effortS c4.1.14,flgtor cpT17

evntr.i.ti departmental-- TeS(I1

t tiI

eS.7 :Assert,."that.'both,:elemems.

s philosopir? hav been paramOnra

rf.raduate

nies '..leveiopMent

work- in mechanical engineering. at McMaster over the lagt

decade, and we will continue to stress such an orientation.

i2-e arcs eq41:4 1 1 Y pleased to note the strong support riven te us

through a most. positiv4. qualitative evaluation of our currunt research

et forts and graduate degre4- programs in engineering desien and ita

Nanufacturinr (production) engineering. t)e intend to continue strongly

with mit- efforts, for prod inter-deparmental and inter - Faculty part lei-

y.atioo in thii 13it r prorram along with close collaboration uitf

imwstry and other universities. A minor point of correction to note'

-1.11.11 our .Advisor,.. ro:ard. has wid4, repreittation ftom

4turario and Nobec4 not lw;t. t w !fatal tou area.

Atane I?, 1974
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P 0 0edure forAlectianical Engineering-Doctoral Planning Asseisment:

corich!ted ACAS', ,with

197273

. Tasks Requested from Discipline Proup, (with help available:from ACAP at all
.stages)

A.1. Meet, with representatives. of ACAP and CODE and discuss thes specialty fields
as_ siOed.,,to thislassessnent.. An .1.nitial meeting of the.fivrengineerlmg:2
diselP411egi0413$ 1**O4edes#401e!. the fielda.110,catioPjah.e 440Xed

ACAP .as a result of these discussions-.and CODE comment

A.2. Suggesta Panel ,e suist4ble consultants from which ACAP may
Will refer,the list to CODE for comment, before aCting..

A. 3. 71cac Lne and corz,nent on, pro' fornae to be used for rinthe -gathering of i_rifoaon
on turrent, past and future PrOgratMes. ab'desCribed In paragraph: !.1

Examine and comment to ACAP-on the adequacy of the data collected'on
:current and pest strength. CODE will also be asked to comment on the data
reliability.

Both in consultation with ACAF/CODE representatives and separately, consider
the situation revealed by the tabulation of proposed future programmes and
consider whether future plans should be modified or developed in more
detail. As a result of this step, individual universities may wish to
,revise the material described in .5.1.d below.

A.. Possibly develop a tentative plan for development of established or new
doctoral -work in Ontario paying attention to adequate coverage of fields
and specialties. Any such plans will be reported to ACAP tyhich will
transmit them to the consultants and to CODE.

For this assessment, the discipline group shall consist of a member of
each of the Departments of Mechanical Engineering, that member being the
chairman unless the chairman delegates this responsibility to a colleague
on a permanent basis.

Infornaticn from t'r.iversit!.c

13.1. Each university is ncved to supply to ACAP, in the form indicated by
ACAP after connent by CODE and by the disCipline group (paragranh'A.3.)4



information as fatoWs:.
- .

.:for,eachLSpecialty f LOW '4et,elilipeci-111.

(i) current.list of .faculty members showing fraction of research
andgraduate-instPletion tiMe devOred1to the, f field .1for',.part
time professor's show the time spent On university duties);

. .

(liy part4iite.' foreach:
of the past five-years;

(111) -;far i114112ber'Of-,

(1) : s and candidates post - doctoral

.fellows ,doing research fri Y. t4e: field full and part-if:Me

shown. seParatei.Y.!

ter these three headings One.;$ndividlial Aziay appear ur d r ore tl3an;'o& e--

categOryi

hith offers doctoral vor*

Curricula, Vitarum ef each faculty. member .(Assistaot Professors
an4 high. r) snow.1,4: inter -alia..complgte, put9. Jeat iotT isrSt

XeSoArch f0ding 111 the PaSt and graduate st11411'ts

and post-doctoral fellows supervised Orin hiss career, and,
specialization.

(ii) resources of space - a statement indicating the department s
view of the adequacy of its space, and, in connection with
the future plans in (d) below, discussing future space
provision;

(iii) number of Bachelors' graduates in mechanical engineering and
number of qualifying or make-up students-each year for the
last five years;

(iv) other general items relevant to research and graduate study,
a) major laboratories and equipment, over $5,000
b) computing facilities;

(v) support from relatvd departments including shared teaching and
research;

(vi) description of any inter-university arrangements for graduate
work,

c) table of characteristics of graduate students in the department in
previous five years, separately for Master's and Ph.D., breaking
down numbers by:

(i) Full-time and Fart -time;

(ii) immigration status (3 years) and country of first dLgrce;

(iii) sJurce4 of financial support;

(iv) ime to reach degree;



.(V) drilp7eut nut'lber;

(vi) LiLL''gree zintedi,

vii) po t .eraduate er.mcloyment .of '10h;D:'t

tV and
b). aft L r-two- years.

......4rkTLsd-Tla.': ,

the-.,:ftlfti .44i; .4:0...t.or.11,;.wor1- in_laS AIPtri 1 i'' iti,:t.-11:t 11. *..4.4

.tb.e'deparih...:',... c.111:provid., .includin4:the -proposed Schemv:i7r's,LIPPPrt

.

r
.

_thot,,c,,,t",: _and icv,-.aoid 1,-,,,L;u,rorrinp
a rpu.- vfent i l n c1u4ing.,

i:,(.ti:..11,1er a t .i.:7,. 4' ,:..0ft?.., fii,7111".(7'i.!:!4 ::pi dn,ctoral,,, ,.Students.afd.:_ni.::anal y'S.,i of
clfrarici::fcle,,T,r,Latetl,-, i.T.17...,.t.,,L.1,! pI1 :.,y,-;...,r,p14,,,Ii .4,:,: inekl eat 4:4-b.44 ire,vitofts,
pi.te!Twnt ",r!.L.-,,=.1cL..,.... ,:hy ,varionf. headings in.. :s) and -,b) ,.4.,,L,ive...

04,41.41she d!.,:,,,,,7.1,7,itif,..4uon.ti.t..3,tivol,v- where ,p0,,sil-ile.;,,:as!,: a mini:v0',
..,

1d'' :.i,'p1 a nned: Itt.I'...:!'.., :i 1 i :Of_ fa* nit otil'i.i. dot' (or. a,k, sltAident--..:::h.i.n b.- Lven
ruiYil'riti..e:::-ii6.4.1'.:iji4.k1:,.1-; 641i-Mi-,:latOd.c.ii,('iie:'di.:4:ilit.:in 4.:ta1

di s4"A p i nt:1,. group
tt. i.11 1 ;ired ',ArAP sand teanSITO t ed to .the

azItion Judir.at'd in paragraphs A.4., A.5 and .A.6..

'Ap;tit from tit. i .1 .5 wd. and tp e, d
the derartr.wnt if-vel. each i n t v r t e d vniversity will he'requvc;utA t o t ai,-

an individn11 !-;t..dt-vt on itt; Ilanm ivy the development of th-Nctoral
work iv tats, f:fidi, of ent,inoerirp,, in particular the items of future

LL.,cat .te_04 A.i.4.

est .1 4, m-A., 01 t on:011
4

Cansiaor the two special documentsjelated to tlw coordination of the 4s:ws:L3-

mcIlt to Lilginering, viz. Vngine.ering PlAnuing and Aosessmvnt rror.edures,
Statmnt on Ph.D.- Studies.in,Engineering Studies in Ontario, and tho material
prevar by tile diuoLpline group and the universities and obtain other data toy
may require to carry out the tasks detailed below. They shall he provided wall
copies :of "Ring of Iron", the .CDO statement thereon, and the CODE, OCGS and

rospow;es. hoy may obtain data and views from any relevant source, such
as, for example, employers of .holders of graduate degrees, professional.nnd
learned societies, federal agencies. The campus ofteach interested university
ithall be visited by At least two ,consultants. Consultants shall arrange their
se.hednle of vi:Jts to' the universities in consultation withACAP to ensure
uniformity. Reports of appraisal con!.:nitants are privilegod,douneuts And are
not fo he.made.availablo to ACAV %.-onsultants. Consultants sihIll.moet with the
di-scfpfine"Oaup.near.thebkinning oi the Work, 'during the WorVas'theY--conidor
nv4-cry, and imm,idiattAy bofore- preparine their final report.

tzp.ri. on Ow ,i4,,Ifey_of 1.4v Atoof doetorat work in"mechanical
engine,,rine in the province in L.,eneral and I-n varli utdversit y %kilo ft app IL'
dis. us!; i.nr,

a, coverf4e of nd and extent of actiVitv in each

P. qtuifity and 'quantity

n4ture of rr.vr,117,71wk;

ti. carelvepl si:e and d stabution amon,st universities and division',



e. qu:ility ot t;tudctst body; admission regiiirettenis
. .:.related _and to the..profesSion

g, facilitiOs
h.. 4-.1.tto,q- hy . the, contiiirtatILs La sirtificant.:.

r I 1

-in LI:lt.triv) 1973 attI, I 978 t,aki ne, 01-0; dk,rat.inn
tAtt... ;:e tnt t;rtiti ;1i14 t

Is it 1
- s 7 ,

i.$. t. h r,. I to tqf of,fertiil in :t11_!,,,prOVity.:',0 cons'idoringlu h j 1 1 : t it
tfC,'+`:T.i."..:cl 0 r yaritle

9770.d
i.f r (IL iv ity' te:14 nu rcuciflt, th dt 71. r 1, 11 c dev.f.10P-4,rig f t;rt

I it. , i iir ork "and. indusiri.s1
. P r:;111k; ,prOvincial in thc clactOrill study
- eng.1ngertrtg-art4 "..10...tho'rt1Ligr.:subjpet.-41.,Ari$101$1'Nlier0'

. .. . .......... . .
and 0 tI ru cultural t -ac

int.... 1n conf.;idvr...ingltanroworAleo
onv t:i1,.e..1i7.00unt. of t.'ot.t. to
Lt'O.l .41 :of .and t;upply
R(::7u.1 t of ILX. L of hi 1ev4,1, 1-11.-inpou,%L,r .-crnploym-rtt tthoulti treatt:d
let iii c and ottiv 1i1! 's ro.! :ntionsnip
Cul I 11.1...11 Lai nvtLd....

.

Iti,r.trjlint..i m t t t ivvrnit f rcs nb I ity for progratartst..!;
and for ..;4 wt:ors.. ,apprt.ilriltc, including consIdcration of the
tu..ed tor ,iny nni.:12.or of d4.partriontli of I or
doe tor;41 work.. 1fls 11I1 '1)flj dorati on of aro;1-,: of eel I aborat in

of .it rogiotial. 1..vel and a:ross rho rrov ince .
Con:; for i;..voIvtricnt....n doctoral :Auporyiri4oll-of
prof or in ,'.-.-irtt:1-nt.71.'hicli do not take doctoral ..stitth..-nti in
t!. ii. £ lt.l Lhe to which ;L/C..11 :tct ivi ty is (14:;irahlo.

d. oi rho univvrsitiet.., showiug de:Arable
ran,7-!,

t 1. t 4dl for the r L"t 04x41:4.1k
t (1'.Lr; i;;;. y ti: fr itcti:; c and d.

Jr I I or oo nf..-u I Lint to recommend apprai s . of indiv ua I
arn.;,- it confiultont were to liuspect, that .t

1.1,-q,j" Id be tot:1;d to 11,-,01Iy or tn rare bI riinix,um iscr%-pLabl
and Committee 17v.110: Ot

tIt't:t It I :; rt ilt this ;lc t i tn comild bt.
1.1 L. 0o r, s

nt.ois,ar,t find ItrIc't'v to hi an cxe,-.1!.;in a 1,,,n area of st udv, WTI all of E. tto. i 114+, pk Fitz:711'N
; .41 1 )tt to their it1d0,t.4..nt!... t rviat 1.



e

The ce:,
but tf
interr.Tt
and t..!..t1'.
assesp.-7-

t 4,04.siae. tits. Lerma of reference of t.ie
t t t't*) re k'nrOlnlent '016 uld -he ehangOd

-411: i i i 114ik t ion. C3 (c);.

r'

oro -person of ylde.,..acadvrtic expetlenciln:Canada_
_

.1170 '1.:''1.0 -oh-sultn7itq 01411,..1)tgfPccr_s0
, th. le 1 ,Itrat ve an4/ or eaehing' cxeri ence

ist;
,

of 't f te:tho meefianical ingineerfng

RtTort r-fr't

The co :17, . a sht 71-41-16tt "toACAt''(totitatiVe date of _orter)e
Minor ci-.J° , o arr. -,-The-rea*on le'adin
rcco;. ".`s. gT\.f1'1711:`itillY Of the' 1.t tre.'atment- of

hLi t the croup..
and 16. +rt t y. :;'tire '.inf e'r7a1 or int or in exch4nr.c:1

i,1-01.1pik the onivn-git.if 64. COD,I; and AC.A?.
1 t La :""!ZC-- Icr.-7..31sti..-tt-Tnt-rit..to CCU on tho'ctmsultantst

rcport ACAri AnY- :riTc;rt shall .1)-.tranS:littetl. to COW '-
and to LI., ;.:°t' cmt-i ...flit. i sh:411.subm-it Jts etv.7.7cnt F
4I1.41t!t' COE. Ccor subri4.tc to AC.AT -its- recorrioneltirrs

disc i?I lite Troup. and uniVersity tit1-tt4r.eri,t*
tr;inr.mits thol to COTT th its rocmrsnendations of the

t to t. CZ'7 vr the r...1.tor.Ial to COL'
to 1/4.."..4;,!i, to t11. of- the discipline group and to the. Tint 1---

univLrt=i t C(.11-1 ,OCC;i. and. the univtrsities :are thus enabled to prernre
'tor .-t to a CO: The consultants' report riay be published
togothef !Its- ctv..,77,, the di:,eipline

bgroup
and those of any univi-r-

1ity. =5s) i :'iloyte1 y COU.

.
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Mende November 29) 1972.

- Engineering Ph.D4'PlatininA'and

Assessment-Procedures

Coordinating, Task Force Septembet 25 1 7

117c ..,f4-7cztPT...1-1,.:155e5:;sMcnt EnglpgOOlig ,are,-being.:.,condotjed -is .4 gr.oup...

To rhat,end..therehasheen established a COpr4inatingTa.ic,e: to.-
coordinate- Ole conduct-of tlies,.assessments a4cordance-with-the Proc:v-.

this -di,Nt117cnt Yhkeb.4--s.reft,rfed'.:e9:Ark:s:c: 0-PP G of
theVerMsOf*eforenee:fr.the Con sultants,

All -7avnartmcTt of each-Fligineerim -Faculty shall'prenirP statement
prt'senting thOr current and propocd Ph.D. -activities including:,

(a). of rcAarch and study,
(b) ednntional and style
(c) cnrolMent projeited to five Tenrs, and ther itemn

as dtelinrd Ln ss ct i cut. 13 't the 4.111Proved "PrOrcdre.,.
including the basic AC.`.11 quantitative data she is as modi
tied for the engineering assessments.

The qu.0 ctat 3 gikCvt,s1, 10 be submitted to ACAP 1w November 1, 1q72,
and the ";;ve-vtlr pl,:,!a4", duo by the end of January 1973, will then be
distribute:.'. by ,.CAP to the discipline groups for consideration any,
action by rho indi*Jideal institutions and by the discipline groups.
Copioq will be mide avail4ble to the members of CODC.

Derartrents Are encetinvo4 to discuss their preliminary plans with thc
approrriaLe ;1-0L2p prior to formal submission in JAneary and
the dimciplin,, groups .110111d he active in their planning function
throe0iont. this iv.riod.

rach P sci1,1;lio C.roup v111 be charged to prepare fror 1A the !A.AterJenry;

report on P4..Y).ncrlyirie,1 nod plats it their dicipline area. nutilnl
hoth oppAi-nt. ana in in both areal. of speciali-,:ation and

enroluts. !t poi be distributed as above, by Cho end of
u.sx y

ra,h 17u1ver,ly may modify the above statements in the light ef the
above and in Lenceitation with the Discipline Groups and ether 1:elver-II ie
a5 atTropli.!te. 1;0:.leently the. Dit;eipline Groopa will finalize Lhvir
rtiorts, wIti%14 v dee to ACAP by April 15, 1973.

The ;o staterlent!; ;lad repent : ;, along with the regular AcAr astmtmt
-(10 IILH.,ry;I:tcd Alerin; proCoss,,:perhaps With tODL:"data
rollJboration) 1.2T-71 0;t! d.iLa 1,!:c for the assessment
to to :t deadline,: will not be allowed to delay proceedinu.



The Coordi i,t tint, tSi. 'Force will. review' the ciet al: led ternth 'of reference
to be gkifeit. to the consu 1 t.ah t teAms ; part iCt4.eirly It the eduat 1 ona I,:',
pro fe_i;s- tonal areas: , This., is scht3duled for <complef
1972.. ,..

V by September. 3p,

oUp r
, isOrt7K-41.4.

to 0131: and in -"ttlg c earl-if
the'. five '11taiOr 4l;a11. 1w included t thii, t ot a 1 of
enginvvr vit wit t. turner .t.ter. l4,0(711,1Jkic3.withib°
more of the In:110'r s4-.1ri, no st udies or be .subject to a smal-1 spc el al-
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A .By-71,aw.

"ntari3O Ct,ttn.c 11 on Craduate Studief..;

a 4

to establ, i sh t tee. On the ACadetnic Planning.. o.. ,raduate Studies.

. The Ont ri0 COuneil on Craduate StudieS .-recognizi tg .the importanee of providillg
,

for the continued and orderly. development of graduate studies

nniverS'itie's,

tn. the-Ontart6.::

e: rah 1 fSheS a ':Staild ing tt0 t be. -16-1014Y6 t #xe AdViSO ry

Cotnmit.tee, on Academic Planning (abbreviation ACAP).

Interpre ft lof,

In .th is . 13y -1 114.1i

(a) '9Mmittee7 without further spe 1-ation, MeanS h Adv s inriel4te 'Op

Avademie Ptanning-;-.

'''CrItinc I. I °CGS ,..nleans, the .Ontario Council. On Craduare Studies;
.

-"Cti'r*itte.e Of Presidents or CPI 3''irttrarts the Committee of Pt e5,idonts of

Vnivers it teb 0 11 tario;

t "unf irs1 tv" means a provincially a sisted uniyersit,I Ire Onu io;

'discipline means any branch or combination of hr nches of learning so

,01.gnated;

4,1t

group" mean`; body designated as such by the Committee ot

Pre,:idenu of the Universities of Ontario, and normally consisting, for

titV
oft

out, di,,ipiioe, of ocw representat ye from each of th interetitvd

Itt Vers L it's ;

tttttin assment" E earth a forTal r4ovl.w of current and' i

prcy,rammv,-. ,471 fttn e ,:ciplino. or a glsortp of di s,.

!,-.ignifivs -all J,Tects of :1 ptittivirlar gradnaic nndv t tA(ing;

fici irtt peog , 01. t

t1l.:tifHvA!,10 wa,;to. anti onillnco :tor}



Itlemtle r !.-;11

3. (a) The..C.0,mmittoe shall consist of at east- Seven, members nf the Peafetioriate

in °altar io some Shall be members of the -CoutioiL.

(10' The meinbers of the Commit tee.-shall serve for such periods: of .time as the

th,.termlne md they Ut11 bii.5ti?

tprvdt' eb6t:fi:of iideni.. I1stLpines ...n.4

ti4.!' Committee sh;t11. he .appointed as_ individtials.:

4. The Ch.t,i-rmari.. f --the Cothiti tt h fh bSt COtinc.it

ofl vo.te."

S.. A !.:1:11.,,r t :ill* mter if theCtmrn1ttee shall cortst I t tat.' a' tia r WTI

t ttti t cklmm i ttee sh1I1 be

oci:s on stopq to hi. tAk.en to imploment of provi rf

Aim g. f g r.tdtizit development ;

t he c i 'ii i Aritm cf railitate &z,th,lios t t i ti 1flVT I t. 11,7.;

10 r t. oil W !;-' ip I th .,,t*,..nttv.:" ;

k rottr.11 (1C(S, to (71T4) t lie 4.iit't ying tit ttt p1 anni mi

tpli nwp cO 1 p 1.nos ki to ri.cornipond ;

,e"tY.:2:(,'. ter if ;

11to :'oneinct pLintithx,, rtt 111) roved by i71'1E);

l 10+: tit ..-ic11,11 LU

'TI O /ho thr, foy,v4her wft.1;

. 8 i t q l ! L , w4i..i 1 # 1 t Ivo Ths t t ss- ike .01 f

L...tinci L.



Jurisdi,tioft

7. -In otir..thr e Conn,' ttee vii&yt . k.hz.kr th. functions t ese ribed in ct on 6

-"thoVk' i til.,114 ItithOT4 .ge-41

rtqt1t:i4t univer,i t y to provide s information pertaining to gr.iduate

(VI)

tqy. 0'16 Xho CoMmittu! --a 1 iiktharie .f

to r (.11.4vst grokip tov rmat ion as. may:: enabl

t discharg _f ant: on ;

(t.3 recei.- ft-om the-univerSities artd--frttm the diselPi-ine gritupt-F,

;.1 'cOmmefl'abd i70.171m4nfcate:wfth the nil/ tsities and 'the kisCiptiae.

spoi s-reports;'"

-onc 'me a meeting ot atty, diselP1,4,W. group fOr:.the purpose of diScussing

the..-development to date, ,and propOsa2:s4ot,the future-devel pment%o--
t sent one or, more representative-s to a meeting of a discipline group

it at fart of tart' disrirl.ine group;

t such suggrst ions to a discipline group as may be. deemed appropriatt

to t s of the Committee;

to .t.1111...rvi.4(..; the eyndueL of planning assessments, and to report thereon'

thi Commit too of Presidents of 1.Iniversities of Ontario;

,%.0nyfally to rcport and to make TVcommendations to the Council ;

1) to ,;eoi4 and recoive ,d tram appropriate expertJ;;

ctvluItants in connetiln with planning assessmcuts;

f'r--

etc -f liti«ed Commi.t tet- as -approved 1 r r

`t e! v adVi

I t /At k:-

ott,ct iat-v 1473

,.=1. Ontario.
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a. When t i=ti f.,.`4'31104tered dt.-'stra b e l a 1, Va

t i t si1,01ittt;(%) or interdise 1 pl inary area, (:01_3
;ttrthtrizki the e!..tit.iblISIttat..nt .-of. .ACAP
,ipproyed and incl tided in the' .Ilay, :1968 '1 .st

drInjiig g radttat ork
on t- .advice of OcGS,

lin grottp,. if gt was mot. ;already
If it is al readr-autho-r1 zed

i to se t 1...t up as described itt,.p4ragraph

SOMC

1). ,t.1.'ce-Chairmantf 3'CAP,01..ttlleninvite the i,..xecutivki=lwaU. of ti'acti

tiniveisity .0hauding,Waterlod.LutherantiverOityY eithOr to nOttiinatez tembek
tti ttu, i 11-16: :group': i-)1-% indie;atd tKit,',h1g- 'O'rg ht4 -;no plan S' for

stAtdY . J41, -sPiiiti,:0:1;cji$.11-.10, ktr ; I if 4: 411.i-N(.01*1 t NI:-
st itts no 0:41as for fl4turt: .graawite workt. in subject that

wAt,..1;i:pg.2b ; is tles.1474b1vl,' :appotht i 044(4.x.v.tr :Itho,.-grpAip.

414 tor rk..sent Art: to he not I fled by the ("Nei:tit file.ad

.1 1 o .chal..t-ttlati6-.

n11,

tlicAq tlto ettI

a-rangemonrs6
t4 tan or in accord with ts

O1,` ;c170.ino group ca11.e.d to moot hy rxecurive V

:.< ACA.P .

rra n let 1 ng

1131, to keep tntch review tho plItns for graduate work in its disc
t ar , 11VW at! vv lopments and t rends in the di se" p l inc , and

report:: to ACV on a regitLir has i4.

p1 i ni
o Ittatic

the group mav mike recommendations to ACA1' in connection with graduate work it
when it Lonsidcr!; it appropriato.

A AP will a.ssil-tt the group in ohtainitg tlforriat i t and data, as mutua ly agree( 6

-4Fa ACO 1i.11 h,ts insl.uctedACAP LO coudwt .1.1:tanning asessmF:.nt., the disciplino
=;.-eitp wf 11. Assi.st: aud advise ACAP in dotormining procedures and terms tit reference,

i i roport ri,fiut.ti,,1 and wi I I r.erio ra 1 lv far iiit ate clic isse,,:rtiont,

itt

cslit Apr I
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Chairman, 1971-72
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t.ronantical Enginvering
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rit.11 irrt 5
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f. I of tht': ACAP Stunt's

L. ,i :1L uu tt:tior .ineastres are .proposed that iwOu d };meat
qu.a I it y of ttu.s. Pht) effart in ontar a. izadt t~d, CODE records I s
t ?)road and independent_ .31 firma t ion of the consultants as

rti);,,t i, .n (I iltia lit i1 ittaib Ii IlaVt? dt'Vt1101)L41 iii Ontario Phi) programmes.

-ht! t pro,,-rarrle of ACA P .,tiitile,,s is as yet incompiete. CODE has yet
,i.,ny.ineo.1 that the ext.ensivc funds and efforts devoted to the studios

have 11,-t.-a bet t er spent in direct support of exist ing Pill) programmus
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1973,, mew3hers Pf ,Deans of int.t-iin
tit t ite ,Proy triC`re'4,)f kiiitztrio 'again supplied data on the *s tat es cif

Phip.grati,Uates :det ing Un period ..144tembt= _1972 until 'October::
1973, 1ht 1 02:- ømp..ired ir I ible 1 With .'those TtOr :1972.

this yL-ar; Uw.mijorityoi the gratio4tt.4s,,w-re in. C1lemlo41,
1vii i7! 1 ok--t i-fcLeti Tile., total iS up f-i-uh=itant

froi' 1. in .1.972,..r..

-up, .froni One .1972- to, 1973
. . . . .

Approx twat...v.1y :I ixtve left Canad,a, '%,thich .the ,samo as Jur, previo,us
znul is pl'uhztbly doe iø the return of fgro.ign students to their home

tir
A nt.bI nt. tease IAiii)14:.30Ti6nt. .Th triclizstry-lia.S:.i.iedntre-3.1','' up' to' 31;.,

in 1972.. The number .employed Canadian univeides is up t.0
from 21'2, in 1972. This has been accompanied by a decrease in past -

oc-t.oral fellowships from 232'. to 11-Z.

Elle overall coot' lqsi ou is that there. is still no serious uuempluvm.Tit

,riong rek eat 1hiLa.rio Phi) graduates in Engineering despite predictions to
the i'ontrary. In filet, (.1 healthy trend toward their Increased utilizAtion
in k:anidiAn Industry Ludy Lave bcon ustablished.

';fscf?iwr 3, t$ ;J.
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.till t .,1%',i'f,I)Gid

icr lit:: !-% repdrt: TnttOdni::edWith 1-4MeH;-
l= LI.y. *i iit t: 11.1 rt,,1 the ticka ), i I.5 31 1.6044; .,;ind t 104$4. ,

hilt j,ng lit; i r ons h4ve i zed , t144L. 't ;:7;

A',.ery prt4iminary report.:

tz i cam 4 :X t. there ar-u.:';1 tunnher of er t ic sms
. .

'11.1'W)1V

1:,..i1A-clologv hits beeu cLearlv enunelated, and the assumptions

Nonetheless. projeotioT; have been made on ajhree7level
aTnroac:h (high, mediuM and low), stahlf.shing bounds whAv1.1 1113v well

hroki:n an* when c'ortain astutmptions bceomn Icss or mory operative.
Sorio iudicatorN :Iry already present as to the dangers of some ef tho

!.1 reipiiremont are 1101_ t,Lalic, dud are increasingly adaptable
,..)Augo-,-, ill the hirh school. Three other itaportant aspects must

o adod. There is,..tirstiv, founAatton for expecting a major growth
itt the auwiler of women entering engineering. Secondly, the 7warket-

na.'e reaction with 4 rapid response in the 1st year erirolmcnt to ;4.

pr.lcilied.short32:: la vogineerN will continue to he operative .

further indication that advanced admIs.sionts rbrough
stop-out returnial;',. th).ol.wh. te,..huoiogy graduates admissionN, etc.)

irr in,rca, ingl,.. important in L,nroli-wnt projection None of those
been clearly taken into ac*."ount in thin report.. A further :tweet

wh1o4 also ignoritd in the report, hut is lvs.
Li will.rontrLhnte to the instability in prediclion

.av euroliAenU, this ro.AaLs Lei medsuring tho full impact of
t4t for cducati,-,nal ,.hanc,eti on t71 C:uuldIan scene The ciffort of Ow

oltyl:,00, in afi wen as -Of the CAAT's in Outari6,
vr.,! clorlv perceived, 1,'t .iIotie settled int( a Me.-0.:IIn

12



1.2 fbe:two data baseS selected "for examinatidn were' the'riumbilr of

"04f42.i

4:-Ihe-m4stelt:!,4,Aegreeli/d0CtorAte,degrees.jAtity:48.-ctwibW.§,..!m6._.

ttrignorethe.:verV rceetit.dey0opmen of.manyAoctorate:programmes
.

94E. rap , this'ra t. .`ihe: tot al psty,pidU..kt

't,;1.t:t:ti-t. sengineeting 'in Canada is of "-suc.'Ir an erner4ing character t at
rat,.; niust 1.?4,! exr.aluaeci .much. more. carefully, Tki s
t,40:.:0-1, sy: t rug. fur .ibt, sel'ettect: as' ,.ta

stat)iit,t-acwd in 'this` is Slight
t4r--: :'t.: rat. ku Lovell subj major

through begleciafvatia14e factor: in `an easily .parttlrlse. I,: sjrstc'w :z.

Olin, TICite : repot nu,,idat
'fully-decUMented

Athlone-FlloWs...

ntiljzation of the baccalaercate do toral,ratio as a data ,base.

ircdicriag fUture's4pFaY has another` feature Which is inadequately

""i'le?F041 .tOd ;.11 aly$1., Tl.ir routes to tl,w 'for,qe!i which
operative on ;graduates of Canadian engineering Soho:01S vis-a-vis
their proceeding to doctoral work.. Graduates of the engineering
schools of (,:anadian universities have never come forward in substan ial
numbers to undertake advanced study and research. The tradition of
such a choice, and .indeed the number of opportunities for such advanced
work, are relatively new on the Canadian scene. The expansion of the
.;raLluate schools over the past decade has been effected therefore by
the attracting of students with overseas degrees, particularly from
Agfa. Many of these students from overseas have been or have become
landed immigrants, have stayed in Canada and have taken jobs as PhD's.
These lobs have been available, they have not been taken up by
Canadians who seem to have preferred to enter the work- -force earlier,
immediately after obtaining the bachelor degree. There are probably
many factors which have' conditioned the particular choices of Canadi. n
engineering graduates at the bachelor level, but primarily it is
probably a combination of (a) the fact that they have been so readily
absorbed .into the economy at that level, and (b) the fact that the
level of financial support available for graduate study has been too
low, to make them feel that the sacrifice is worth it. Fur the near
future, unless the proportion of Canadian bachelor degree graduates

to undertake MO studies changes drastically, the numbers of
qualified applicants coming forward will certainly decline. At the;

same time as the graduate schools in engineering become increasingly
well established and recognized, and as high technology factors includinv
it:4 encouragement through government policies inrreaSingly be470Mv optir311
the oppOsitu effect could well occur. The imprecision therefore in
4.;:inming a -;tabilized b.-whelor/doetoral ratio greater than a,:;umed in

cFc
_



*/c.th!.,,.,:,onsi ,dv:r at.ion:.-:
e

uf ellY.414.117e0Y6F4 9nAt '8.!10.4(1:4ot
, Per403P:'

4!ver tool: dike s7;tfOren.t. Othar..j4i'isdidt liods;- .

Y1*.i"Ookt-'.$ggesttP',1414t:00;',4#111t141: Utimf*r.of.-44c,4010r degr04. traduatt7s.

2411'faII:froth',2about'..4,500:to:34.000.:Over,lhe-,negt:Iliree-Years,iYWaith,:
of this. decrease due to a,falling--Off in,freshmon enrolments_in

_

provin'ces-otheT,than 0ntarib:,,This .4,6014'SUggest4n24.taelf...a-likollhoOd:,.

cap4444;T:gra4uate* availablejOr' PhD d-tu.-,..ies at our

This must be viuwed -in conjunetiOn 14ith. the situation

t4e.1:.. urnier$4raduatc ttptointdiit',-;44 erigil*orin4: have -falieti.
the lak, tet4,yvar. an4 w." 11 lead to, a very

sub.slAttpial .a, cease :isrw the number tefor kivgrt.1,4

gradu4:es..0w4r thr;:pet ev,!.0,y(444, cortblAed , .

gra4y4tirIg.v,iass..r45 will anly aaodt

,000::ill'1975.,'One,MightwonderhetherbeCaUSe
oppOrtunities'aLthe2"b4ckalor '[caller Pro0Urt1041:1100Lsiprovv0

0-ThIrwark:fOr of7:46$tONC-41),-04,-uRVIOY04.:tii1.7%:

prospe<ts:,4t:th0 baghelor'10V01 Will ive.Tore St1.141s 01e
tp inue

A turther major ism ot this part 9f the repo, L re Sts not on thy

-nethodologY, k't1-1Munts of AIL* hive -been disoussed above, but onthe
hasic..data-usA--in the-alculaion-steps. - Without examination. of vacn.
and every set of data used, it can nonetheless be indicated.that.the
rather complex combinations of undergraduate enrolment and graduation
data from Statistics Canada, from F1C enumerations, from the "Rtng
of iron" for Ontario leave some inconsistencies. The number of bachelor'.i
graduations and of doctorates were obtained only to 1970-71, while thc
number of master's degrees were recorded for 1971-12. In view of the

rapid huild-up in Canada of doctorate degrees (froIli 78 in 1965-bb to
:lb in l970-71) it would have seemed to be quite important: to establi:;h
the 1971-72 figures before final projections were carried out. in
view of the prominent place taken by the Ontario system ceontribution
it Is indeed surprising that more current data at hand in COI: (ACM')

was not utilizA. Nonetheless, it is fair to point out that tilt. JCtu.il

doctorates in Ontario for 1972 and 1973 respectively were 1.1.4 and 1-77,

and th4t the former figure compares to the low level projeection ter
1971-72 of 126, and the latter to the high level projection of 172 for
172-73. At loast the project ion hand width uncd lust c!ncomp-v-ws tit-'

st:tyot; of comparative 'actual data.

12;.,C .1 4 mtprct Ktn, sive skirvi.,y of manyto,,,:er
a i. i'efialstatothent of the^ in,iethd _fail leveed' L:ach' 01_ t sec.t oe.i.

woll as its limitation. this demand lispviA ot

j. the one whii,e.h has received the isost 4:.rilicism from the ACM' c.on-.TuLtAut

in tn nginv.Tiny fields .our exitlkisms

sd L7omn-nti4,in for!l; VtAI ved
t4v s....huoIs in :,ntavic.
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toste;) re:h. grant s; :;throug4 missionor kent.4:4 research,
I tt ruuga FIC.167 xin(t cr**-..port,

tongt h h the qt..lestiOn, of subst I tot al) f t)ettieen.
4.10. kS} ;WC I t t t :W911114 J',01 ,4U"1.1

.4hisAncstionof:KnbstittitIonvili.aso,-.11w ruleTrod
to.i),0 cous-idcring- the -tota.1 -den:and-supply pictur,%.

t Litt 1n.Iwtt, Sect orb

!_n seo.k.n7:4 t11..1 .'4 41,stilt:int: chose to elitablish
dcir.,:ind for I174, 1175 .inO 1978 by Jiroct. rrom the

and indeed specific refutAtions that :in be it
e servi...v has lyvtln far Lot) narrowly .cast. in .tint:

1..!vernmen I ;it:t i ti is corr. ainly I rite rtTarding thtt narrowness. el
In the industry .irea it intludes not only ih.tt.

faetor, but beeame subject to both ineomplmtc data through
wr-11.,: sources, and through imvrtant omissions. To sum:. dc4tc,

ousuit.totrs wurr. tw 1 l ,Aware 01 these i e fief enc 1.4,,s, but were
obion!siv more c.i.quwiuu:; of thv.:11 fur the Pori -'cast demand data than
: t.tw r ecpai 1 y groc.t.; errors and orals:Aims scum ttk

;;hilt error is in Ow stock ot
113.7 t r i 0 colva red t.o the 90 ctri,A1. in 1973

t 1,1t, °Air, cr5ustat.,-uitS 111 1 heir roport.
t." t to At'.U' i ot her ex.;livi

;! ' t 111:z. jell, th.lt the inadequac i es of t 1

.,t I ,1T the tatit..t;- eavisioneAt And t r
ctt ..ire nto, L.y.ter_tt. er e t

'01 7;11 ;01,f, n,111'04'1',. t'

t 41 i).v, it: 111'. i 1.7t:
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'0481"-'11.11:',7 n.t7.1::bas.,.k.entA.e01.:1744:,:i.:pc,444;t:sorw .61104,

'twl k4v:,.;....: : Tlio.. 'part:I 4;:ii),4r.' 014 i-OlOpli*:tint fined t:'.4.11"-, '.f.:41.4ti -(.0 .::Otit60i!-,;',
rvstat iin':;a' sht)rtSighted,and..constraineti vieW.of a university,. .- it
1..(4 I d , w 11 :Itt.;:::j2-6;illul.t that 1 t.,oki.'*,,trki4L'a.ttis.tinet Lon hitS, been'dtrawn .,
h',.:4W'e6,1: .141;it.is,' edulearienl. and--.What.Cifil v ,011..,.t.7icitio.1,..,j. lieCent IY tiii:4.:'.:

. .*:i.,:s.,-..,.:11; 0-iii,it`wIlur,IY::S.i4teti =...iki :iiie::, iiiit! : of;: tii,e.-titajOe:;liniicint(ictYi i-a#*:::.
its, /tAgh4-r. vducafion .plann'ing,;:r,The =1.1tiget... in assniniaig ,that .all. hut,
t .114f,:-4.176n: Of.:jaeOple -IbrHsfe0.,f ic ,jf4bs: ::,is .,wrong br, 4a .:lii Ikot:
,*('...itl.':101(3 :- .illL:r3:'IiiP11;k1.*f.10;t.,t.P ''044111184:-;.P7P.P7'oPe;:::,,

17,.:i-,LI. iouShip:;:betWen .L4dn."it.,iiii-and I obs ;: '. Kathet it '01#$ ' tite. '.it4p.7r
i::1:,',°t 00 t y.4:vpt iOna.ily orjetWO: .044e 4.0;!::1.15: :4-10.t.1 ..1.141444:i 1 f,J, t ,.1,s ;nt.24-.
4,4.-4.1i.,41 Ifit,-. }-tkit-.ifIc....:voc4tion.toWarciWhichilt.-w-as...:dirtw k!.*.ck:: '7'',.4-: .iSowen*:-

e'dui.'.:at iOni,,-'- 1.;- .s' I r I etly V044t,iOnai.,edueation .--..- 4:34 uti4.:.40P1:1 '4441-.1t Y
st..t, ;- .',.t t ks u0., mark- :of f4tiurei.srafth*.47..4-4114."Tk ttf success., , t tat

auit prqdut..-es :fieNtble and vi.,,roat'i le Nopi.e."... .:..ate PAW _gradual (!! -.0.rt.n.-
.1 i', itt.:. t -ahvy, ::; 7,ioc,aional .roktt,%,,,- init.Lil. y tn.v wet very pon.. I i.n41
It i;IITst, If .,in posi:L ion,,4: whore .1) IS ii10,.t.fan' h& -re.gardimonly as parts of

''''..hi.,:;, .).-7.9fe'r..il -(;kiiii';:ittiili :tir. ail a .t'Ortf k I linf inii, ' I ae i i4:- to itis int el I e4lt u.k
.4...e.)oPTTI- ent or problem'solvini; ability. .. It is its diffic,iat to Ositi
examples of ihisudiffusioa!" of PhD's through a ."vocationall! period
10 posltiOns of quite different respOnSibilities in.industry,
-Aovernments and the universities. The e'onsultants r,ave careful
Afention al one stage in thei7.- report to this "4111usion". or
ki i .spvr... ion , rJorri tag properly tai' the recent Univer!.iity k)f Toronto
study . tiowevur, they did not then "factor" it in to oither their
!-iiippl v or tile ft- demand pro te,..t ions. Iii our view, significant al Lowanct
should be :nade for it. .on the supply side, cot-11. Into the baccahillILIAtt,
:it re,IM 4,1?-5 Wc.'1 as into thi.:.! doctoral Stre3m in enginvering the
vocat ional!oducat ional issue is not clear-cut or should it be. On
the demand .side, there must be allowance made both for the substitnt
.ability through flexibility evvn ;it initial employro. ent 'lave i s; , and for
inre:t:4ilw, mobility and transfer into wider areas 9 ttill as management

TM

1:, expvrivnce 3ccrite. The difficulty of quantifying this is well
swpreciated. ihe'need for including it in sow definitive waN dor! 1 :7,

t,jua I :Ivy,re,t.it i On.

;11,, ziii,o)iv 1%,;4:tnd halauce

l tit, rklwrt in.its cmiNes dwa .1tronAl

tho prodiction of an ovorsupply of engineering Phil's in the decadt
rhev .40;thowI0, .i fang;-. 01 factors whih will lufluunce both

,upplv b.iud projecLiou and theit ch:mand band proiectiou, Including
efik1 of theiy oun rops:rt. acl,.nowledgt: this daw,r

I. (trek- thAt it ,,, be mihil.i;.:ed by vior.111!; t,mph,Ais to ii

"1.41111Tli.'t

!Ai/. P:#14.

the pri iltl . 1 nlY4 ttai
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$0,. I tat.jottii..0t:, rl.port E s ,pr 53, i3OnS bklt 1.0: on, t
count t..-t lag ,(A.,idence7 as at aO,«:: walla t t s 1 have indicated: ,some'

O.C"-bOt ;tlfe.:441400,ty -Anti, 'tilt!: ;deitantt',140,1icti9iis Which
invA I idat A1,1,110 . narrOwness,,,,of bzuld ,W,,idt Its Selet'tt Verb:3 ps
intliortant ly in tlae long.'-run is the real: failure of any demAnd

pro, t, .L 1 at .t any, very ,.$49477
1. O. !qv iii. rtNikiirme!nt s econOmy.. -`11.1e; ev i.d.iette:e- it quite lear

t. -our sot-. ..4'EtvOtitttr :of ;VOrk-tO :b'e dOrte.with 'A
ijiatipOwer J utt,u c,71471., that

y of 'dciettirat ,graduar.e4.fg',..ge.nOrai 'Oombineti,:with the
IdaSptab f, - surpriSingl.Y..-good
Cite (intario e:,.-pertettee, document d -now- for ,four:yars; indicate4
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